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CHAPTER VI 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

A considerable proportion of the literature previously reviewed 

suggests that organisational climate is an important characteristic 

of the company and, as such, influences the company's choices. 

However, it has been pointed out that the concept of "company's 

choices" is a metaphor: choices are made by individuals. 

Accordingly, the concept of organisational climate proves too 

crude a variable for tackling individual perceptions and 

e xpe c ta ti o ns. The organisational climate concept becomes 

operational only when it is broken into characteristics. Thus, 

various dimensions have been proposed in the literature to analyse 

organisational climate and determine how they explain actors' 

attitudes and behaviour as regards adoption of innovation. 

The present research postulates that the organisational actors' 

rationalities and strategies are elements of the set of corporate 

idiosyncracies which give rise to the organisation's climate. The 

expression "are elements of" will be explicited in the light of the 

empirical findings (see, in particular, the first section of Chapter 

VIII). The concepts of rationality and strategy have been examined 

in Chapter V, and tentative definitions were provided in its 

co n cl usi o n. Thus, the core ques'Cion of this research is: 

Determining the extent to which differences in 
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CHAPTER VI 

organisational actors' rationalities and strategies, when 

applied to a similar innovation problem, can explain the 

variance in final decisions (adoptiont rejection, deferred 

final decision). 

In other words, the conceptual isation of an operational 

interface between non-strictly techno-economic corporate 

idiosyncracies (inasmuch as they constitute organisational climate) 

and technological innovation acceptance is worked out on two 

dimensions: the actors' strategies and rationalities (which are to 

be understood in the light of the organisational stakes and zones of 

uncertainty affecting them). 

The intersection of this interface with organisational climate 

appears through the concept of company's idiosyncratic goals, 

values, norms, etc. The intersection of the interface with 

adoption process appears through the concept of choices and 

decision-making proceaures. As a result, the research strategy 

will have to focus on: 

Characterising the rationalities and strategies of different 

organisational actors; 

(ii) Explaining how these rationalities and strategies differ; 

(iii) Indicating the influences of these two characteristics when 

applied to a given. context. 

These assignments involve three different problems: 

Description of characteristics; 

(ii) Differentiation of properties; 

(iii) Association of attributes. 

Clearly, these three questions may not call for the same 

methodology of research, and each of them is likely to involve 

different means Of collecting and analY31ng data. Given these 
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objectivest the present chapter is devoted to providing indications 

as to adequate means in terms of: 

(i) Research design; 

(ii) Research methods; 

(iii) Data analysis methods. 

This chapter addresses the problem of the research methodology 

to adopt through the research. However, "research methodology", or 

general system of rules and methods used by the researcher during 

his investigation, whatsoever it may be of, falls into two sub-Set3: 

W the particular strategy (for establishing explanation), or 

research design; (ii) the tactics (to collect, analyse and interpret 

data)v or research and data analysis methods. 

Section 1 deals with the first sub-setv while Sections 2 and 

concentrate on the second. 

SECTION 1 RESEARCH DESIGN 

It is generally agreed that research designs will differ depending 

on the researcher's purpose. In other wordst the answer to the 

question of whether an exploratory, descriptivet or causal research 

will be conducted, depends on: (i) the problem to solvet and (ii) 

the way it will be attempted to solve it. More specifically, is it 

herein intended to: 

Gain familiarity with a phenomenons by generating new ideas 

that could be used as IWpothetical grounds to conduct further 

research; 

Portray accurately the characteristics of a particular 

phenomenon; 

(iii) Test hypotheses of causal relationships between variables? 
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The first type of question calls for an exploratory researcho 

the second for a descriptive one, and the third, for a causal 

research. The adequacy between the research design and the general 

problem which pervades this research affords more than an academic 

interest: actually, the whole research validity is at stake. This 

problem is explicitly stated in the introduction to this chapter. 

The empirical study of relationships between organisational climate 

and the acceptance of industrial innovations has already been 

studied, but the novelty of the present research lies in the 

conceptualisation of the organisational idiosyncracies as well as in 

the formalisation of the hypothetical relationship. In this 

respecto the categories of the research can be now clarifiedL 

1.1. Poatulates, Der initions and Hypothe3e3 or the its3earch 

The postulate of the research is not to be proved. How ev ero 

various streams of the reviewed literature suggest that it has a 

high degree of likelihood. However, the first section of Chapter 

VIII will examine the postulate in more detail. Besides, it is 

worth noticing that no restriction is made about the status of 

organisational actors. They can be managers, employeeso 

executives, etc. Each organisational actor must be considered in 

the light of the influence of his decisionst actions and feelings 

upon the outcome of the decision-making process: adoption of the 

innovation, rejection or deferred final decision. The postulate is 

the f ollowing: 

PM Organisational actors' rationalities and strategies are 

elements of the set of corporate idio3yncracies giving rise to 

what can be denoted the organisation's climate. 

At this stage, nothing more precise can be stated regarding this 
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matter. The research hypotheses hinge on a critical appraisal of 

the classical view of the internal process of decision and adoption 

within a firm. As section 2.1. of Chapter IV indicatest this 

process is generally summarised by the following sequence: W 

awareness; (ii) organisationai information process (including 

informal discussions, commissioning of studiest consideration of 

alternatives); (iii) organisationa. L decision (i. e. adoption, 

rejection or deferred final decision). 

Before introducing the hypotheses, it is worth giving some 

definitions of the concepts involved in the statements which have 

not been herein studied as deeply as that of decision. The 

definitions are suggested by the review of the literature on 

orgaai3ational adoption of innovation: 

"Innovation" refers to the technological system about which an 

organisational decision must be made: adoptiont rejection or 

deferred final decision. 

"Organisational information" denotes the state of collective 

knowledge about an innovation at a particular moment in time. 

It seems that there are four aspects of information about a 

technological innovation: technical (the technical point of 

view is chiefly concerned with the compatibility, versatility, 

perf ormancep ease of use of the innovation, etc. ); financial 

(the financial viewpoint is mainly concerned with the costs 

and the investments related to the innovation); commercial 

(the commercial viewpoint focuses on the potential effects of 

the innovation on the market sharet the customerst the 

competition, etc. ); organisational (the organisational 

viewpoint focuses on the potential effects of the innovation 

on the relationships between the organisational. actors). 

(iii) "Organisational awareness" refers to the earliest state of 

information about an innovation. Me classical choice of the 
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term "awarenessa could be criticised on the ground that 

nothing in the concept of "awareness" indicates that such a 

term should be used only to qualify the beginning of the 

information process. Awareness of the innovation pervades 

the whole decision-making process. 

(iv) "Organisational information process" denotes the spread of 

information, into and within the organisation, about an 

innovation. 

Accordingly, the following hypotheses will have to be tested: 

H( 1) "Organisational awareness" is an ambiguous concept. 
H(2) In eaen organisationt the actors will differ in the relative 

importance they attach to the four aspects (ie. financialt 

technicals commercialt organisational) of information about 
the innovation. 

H(3) For each given aspect, within the same organisationt the 

actors will make different assessments. 

H(4) There is an association between the differences that H(2) and 

H(3) suggest and the actors' strategies and rationalities. 

H(5) There is an association between the features of the 

organisational information process f or evaluating the 

innovation and the strategies and rationalities of individual 

actors. 

H(6) The way the actors spread information about the innovation 

influences the decision-making process. 
HM There is an association between the ability of actors to 

influence the decision-making process and these actors' 

strategies and rationalities. 

H(8) There is an association between the sequence in which 

rationalities and strategies become involved in the decision- 

making process and its outcome (ie. adoptiont rejection or 
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det'erred f inal decision). 

Clearly, these hypotheses are concerned with the aforementioned 

problems of description and differentiation (of opinionst 

assessments, rationalities, strategies, featuresof thedecision- 

making processes, outcomest etc. ) and association (of attributes$ 

outcomest etc. ). The association problem is more- or less complex 

depending on the number and nature of the items to relate. For 

examplet H(8) is more difficult to test than HM, H(5) and HM: it 

involves second-order reasoning. That is, because its items can 

only be defined in relation to other items, H(8) involves a fourfold 

association. In other wordst to test HM, one must consider a set 

of companies, a set of phases constituting the decision-making 

process, a set of rationalities (if we postulate that there is an 

isomorphism between rationalities and strategies) and a set of 

outcomes. 

In sumt according to the problem stated above and the resulting 

hypotheses, it follows that the present research aims at gaining 

familiarity with a phenomenon from a distinct viewpoint, and 

generating new ideas which, in turat could be used as the 

hypothetical basis for causal investigations. Consequently, the 

type of research which will be carried out is of the exploratory 

kind. 

12. Domain of Validity of the Research 

The present research aims at answering questions and testing 

hypotheses. But what may be the validity of the answers and of the 

tests? 

In 1647, a physics argument (about the vaccuum) opposing Pascal 

to Father Estienne Noel, rector of the College de Clermont in Parise 
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gave rise to what is viewed as one of the earliest and clearest 

statement on scientific method-1 In his reply to Noel's challenges 

Pascal gave the conditions for judging a hypothesis. It was 

asserted that2 

a hypothesis could be disproved if one could elicit 
either a contradiction or a conclusion counter to fact from 
the affirmation of the hypotnesis. However, if all the facts 
fit the hypothesis or follow from it, this merely shows the 
bypothesis is probable or possible. " 

Somewhat more recentlyt Popper has been the most explicit and 

systematic in recognising the necessity of basing knowledge on 

ruling out alternative explanations of phenomena so as to remain 

with only a conceivable explanation. Actually, Popper's thinking 

is based on an acceptance of Hume's critique of inductions which 

denies the possibility of confirmatory knowledge based on 

generalising from particular observations to general scientific 

propositions. Therefore, according to Poppers if the data fit the 

patterns this supports the theory to the provisional extent that no 

other known theory can account for the pattern. In this respect, 

Popper's contention is that such corroborations can never prove the 

theory to be true, although failures to confirm the prediction can 

falsify the theory under test. Then, if the predictions are 

confirmed, the theory remains one of the possible true explanations: 

failure in prediction drives to logically valid rejection of the 

theory# while success in prediction induces nothing but logically 

inconclusive confirmation. 

Accordingly* positive tests of the hypotheses will indicate 

that, so far, and in the limit of the sample, these hypotheses must 

be regarded as correcic statementsp until counter evidencest or 

alternative explanations are found. 

Conversely, falsification of the hypotheses will indicate that 

they were invalid statements, as regards the sample under study. 
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This leads one to the question of the sample. 

7he Sample 

The substance of the present research is the analysis of the 

decisions of adoption of technological innovations. Accordinglyp 

the problem is to select a set of companies ("addressed systems") 

which have been approached by one or various companies ("addressing 

systems") proposing a new technology or process ("innovation 

sy St em 11). In order to preserve the consistency of the sample, it 

is both crucial that the addressed and addressing systems be not too 

dissimilar and that the corresponding innovation systems belong to 

the same type of activity. Finallyp it is indispensable that the 

innovation systems which will be considered belong to a domain of 

activity in which marketing is aimed at playing a significant part. 

It seems that the field of information technology, as the domain 

of the innovation systems, enables these criteria to be satisfied: 

Information technology is a field generating industrial 

innovations. The opening pages of the next chapter present a 

preparatory research meant to ensure that industrialists view 

this field as an innovative one. 

Information technology is a field enabling one to compare 

innovations whichi though not identical, can be similar. 

This allows for valid comparisons of the various outcomes of 

the decision-making processes. 

(iii) Information technology is a field in which industrial 

marketing aims to play an important part. 

(iv) Information technologies are purchased and marketed by such a 

variety or companies that it is possible to demarcate similar 

addressing systems and similar addressed systems for similar 

innovations. 
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Accordinglyt the innovations involved in the empirical research 

will have to belong to the domain of information technology. The 

preparatory research (Chapter VIL 1.2. ) explains how the sample of 

addressed systems was selected (Le. the companies which are or have 

recently been faced with a choice about whether to adopt an 

innovation). 

At this stage, it is sufficient to state that the study is 

limited to recent cases of adoption, rejection or deferred final 

decision about computer-based information systems (when such systems 

did not already exist in the companies). The sample consists of: 

Shark Corporation; an industrial company, the innovation under 

consideration being a decision support system (SP). 

(ii) Firanhas Corporation; a company involvea in building and 

constructiont faced with the choice between two information 

systems for construction management and control (MNL and MCO) 

(iii) Barracuda Corporation; a distribution companyt the innovation 

involvec being a computerised stock management system (BGT). 

The second section of Chapter VII introduces the case studies in 

more detail. 

SECTION 2 RESEARCH METHOD EVALUATION 

The previous section was devoted to discussing the research design 

that will guide the field work. An exploratory design was 

selecteds as seeming particularly adapted to the problem under 

consideration. 

The present section plays a similar role as regards the methods 

f or coll ea ti ng da ta; it is aimed at evaluating options availables 

justifying choice(s) and anticipating constraints and problems as 
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well as how these will aff eat the research outcome. Essentially, 

research methods are factorable as follows: 

( i) Observation; 

(ii) Analysis of documents; 

(iii) Asicing people for information. 

Observation Methods- Their main advantage is to enable the 

researcher to obtain data within the context of the concrete 

experience of the people who are taking part in the phenomenon under 

consideration. Generally, this type of study is carried out 

through participant observations as classically exemplified by 

Whyte3 and Lupton4. A more recent example is that of a research 

directed by A. M. Bowey at the Pay and Rewards Research Centre, 

Strathclyde University (Glasgow, 1977-1980). Even studias like 

those of Dintzbergs Usually labelled content studiess involving 

detailed observation and data collections owe a lot to participant 

observation method# in which the researcher is anonymously immersed 

in the real context of the phenomenon being studied. 5 

But th13 method suffers from two major drawbacks. Firsts as 

Burgoyne and Hodgson pointed out, observation alone gives no insight 

into the meaning of the observed action. 6 Secondt within the scope 

of the study of decision processes likely to take months or years, 

this method supposes a long period of investigation. By 

definition, at the time of the observation, the decision process 

outcome iS still problematic. This implies thatt since the present 

research aims at relating outcomes to deci3ion-making features# the 

period of study be, at least, as long as the decision process 

itself. Such a schedule is not compatible with the current 

research. However, a first alternative is to concentrate on short 

decision- processes. But these types of phenomena are very rare in 

industrial marketing and generally either unpredictable or 
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unrepresentative. A second alternative is to resort to simulation. 

The simulation methodology is dealt with in Exhibit 6. At and the 

conclusion of the argument is that these techniques impair the main 

advantage of the observation methodo namely the study of behaviours 

within the context of the concrete (thust not simulated) work 

experienm As a result, this method will not be selected. 

Analysis of Documents- Thas type of method refers to paleography 

and is mainly concernid with collecting and interpreting relevant 

archives. In the study of organisational decision process, most of 

these records are companies' published statementst balances, etc. 9 

but it is down to the researcher to employ initiative in procuring 

more confidential data such as reportst meeting minute3o, etC- 

Published data usually provide a basis for time-serie3 analysis and 

give rise to regression modelso the main interest of which lies in 

helping decision-makers on the basis of predicted values or events. 

These models concentrate on econometric variables and are poor 

inaicators of the characteristics and sequences of the decision 

processes themselves. However, inferences from financial ratios 

can be made. For example, Nabseth and Ray held that ratios 

obtained from published balance sheets and income statements could 

be used as indicators of management attitudes. 7 This method has 

already been discussed in Chapter II (conclusion) and it was argued 

that it results in a static appraisai of the concrete decision- 

making process. Furthert some finance and production figures or 

ratios may well represent the outcome of the decision-making 

pro ce ss. But if this outcome is a kind of "serendipitous" result 

of the process, invalid conclusions may be drawn on the decision- 

making process itself. 

A more promising attempt is that of studying confidential 

reports. But this method gives rise to a major risks which could 
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be labelled as a "scarcity effect". In facrt the researcher is 

obliged to rely entirely on the amount of data he has been able to 

gather. The basic postulate is that the more conf identialt tne 

greater the information. This may be true. But the other side of 

the coin is that the more confidential the data, the more difficult 

it is to obtain. Suppose there existst in a given context, three 

"hush-hush" reports. The three may be contradictory. If they are 

really confidential, the researcher is unlikely to gain access to 

all three. Suppose he is crafty enough to manage to get two of 

them. What about the validity of his assessment? The 

confidentiality of the two documents will induce the researcher to 

rely highly on their information, which is potentially contradicted 

by tne third document. In interviews or questionnaires as well, 

the information provided by one respondent may be contradicted by 

another respondent, but the researcher is generally able to 

coordinate this kind of variatioru 

In conclusion, threats to validity, together with more practicai 

considerations, result in rejection of this method. 

Asking People for Information- This method of collecting data is a 

complex one and gives rise to various techniques. Basicallys 

information can be obtained by means of four types of cooperation 

between the researcher and the respondent. These four types result 

from a combination of the following situations: 

W Researcher's contribution before respondent's contributiont 

which may be symbolised by 'IRS-Rp"; 

(ii) Researcher's contribution after respondents contribution, 

which may be symbolised by "Hp-Rs"; 

(iii) Researcher's contribution during respondent's contributiont 

which is symbolised by "Rp+R311. 
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"Contribution" refers to the very content of the information 

being obtained. It embraces (i) the respondent's expressed 

opinion, (ii) the researcher's questions, (iii) the researcher's 

interpretation of the information obtained from the respondents. A 

three-by-four table epitomises this analysis and underlines the 

differences between the four techniques. 

Fig. 30- Sequence of research methods 

Sequence 
A 

Technique 1 Rs Rp 1 Rp Rs 1 Rp + Rs 
A 

lQuestionnnaires 1 

IStructured Interviews 10 

Mon-structured Interviews I 

! Diary Studies 

In questionnaire methods the sequence is as follows: (i) the 

researcher prepares written questions, (ii) the respondent answers 

these questions (the researcher may write down the answers$ him sel f, 

but this is only done for convenience purpose: the answers will not 

affect the questions being asked), and (iii) the researcher a naly se s 

the responses. 

In structured interviews there is a cooperation of the two 

subjects, in real time. There is a possibility of feedback effect. 

An answer may affect the formulation of the questions being asked by 

the researcher. 

In non-structured interviews the researcher does not provide any 

a priori contribution to the information process. This does not 

mean that he achieves a "tabula rasa", since he works on the basis 

of a framework of hypotheses. But his hypotheses are guidelines 

rather than limits to the interview process. Sometimes, such 

limits are necessarys depending on the information the researcher is 
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looking for. 

In diary studies the "respondents" are not asked questions. If 

they agree, they will write downp on a day to day basis, a report on 

their work activities and their work-related reflections. Then, 

without any direct cooperation with the "respondents", the 

researcher will analy3e the information contained in the diaries. 

The time constraint does not enable, (for reasons similar to those 

which were addressed as regards observation) such a technique to be 

used in this study. 

It is acknowledged that all these methods may give rise to 

feedback meetings, once the data have been collected and 

interpreted. 17his enables the respondents to give their opinions 

about the researcher's interpretation of their contribution. 

Howevert as this procedure is possible in each case (although it is 

difficult to handle with large samples) it is not taken into 

consideration in this comparison. 

In conclusion, questionnaire and interview methods are the only 

options for this research. Which one (or which combination of the 

two) should this research employ? The answer to this question lies 

in the nature of the information which is needed. 

The research central question is : How do individual strategies 

and rationalities (as corporate idiosyncracies and components Of the 

organisational climate)v affect the deci3ion-making process leading 

to adopting or rejecting industrial innovation? Industrial 

innovations are tangible. Adoption or rejection may be deduced 

from observation. But strategies and rationalities are less 

manifest. People are behaving and talkingo generally without 

specifying: "Now I an implementing a maximax rationality and my 

strategy is targeted at highest rewards rather than securing minimum 

payoffs below which I should not fall. " 

Howevers the researcher may gain insights into these strategies 
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and rationalitiest and the way they are likely to be implemented 

(which refers to behaviour) through the study of attitudes. This 

is pointed out by two schools examined above. 

The Strategic Theory of Organised Action, via its strategic 

analysis methodology, holds that "one can achieve correct 

approximations of strategies and rationalities from the attitudes 

being expressed by eaen organi3ational actor. 118 On the other hands, 

the phenomenological approach considers that "all meaningful 

behaviours can be described as I atti. tude- taking' acts. 119 

The study of attitudes, its methodology, depends largely upon 

the definition of the concept. As indicated below, there is no 

general agreement on what the term refers to. 

2.1. The Study of Attitudes as a Heuristic Process 

When the term appeared in the rhetoric of the German experimental 

psychology, in the late XlXth centuryt attitude was equated to a 

neuropsychic state preparing and facilitating action. Attitude was 

thought of as a kind of "adjustment (Einstellung) of mind"t an 

"induced attention" of the individual which should accelerate his 

response to stimuli. Through various stagess particularly in 

social psychology# the term has become more and more used to refer 

to relatively permanent normative orientations of individuals 

towards certain objects. This conception was epitomised by Secord 

and Backman when they wrote that attitude is a "component of the 

personality of the individual#... serving functional or adjustive 

endso... a descriptive concept oharacterising a prevailing mode of 

thought... "10 Hence the development of the study of attitudes in 

consumer marketings through various and sometimes confusing 

definitions. It is the purpose of the following lines to clarify 

each contribution and to select the one which seems the most 
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relevant to this research purpose. 

2.1.1.7he Behaviouriat Per3pective 

Th. is approaan rests on a theory of instrumental learning process in 

which attitudes develop and strengthen in relation to sanctions and 

rewards from the environment. 

2.1.2. The lbeory of Cognitive Dissonance 

This theory, developed by Festinger, has the great merit of linking 

attitude to overt behaviour. 1 1 Critics often argued that the 

concept of attitude was u3elesso because no one could be sure that a 

person would behave in accordance with his or her verbally expressed 

attitude. The dissonance theory recognises this shortcoming and 

helps to remedy it by specifying the conditions under which 

attitudes and behaviour do correspond. This theory's postulates 

are the following: 

W Consistency of individual attitudes; 

(ii) Accordance between attitudes and behaviour; 

(iii) Consistency of individual actions (benaviour). 

This theory's major concepts are those of cognitive elements 

and dissonance. By "cognitive elements" is meant any knowledge, 

opinion, or belief about the environment, about oneself or about 

one's behaviour. Iluissonancell refers to inconsistency between two 

or more cognitive elements. The theory essentially states that 

when dissonance is present, in addition to trying to reduce it, the 

person will actively avoid situations and information which would 

likely increase the dissonance. 
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The Theory of kffective - Cognitive Consistency 

This theoryp initially due to Rosenberg, holds that strong and 

stable posirive affects towards a given object should be associated 

with beliefs that it leads to the attainment of a number of 

important valuesq while strong negative affects should be associated 

with beliefs that the object tends to block the attainment of 

important values. 12 Developing a kind of arithmetic of affects, 

this theory adds that moderate positive or negative affects should 

be associated with beliefs that relate the attitude object either to 

less important values ort if important, with less confidence about 

the relationship between these values and the attitude object. 

The Functional Theory of Attitudes 

Mainly attributable to Katz and Stotland, this theory holds that the 

motivational basis for an attitude is the key to understanding 

change and resistance to change. 13 In this respect, Katz and 

Stotland noted that situational factors and the communication 

directed towards attitude change will have effect depending on the 

motivational basis of the attitude. In fact, the motivational 

basis is conceptualised in terms of the function which attitude 

performs for the person. More specificallyt this function is a 

fourfold one and is factorable as follows: 

W Adjustment: attitudes reflect desired or undesired goals and 

thereby orient behaviour towards the most positive 

alternatives. 

(ii) Ego-defensive: attitudes can reflect a defence mechanism to 

avoid recognition of reality which is in opposition to one's 

sel f image. 

(iii) Value expressive: attitudes give clarity and expression to 
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basic orientations. 

Uv) Knowledge: attitudes provide standards for evaluating and 

understanding one's environment. 
14 

This theory is to be related to Adorno's psycho-analytical 

approach which connects attitudes' origin to the individuals' needst 

anguisness inhibitions, motivations and self-defence mechanisms, 

that ist to the functions which attitudes fulfil in relation to the 

subj eats' experiences and subconscious universe. 15 

Comments 

Beyond divergent explicative approaches, these theories share common 

theoretical premises. 

W All ref er to individual attributes, as opposed to contextual 

circumstances. 

(ii) They are generally retrospective and base attitudes on 

individuals' basic social or organisational history. Hence 

the predictive use of attitudes (since they are considered as 

relatively stable). 

Consequently, attitudes are used in an explicative perspectivet 

and are reduced to an inferred* explanation of what must have 

happened in an individual's "black box" to cause some pattern of 

observed behaviour. 16 

An Alternative Conoeption of Attitudes 

The Strategic Theory of Orgaai3ed Action does not consider 

attitudes as expressing a reaction or a kind of "individual 

synthesis". In contrastp strategic analysis (which is a practical 
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and research-oriented implementation of this theory) holds the view 

that attitudes must be related to the orientations the actors have 

adopted contingently upon their opportunitiess projectst forecasted 

assets, as well as the constraints they have to cope with. 
17 

Brieflyt the proposition of the strategic approach is that the 

actors' attitudes relate less to the past than to the future as it 

is foreseen in relation to their prospects and expected assets. 

Attitude is then defined from a prospective viewpoints, and no 

longer refers to individual "traits" or "personality" as 

determinants of behaviour; rathert attitude is viewed as indicating 

a subjective relationship which, given his assets and abi. Lity, an 

individual establishes with his anticipated behaviour and expected 

payoffs of possible strategies. 

This approach, which considers attitudes as strategic 

orientations, fits reasonably well with the purpose of the present 

research. Accordinglyt strategic analysis appears as a very 

suitable method for testing the validity of the hypotheses. Exhibit 

6. C. describes the main features of strategic analysis in more 

detail. 

The following sub-section is devoted to evaluating 

questionnaires and interviews (the only possible options) as to 

their abi. Lity to probe individual attitudes as strategic 

orientations. 

2.2. Attitude Evaluation 

As has been argued above, the method options for the present 

research are limited to three possibilities: W questionnairest 

(ii) interviews, or (iii) a combination of these two methods. In 

the light of the research objectives (i. e. 9 description, 

differentiation, and assessment of a330ciation)v a twofold 
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reflection is involved in evaluating method options: 

First levelp concerned with the relevance of the options' 

general features. 

Second levelp concerned with the feasabi. Lity, constraints, and 

validity of the analyses the options enable to be carried 

out. 

The first aspect is treated in the following line3o while the 

second is dealt with in the next section of this chapter. 

2.2.1. Relative Relevance of Questionnaire and 
Interview Techn: 14ues 

Describing the actors' strategies and rationalities requires 

information about actors' constraintst degree of freedom and assets 

in the Organisation, and information about the particular way these 

factors are combined. Resorting to a necessarily contingent 

approacht the goal will be to discover the characteristicst the 

nature and the "rules of the game" which structure the actors' 

inter- relationships and, thereforeo structure their strategies. In 

this respecto the key concepts are: organisational stakes# zones of 

uncertainty, nature and "rules of the game". 

On the other hand, strategies and rationalities will have to be 

differentiated, since it is aimed at relating them to different 

decisions. Thefirms' structural idiosyneracies (organigramse 

internal organisationo divisionalisations regulationst technology, 

etc. ) indicate nothing more than a series Of limits circumscribing 

the participants' strategic fields. This does not provide 

information about how inner decision processes are affected by 

rationalities and strategies. 

Clearly, interview and questionnaire methods of collecting 

information are to be evaluated on their amenability to reveal# 
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among others: 

How the actors perceive and experience their respective 

situation. 
(ii) How the "objective" constraints are understood by the actors. 

(iii) The nature of the actors' relationships with each othert the 

importance of these relationships and what they are expected 

to be. 

Uv) The light in which, as a resulto the actors assess their 

opportunities and how the innovation could affect the latter. 

These four points obviously afford considerable interest as far 

as testing the hypotheses is concerned. In this respect,, three 

remarks may be set forward, which are d13CUS3ed below. 

22.1.1. Protocol analy313: The Principle of Harmony 

According to Burgoyne and Hoagson, managerial behaviour and action# 

as a field of research, has been influenced by the main stream of 

convention about methodology in the social science&18 If Harre and 

Secord19 are to be believedt many social sciences have attempted to 

follow the tradition of logical positivism which derives from the 

physical sciences the assumption that basic reality consists Of 

absolute stable entities accessible to direct "objective" 

observations which then provide a "bed-rook of facts or data on 

which true theories can be cautiously and solidly bui. Lt. n2O 

Undoubtedly, such a perspective deals harshly with notions of 

consciousness, experience, human process of interpretation and 

attaching meaning to events. Such concepts are studied only 

indirectly and inferentially through their effect on properly 

observable phenomena (as in Nab3eth and Ray's inferences from 

financial and productivity ratios2l). Accordingly, an alternative 
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view has been put forward, the rationale of which rests on the 

notion of harmony between the phenomenon and its study. In 

Burgoyne and Hodgson's wordst "in order to advance our 

understanding of human processes# it is necessary to use methods 

that are in harmony with those processes [i. e. 9 individual 

experience, consciousness and human inter pre tation]. #22 As an 

alternative to the search of external objective reality, the method 

of phenomenological protocol analysis is proposed, as being in 

harmony with the human processes to be measured. 

This method is introduced in more detail in Exhibit 6. A. and, at 

the present stage* it is sufficient to note that the approach is 

based on unstructured interviews. 

From a phenomenological viewpoint, this analysis aims at 

detectingt delimiting and describing similarities and differences 

between the cases of the phenomenon being studied. This is done by 

careful and repeated exploration for variation in the set of 

descriptions of experience, generally orally expressea. The basis 

for analysis lies in the variation within the specific group of 

cases of the phenomenon. In effect, the final outcome aimed at is 

a number of categories describing similarities and differences 

between the cases. It is proposed of ten, in a more deductionist 

approache that transcripts from protocol analysis can be inspected 

for evidence of specific processes which certain hypotheses would 

predict to be there. Such an approach has been used to find 

whether students use certain "rational" deci3ion-making processes in 

evaluating their own learning. 23 Accordingly, hypotheses about how 

organisational actors' strategies and rationalites affect the 

decisions related to innovation adoption could be tested against 

Protocol analysis. In the paper mentioned above (note 18) Burgoyne 

and Hodgson suggested that protocol analysis and stimulated recall 

be used in testing a number of theories related to managerial 
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behaviour and attitudes. 

In conclusiont the phenomenological protocol analysis method 

seems congruent with the present research, since it enables an 

hypothetico-inductive approach to the phenomenon to be carried out 

without violating (principle of harmony) the human processes 

necessarily involved in decision- making. In this respecto it is to 

be noticed that this method is not compatible with structured 

interviews. 

Howeverv the question of validity (particularly of the external 

kind) is rarely addressed by protocol analysis defenders. This 

point is dealt with below. 

2.2.1.2. QU63tionnaire Designs: The Principle of Fusion 
of A Priori Relevant Probabilities 

It is quite possible to assess attitudes by means of relatively 

simple direct questions like, for example: "Were you against the 

adoption of word processing in your firm because it would have 

required your learning a new technique? " It is acknowledged that 

the formulation is rather naivet but this is not the point. 

Questions of this type may be highly structured and answerable in 

yes-no or multiple-choice form; on the other hand they can be open- 

ended in nature and permit greater flexibility in response. Many 

researchers feel, howevers that the direar. question encourages 

intentional or non-intentional response distortion and turno 

instead, to somewhat more disguised procedure-% 

Taking into consideration the conceptions generally acceptedo of 

attitudes as complex and multifaceteds, researchers make frequent use 

of scale techniques to assess attitude& Attitude scales generally 

consist of a number of attitude statements that ask for agreement or 

disagreement. Responses are then combined in some manner to 
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provide more complete indication of feelings. Attitude scales can 

be constructed in many ways, but the most often resorted to are: 

W equal-appearing interva. L scales; 24 (ii) summated ratings; 25 

(iii) Semantic-differentials; 26 (iv) scalogram analysi. 1; 27 (v) Q_ 

sort; 28 (vi) Coombs unfolding technique. 29 However, and beyond the 

problems of reliability and validity inherent to scaling, these 

methods seem to share with classical questionnaires an important 

shortcoming. This shortcoming is in relation to the scope of the 

present research and is examined in the sub-section below. 

2.2.1.2.1. Questionnaire Designs as Particular 
Communication Systems 

In his Mathematical Theorygf Communication, Shannon proposes a 

schematic diagram of a general communication system. 30 Although 

initially concerned with pure physics, Shannon's theory has been 

widely resorted to in various fields of human sciences. A reason 

for this may be that "the mathematical theory [of communication] is 

exceedingly general in its scope, fundamental in the problem it 

treatst and of classic simplicity and power in the result it 

reaches. 161 Furthert according to Weaver, ShannonOs general system 

of communication gives rise to so general a theory that one does not 

need to say what kinas of messages are being considered - "whether 

written letters or words, or music notes, or spoken wordst or 

symphonic music, or pictures. liN In other wordso "the theory is 

deep enough so that the relationships it reveals indiscriminately 

apply to all these and other forms of communication. 1,33 Accordingly, 

it is proposed in this research to view questionnaires and their 

treatment as a particular pattern of Shannon's general system, of 

communication. 
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Fig. 31- Schematic diagram of a eneral 
commurdeation system 

Tafter 

Shannont op. cit. 9 p. 34) 

Information Transmitter Receiver Destination of 
source information 

message signal message 

The concepts of this diagram mcV be explained as follows: 

( i) Information source: it produces a message or sequence of 

messages to be communicated to the receiving terminal. 

(ii) Transmitter: it operates on the message in some way to 

produce a signal suirable for transmission over the channel. 

(iii) Channel: it is merely the medium used to transmit the message 
from the transmitter to the receiver. 

(iv) Receiver: ordinarilyt it performs the inverse operation of 

that done by the transmitterp that is , recontructing the 

message from the signal. 

(V) Destination of information: it refers generally to the person 

or thing for whom the message is intended. 

From this general systems the following pattern may be derived: 

Fig. 32- Schematic diagram of questionnaire designs 
as particular communication systems 

Respondent Answer Statistical Researcher 
grid treatmen 

0 ------ ...... ------- 0 

responses codified statistical 
re3pon3es propositions 

These concepts may be developed a3 follows: 

W Respondent: this information source constitutes potential 
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messages some of which are particularly relevant to the 

destination of information. However, the actual messages 

which are obtained (responses) are only those being asked for 

by the questions. 

(ii) Answer grid: the transmitter, consisting of the responses to 

the questionnaire item& These answers may be either of the 

yes-no type, or grades (in attitude scaling)9 etc. The si gnal 

consists of codes so that the responses may be immediately 

fed into the computer (in "sophisticated" procedures). 

(iii) Channel: paper, etc. 

iv) Statistical treatment: the receiver* constituted of 

statistical procedures designed to convert the complexity and 

diversity of the responses into propositions which make sense 

to the destination of information. These statistical 

treatments are generally operated by more or less specialised 

packages. The messages being transmitted to the destination 

of information generally consist of ratios (chi-squaret zo to 

F,.. ), of levels of significance and of confidence intervals: 

they constitute statistical propositions. 

(v) Researcher: the destination of informationt i. e. the 

individual(s) likely to take decisions or state propositions 

on the basis of the information being conveyed by the second 

type of message. Clearly, these decisions or propositions 

are related to the population out of which the respondent 

(source of information) is selected. These decisions 

generally originate with a choice between accepting or 

rejecting one or various null hypotheses (indifference 

hypotheses). From this may stem various strategies on the 

part of the IIinf ormation- seeker". Each hypothesis was 

related to the population out of which the set of respondents 

(sample) was selectedt while each strategy deals with what the 
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researcher's fuzure actions should be, according to the 

inf ormation now available on the respondents. 

This Shannonian interpretation of questionnaire designs 

naturally lends itself to an analysis of the process in terms of 

inf ormatior, 6 This aspect is treated in the following lines. 

2.2.1.2.2. Questionnaire Designs as Highly Entropic 
Communication Systems 

Whether they consist of mere questions (simple or multiple-choice 

ones) or ask for degree of agreement on attitude scalest 

questionnaire techniques are based on a twofold basic principle, 

decomposable as follows: 

(i) A priori relevance dichotomy: out of all the messages a 

respondent may express, some are relevant to the destination 

of informationt some are not. So as to avoid irrelevant 

messages, the relevant ones are defined as to their nature 

(not as to their contento of course... )t and questions likely 

to give rise to messages of this nature are a priori selected. 

(ii) Fusion of probable relevant messages: out of all the relevant 

messages a respondent may express# some are viewed as 

"synonymous". That is# it is assumed that some messages do 

not add information to others and only differ in their 

f ormulation. Each response is supposed to manifest a class 

of messages equivalent modulo (ie. 9 according to) the 

inf ormation they contain. 

Accordinglyp the only responses the researcher is likely to 

obtain are those for which he has given provision and allowed "room" 

in his questionnaire. In other wordst the responses are unlikely 

to surprise the 11inf orma tion- seeker". He will only find in the 
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responses what he was prepared to find. He is more interested in 

the relationships he may draw between the responses (correlations or 

associations) than in the responses themselves. 

From the foregoing considerations it arises that improbable 

messages are unlikely to be recorded by questionnaire de3ignst and 

that, instead of messages# they record classes of messages with 

different probabilities and formulations. 

Howevert oftent the more improbable the messagev the greater the 

information it contains. This relationship has been worked in 

economics forecasting by Theil, who defined the information oontent 

of a message which states that some event has taken place, as an 

inverse function of the probability that the event would take place 

before the message was receivedL34 On the other hands, borrowed from 

thermodynamics, the concept of entropy refers to a loss in 

information. According to Wiener: 35 

the processes which lose information are... Closely 
analogous to the processes which gain entropy. They consist 
in the fusion of regions Of probabi. Lity which were originally 
distinct. " 

Thereforev taking into account the above point that 

questionnaires rest on the notion of fusion of messages with 

distinct probabilities of occurrenceo it derives that questionnaire 

designs operate as entropic systems of communication. In other 

wordst their structure entails a loss in information: the 

respondents' potential messages are fusioned into responses to a 

priori designed questions. Furthert it can be argued that the 

process Of statistical analysis implies another source of entropy. 

This point will be addressea belows in a 3ub-3eCtion focusing on 

statistical methods (which are not only applicable to data collected 

by questionnaires). On the other hand, it is to be noticed that 

interviews are entropic communication systems toot be it only for 

the nature and limitation of language. Howevert they allow for 
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much more variety in responses. This is of paramount importance as, 

in this essentially exploratory research,, variety must be preserved 

by the procedures for collecting data. On the other hando 

questionnaires are indisputably relevant to different researches* 

with distinct purposes and less emphasis on detailea description. 

As the process by which information is lost cannot be explained 

by a simple interpretation of the general laws of informationt 

Exhibit 6. B. tackles this issue in more detail. 

First Recapitulation 

At this staget three methods may still be chosen: questionnaire 

designst unstructured interviews, or a combination of the two. Tw o 

reasons have mainly contributed to eliminating other alternatives: 

(i) time available (observation methods) and (ii) scarcity of 

relevant archives and threats to validity (analysis of documents 

methods). The general validity of these methods is not questioned; 

rathert the point is that they do not seem to suit the purpose of 

this research. 

The main advantage of unstructured interview techniques treated 

with strategic analysis or phenomenological protocol analysis is 

that of being in harmony with the human processes that form the core 

of managerial action. Structured interviews have been rejected 

because they are bound to undermine this harmony which is a 

legitimation for resorting to interviews. 

The main shortcoming of unstructured interviews is that of 

problematic generalisability: while questionnaire designs have 

generated a scientific body of inference laws (sampling theory)p 

nothing similar is available as regards interviews. On the o ther 

hando the major drawback of questionnaire methods (for the present 

research) is that of limiting the information with which the 
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respondent could provide the researcher. 

These indications can be usefully completed with an evaluation 

of the analysis which the two options enable to be carried out. 

This evaluation constitutes the main theme of the following section. 

SECTION 3 DATA ANALYSIS MEMOD EVALUATION 

This section deals with the feasibility, requirements and validity 

of the data analyses to which questionnaires or interviews give 

rise. The focus will first be placed on description and 

differentiation. Thent some procedures to assess association will 

be examined. 

Description and Differentiation: Analysis of Data Collected 
by Questionnaire Designs 

Among the various questionnaire techniques which were examined 

(self-completion, open/closed, open-ended questionnairest or scaling 

techniques), scaling techniques were found the most relevant 

approach to attitude evaluation. Howevero scales do not only aim at 

ev al ua ti ng. They are designed to measurev ie., in StevetYs wordst 

"to assign numerals to objects or events according to rule3. "36 But 

numerals in themselves are poor indicators: it is only through 

appropriate operations that they may become useful information. In 

facto the analysis of the numerals being assigned to phenomena is 

done with a view to revealing new information about these phenomena. 

When the relationship between the phenomenon under consideration and 

the numbers assigned to them is a direct onet one can, by 

manipulating the numberst obtain new information about the 

phenomenon. 

The application of both the principles of induction and 
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deduction in statistics and physics rests on this property of direct 

relationship. Howevers if that direct relationship between numbers 

and phenomena is altered in some wayt the relationship between the 

numbers will no longer reflect the relationship between the 

phenomena. Since, in attitude scalingp numbers come from 

measurements, it is important to know some of the characteristics of 

measurement scales and the kind of numerical relationships which can 

be applied to them. This, in turn, determines the kind of 

statistical methods appropriate to the numerical data, as the 

following discussion indicates. 

3.1.1. kttitude Scales and Related Statistical Techniques 

Four types of general scales are commonly distinguished. Thi s 

distinction operates on a threefold basis: 

W According to the tYPe Of data being involved; 

Whether or not reference is made to an origin point (natural 

or artificial); 

(iii) Whether or not differences between numerals are ordered. 

From a combination of these properties four levels of 

measurement may be distilled. To eaen of these levels corresponds 

a type of relation between classes, a number of admissible 

operations on the numberst ando as a corollary# a number of 

appropriate statistics. 

Nominal Scalea- Mis type of scale deals with alpha-numeric 

data. Herev the numerals serve to identify classes of 

o bj ect s. As pointed out by Torgersons the use of numerals 

here is unecessaryt and other sets of distinguishable marks 

would serve as well. 37 The only relation involved in these 
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scales is that of equivalence: nothing can be stated about 

objects but that they belong to the same class, or do not. 

The only admissible operations on alpha-numerals ares, 

therefore, frequency counts. The sole non-parametric 

statistics are relevant to this kind of data, but not all of 

them. Only contingency coefficient and chi-square are 

sui babl e. 

(ii) Ordinal Scales- Data are still alpha-numeric but, this 

times carat (ie. P smaller or greater than) relations may be 

held along with equivalence ones for all pairs of class in 

order to complete rank ordering. Ordinal scales are only 

amenable to non-parametric statistics, including, this time, 

Spearman's rho and Kendall's w-coefficient of concordance. 

(iii) Interval Scales- In interval scales data are exclusively 

numeric. In factt this is a particular case of ordinal 

scales: an interval scale has the properties of an ordinal 

scale and in addition has a common and constant unit of 

measurement and a zero point so that the distances between any 

two points on the scale are of known size. Howevert the 

unit and origin are arbitrary. As a result, carat and 

equivalence relations are defineds ratios of any intervals are 

known, and any arithmetic operation may be performed on the 

differences between scales values (but not on the values 

themselves). This enable all parametric statistics to be 

computed, except geometric means and coefficients of 

variation. 

(iv) Ratio scales- These scales deal with numeric data and have 

the characteristics of interval scaleso except that, heret the 

zero point is a natural origin. As a result, ratio of any 

two scale values are meaningful, and any arithmetic operation 
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is admissible on the scale values themselves (as well as on 

differences between scale values). Clearly, all parametric 

statistics are appropriate to this type of scaie. 

The next step is to determine to which class belongs each of the 

attitude scales that could be of relevance for the present research. 

This should give rise to an evaluation of these scales in the light 

of the statistical analyses they permit. The Q-sort and Coombs 

techniques are excluded from this review for they are more akin to 

classificatory SY3tems than to techniques of measurement of 

attitudes. 
38 

3.1-1-1. Thurstone Scales 

Also termed method of "equal -appearing intervals", this type Of 

scale attempts to form an interval scale of measurement. 

Basicallyo respondents are asked to check those stimuli 

(propositions, statements) with which they are in agreement. It is 

assumed that the subject will endorse those opinion statements that 

Most nearly represent his own attitude. In fact, the general idea 

is that, other things being equal, the probability that a subject 

will endorse an item (opinion statement) decreases as the distance 

between his own attitude and that reflected by the items increases. 

The average (median or mean) of the median values of all the items 

he endorses is his scale score. As interval scales, Thurstone 

devices enable several parametric statistics to be computed. The 

most interesting is the analysis of variance between subjects' 

attitudest according to the Organisation they belong to. This 

approacho howevert as noticed by Torgerson, 39 introduces various 

problems. First, each of the stimuli is likely to possess some 

specific variance, which will account for their differences in 
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popularity (it is difficult to avoid halo effect in questions 

related to rationality in deci sio n- making). On top of this, it is 

not always clear that the general notion, that the probability of 

endorsement of an item depends on the amount of differences between 

the attitude reflected by the items and that held by the subjecto is 

an appropriate one. 

Liker t Seal e3 

In Likert scalingr the respondent is not asked to decide Just 

whether he agrees with an items but to choose between several 

response categoriess indicating various strengtns of agreement and 

disagreement. The categories are assigned scores and the 

respondent's attitude is measured by his total score, which is the 

sum of the scores of the categories he has endorsed for each of the 

items. Herlecting these main features, Likert scales are also 

known as summated rating scales. However, unlike in Thurstone 

scalest no conclusion may be drawn about the meaning of distances 

between scale positions. In other words, Likert scales are not 

interval scales: nothing can be stated about ratio of any two 

intervals. However, carat relations are admissible. This means 

that Likert scales are ordinal scales. As a result, only non- 

parametric statistics may be used for analysis purposes. In this 

respects Kendall's coefficient of concordance can be used in order 

to evaluate the degree of association between attitudes and the 

organisation the subject belongs to. Conversely, this coefficient 

can be a good indicator of differentiation. 

Guttman Scales 

Guttman scales are fundamentally different from the methods of 
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measurement mentioned above. With Thurstone and Likert techniques a 

final score of a given magnitude can result from quite different 

patterns of responses so that it is impossible to tell from the 

score what the individual anwers were. This enhances the relevance 

of what has been said about the entropic nature of fusion of 

information: a similar score ands as a result, a same conclusion 

may stem from opposite incLividual answers. The beauty of Guttman 

scalogram is that of limiting this loss in information. A 

scalogram is a diagram in which the inaividuals' responses are 

shown; one caninfer from an individual's total score precisely 

which items he agreed and disagreed with. Theoreticallyt Guttman 

scales are ordinal scales. This is due to the fact that the 

distances between score3 are not constant. As a resultt the 

distances between any two scores are not of known size. This 

implies the use of non-parametric statitics similar to that 

mentioned for Likert scales. However, the major shortcoming of 

Guttman scales results from the -strict deterministic nature of the 

underlying models namely that a person who responds positively 

(reap. negatively) to one item must respond positively (reap. 

negatively) to a series of others. Consequently, as mentioned by 

Moser and Kaltons departures from scale types have to be treated as 

aberrations or error. 40 This methods thereforep introduces the kind 

of violation of rationality described in Chapter III. 

Osgood Scales 

The rationale of these methods rests on the idea that attitude can 

be identified with evaluation ("good or bad"; "true or false"; 

"beautiful or ugly")t and that an attitude scale can therefore be 

formed from a series of bipolar rating scales measuring the 

evaluative factor. Reflecting these characteristics, Osgood scales 
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are referred to in terms of semantic differential techniques. A 

respondent' s total score is the measure of his attitude. Must 

the semantic differentialt like a Likert scalev is a summated rating 

scale; howeverv while with Likert scaling there is a range of 

statements but typically only one standard form of response (e. g. # 

strongly agreet agree, etc. ), with the semantic differential there 

is a range of areas of response but only one issue to evaluate. As 

regards statistics, as ordinal scales, Osgood semantic 

differentials only admit non-parametric statistics and Kendallts w 

seems the most relevant one. 

Comments 

Four types of attitude scaling techniques have been examined. 

These scales are either of the ordinal or interval type, and it was 

argued that Kendall's coefficient of concordance (a non-parametric 

statistic) and the analysis of variance (a method using parametric! 

statistics) were the most relevant techniques of treating the data 

so collected. These statistics are easily computable on packages 

such as "Hinitab" or "SPSSI's available through the EMAS mainframe. 

In essence, what could be indicated by these statistics is a measure 

of similarity and, therefore, of differentiation between 

organisational members as regards their strategies and 

rationalities. Two remarks may be put forward. First, items to 

evaluate strategies and rationalities on scales are far from being 

easy to find if one is to avoid halo effect in responses. Second, 

the entropic nature of questionnaire designs has been pointed out. 

If scaling is selected for evaluating strategies and rationalities 

there will be two important sources of entropy in the total process 

of interpretation: that inherent in evaluating attitudess and that 

inherent in relating differences in attitudes to variance in 
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outcome. 

3.2. Description and Differentiation: Analysis of Data 
Collected by Interviews 

From the outset, it is to be noticed that phenomenological protocol 

analysis and strategic analysis could have been introduced in this 

sub-section as well. Howevers as these methods are intimately 

linked to unstructured interviews and do not ask for statistical 

proceduresp they have already been mentioned in Section 2. Exhibits 

6. A. and 6. C. can be consulted for more complete presentations. 

Theoreticallyp analysis may be either based on common sense or 

carried out through more or less sophisticated statistical methods. 

Common sense analysis does not require any particular property of 

the data to assess them. On the contrary* statistical analysis 

usually requires rectangular data, particularly when the analysis is 

carried out on statistical packages. Thi3 may limit the 

applicability of sophisticated techniques to the analysis of data 

collected by means of unstructured interviews. Howevert a more 

basic objection has been raised against mathematical treatment of 

interviews. 

32-1. Reconeiling Subjective Data and Statistical Treatment 

Defenders of unstructured interviews do not agree on the validity of 

statistical analyses of subjective data. For iastancei, the 

phenomenological perspective usually criticises the statistical 

process of interpretation of expressions of views# bel ief so 

preferenceso assumed to be of relevance by the researcher. Thi a 

process is criticised on the ground that it involves severe 

constraints in order to give rise to so-called objective data. In 

fact# this piece of criticism is similar to that addressed to 
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questionnaires. In Burgoyne and Hodgson's words: 41 

11 .. converting base subjective data into SUPP03edly golden 
o7; jective data is conducted behind a smoke-screen of test 
mystique and statistical manipulation. " 

According to some organisational phenomenologistsp the basic 

assumption of this process is that "if such subjective data can be 

forcedt by the conditions of its generation and the suppression of 

the variety in it by statistical techniques to display some of the 

properties associated with supposedly objective Physical 

resources... then it is objective data.,, 42 The notion of loss in 

variety has been previously addres3edo but another point remains to 

be made. 

It is illusory to believe that the entire richness and variety 

of the respondent's information will be preserved throughout the 

whole process of interpretation by the researchers, even by means of 

a phenomenological interpretation. This issue is similar to that 

of things as opposed to concepts (universals). There will always 

be more information in a day's work in the workshop than in the word 

"assembly line". There is more information in the Giaconda's 

smile than in the concept of beauty. But not everybody knows 

Vinails paintings. Similarlyp the researcher's contribution to 

knowledge cannot be a pure collection of individual cases; these 

cases must make sense. Somehow or others the necessary process of 

interpretation reduces variety. When interpretation involves a 

great numerical diversity of caseSt statistical methods may be 

indicated. Further# it is important to notice that it is not more 

"artificial" to apply statistical techniques to unstructured 

interviews than to questionnaires. On no grounds could 

questionnaire responses be held as more objective (or less 

subjective) than opinions expressed in interviews. Questionnaires 

are more easy to manipulates but convenience must not be mistaken 
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f or vali di ty. 

Along with strategic analysis and phenomenological protocol 

analysis, an other method of treating data collected by means of 

interviews seems of relevance to the present research: content 

a naly si s. This method is introduced in this data analysis section 

because it is less "organisational theory- oriented" than the two 

former perspectives. In other words, strategic and 

phenomenological approaches were introduced before because they are 

more than data analysis methods: they make some basic assumptions 

about organisational processes. Content analysis is based on 

statistics and is examined in the following lines. 

322. Content Analysis of Interviews 

Basically, content analysis is a technique for analysing written 

material and# more specifically, published data. 43 However, this 

technique may as well apply to broadcast data44 or verbal data45. 

Content analysis has also found an application in diary study and 

unstructured interview interpretationt as in3tanced by the research 

carried out by Professor Bowey and her team on incentive scheme 

effectiveness at the Strathclyde University Pay and Reward Research 

Centre (1977-80). 

Content analysis is a quantitative method and is based on the 

frequency theory. Its main feature can be summarily described as a 

method of inferences on the basis of semantic recurrences. The 

first step of the method oonsistst not surprisingly,, in reading the 

document. Thent the prevailing perspectives (theories) to which 

the document may be related must be identified. Similarly, the 

themes which the content could shed light on are to be defined. 

In the following step, the researcher has to determine whatt in the 

content to be analysedo will be regarded as evidences and counter 
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evidences for each theory or the theory. If the researcher is 

looking for recurrences of themes (e. g., power, rewards, risks, 

etc. ), he must decide on the unit for counting. This may be wordst 

group of words, sentences, paragraphs, the interviews themselves, 

etc. On this basis, frequencies may be calculateds and give rise 

to propositions such as: the words "innovation and risk" are coupled 

in x% of the sentences, etc. These frequencies imply more or less 

support for each of the prevailing theories. The next, and 

necessary, phase is to compare these frequencies to frequencies 

obtained from different interviews. On the basis of this 

comparison, each interviewee may be described and associated w ith 

otherst or with the organisation he belongs to. This may enable 

the description and differentiation of organisational. actors, which 

are two of the three methodological objectives of this chapter. 

The third objective refers to association and involves relating 

various features of the decision-making processes. The following 

discussion focuses on this issue. 

3.3. kS3es3ment of A330ciation: a Log. -Linear Model 
of Interpretation 

The problem of association is raised by the test of HM, H(5), H(6) 

to some extent# HM and H(B). This type of test can only take 

place once protocol analysist strategic analysis, content analysis 

(if interviews are used) or scaling methodologies (if questionnaires 

are used) have successfully described and differentiated the actors# 

assessmentst rationalities, strategies, the features of the 

decision-making processest the outcomest etc. 

As mentioned above, H(8) involves a higher level of analysis 

than that required for testing the other hypotheses. As far as 

HM, H(5), H(6) and HM are concerned# contents strategic or 
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phenomenological protocol analyses are well able to detect possible 

associations. Similarlyt if questionnaires are usedo classical non- 

parametric statistics of the type reviewed below could enable these 

hypotheses to be tested. 

Accordingly, since H(8) involves more complex problemst 

attention should be focused on on how to test this hypothesis. What 

is true for the test of H(8) is a fortiori true for the test of less 

complex hypotheses (if these hypotheses are based on the same 

logica. L structure). 

The point at issue is therefore: How is it possible to assess a 

hypothetical association between the descriptions and 

differentiations previously examined and the outcomes of the 

decision-making processes? This question, in fact, can be exposed 

as follows: 

W Given a set of companies which were, or are still, faced with 

the problem of whether to adopt a new information technology; 

(ii) Given various phases in the decision-making process (e. g. 

awarenesst search for informationt study of alternativess 

selection of alternativess internal or external negotiations, 

... v decision); 

(iii) Given various rationalities and strategies (each rationality 

and strategy relating to an organisational. actor) which 

intervened in the above sequence; 

iv) If we suppose that to each rationality corresponds one and 

only one strategy; 

M Given three possible outcomes: adoptions, rejection or 

deferred final decision: 

Is there any association between the pattern of 

involvement of the rationalities in the decision-making 

processes and these processes' outcomes ? If so, what is the 
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nature of this association 7 (A possible answer to the latter 

question could bet for example: when the adoption process is 

initiated by a Savagian rationality (see Exhibit 5. A. )v the 

outcome is likely to be rejection). 

From the outsett two remarks must be put forward. First, at 

this stage, no specification a priori is made as to the nature and 

number of phases in the process. Obviously, the literature 

provides some guidelinest but the data must prevail in the 

characterisation of the sequences. Second, the last example 

refers to a criterion borrowed from operational research. The 

operationa. L research theory's criteria may provide clues to 

aharacterising the actors' rationalities but, here toot no 

specification is made a priori as to the nature of the 

rationalities. The foregoing points clearly indicate that four 

sets are to be distinguished in the analysis: 

Set of the companies being investigated. If m companies are 

investigatedt this set is equal to- (Cl. C2-- P Cm)- 

(ii) Set of the phases in the decision process. If n phases are 

distinguished* this Set is equal to: (Plo P2, --- , Pn)- 

Here, a considerable constraint arises. Whatever the model 

to analyse and interpret the datat this type of analysis 

requires that the number of phases be the same in all the 

companies. This is unlikely to happen. How ev er, if a 

pattern seems to prevail (say, if in 70% of the companies the 

same number of phases is ob3erved)t inexistent phases can be 

replaced by a dummy zero value in the matrices related to the 

small number of "a-typical" companies. If no prevailing 

pattern is observablet this type of analysis will have to be 

rejected and the interpretation of association made by means 

of alternatives methods. Ift for some reasont such a 
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quantitative formalised method must still be used# the various 

phases will have to be reduced to a broad common pattern 

(similarly to the arithmetic common denominator reduction 

procedure), but this would be done at the expense of accurate 

inf ormation. 

(iii) Set of the rationalities that took part in the process. If q 

rationalities are distinguishedo this set is equal to: (Rj' 

R 2*... 9 Rq) - Here too# the method requires that the number 

of rationalities and their nature be the same in all the 

investigated companies. The same remarks as in (ii) apply. 

iv) Set of the possible outcomes. This set is equal to: (01,029, 

03) , in which 01 refers to adoptiont 02 refers to reJ ection, 

and 03 refers to deferred final decision. 

Consequently, four different variables are to be taken into 

consideration by the model. The measure of association of four 

variables may be easely determined by means of correlation 

Procedures (multiple or non-linear). But these techniques require 

that the data meet with four conditions: 

W Generation of the data by independent sampling; 

(ii) Normal distribution of the populations; 

(iii) Homoscedasticity of the populations; 

(iv) Interval scaling of measurement. 

Obviouslyt excepting the first conditiont these requirements 

Will not be fulfilled by the data likely to be collected. The third 

and fourth conditions are the Most likely to be infringed (see what 

has already been said as regards attitude measurement). 

Accordingly, only non-parametric statistics could be usedt which 

eliminates the use of correlation coefficient in the measurement of 

association. Non-parametric statistics make no assumption for the 

four conditions, except independence of sampling. Various non- 
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parametric statistics may be used in the measure of association: 

the chi-square test and the coefficients related to contingency 

table analysis. In the context of contingency tablesp a measure of 

association means the extent to which the categories of variables 

are associated. On the other hands with correlation procedures, a 

measure of association means a single coefficient or number which 

measures the extent to which variables vary together. 46 The 

analysis of contingency tables is usually carried out by the 

determination of statistics such as: 

( i) Spearman's coefficient of rank correlation (measures the 

association between two Sets Of observations which are 

expressed in an ordinal rather than an interval scale of 

measurement). 

Ke ndal 11 a co ef f ici ent of co nee r da nee (a dj ust ed S pe arm an' s 

coefficient when more than two sets of ranks are involved. 

Phi coefficient (adjusted chi-squarev applies only to two-by- 

two tables); 

(iv) Cramer's v (phi corrected for table sizet may be used for 

tables of any size); 

M Contingency coefficient (corrects the chi-square statistics 

for sample size) 

(vi) Lambda coefficient (based on the idea of association as 

prediction); 

(vii) Gamma coefficient (measures the association between ordinal 

variables); 

(viii) Tau b (base(l on concordance and discordance between pairs and 

is appropriate for symmetrical tables); 

ix) Tau c (an approximation of gamma which adjusts for the size 

of the tables and the number of ties when the table is not 

symmetrical); 
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Somers's D (similar to gamzat but involves adding the mean 

number of column and row ties to the denominator of the 

formula for gamma). 

Howevers all those statistics refer only to a bivariate analysis 

of contingency tables. The only way to obtain a measure of 

association between four variables which do not fulfil all the 

parametric conditions is to resort to a log. - linear model. Log. - 

linear models cell frequencies using the multinomial response model 

and produce maximum likelihood estimates of parameters by means of 

the Newton-Raphson algorithm. Output includes observed and 

expected cell frequencies and percentages; residuals, standardised 

residualst and adjusted residuals; and the Pearson and likelihood- 

ratio chi-square statistics. The first steps of the application of 

a log. -linear model are introduced below. 

For each company Ci, such matrix can be displayed: 

1 1 .. 0 

Phaa93 
A 

k n1 

Cilk Cil n 

Oij k Cij n 

Oiq k Ciq n 

Rationality 
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Thent each company may be represented by a vector of the type 

Ci 2 (Oijk) in which (cijk) is a matrix like above. Further, it can 

be proposed that: 

Oijk ý1 ift in company Ci, rationality Rj was involved in 

phase Pk; 

cij ko if, in company Ci, rationality Rj was not 

involved in phase Ple 

(iii) Consequently: Ci 2 (Cill, c12l, --- , ciql, cil2v c1221--- I 

ciq2, --- P cilnt ... 9 ciqn)' 

Accordinglyp the pattern of involvement of various rationalities 

in the deci3ion-making process for a given firm Ci can be viewed 

as a (q x n)-dimensional vector Ci containing only O's and 11s. 

From the foregoing considerations it follows that the point at 

issue ist nowt to determine the extent to which there exists an 

association between (Ci)ie[19m] and (0i)ie[1,31' that ist between 

the firms, as character13ed by a sequence of involvement of 

rationalities in the decision process, and the outcomes. 

The symbol "ell means "is element of", or "belongs to". Th e 

expression IIie1u, vPI means: "for any integer i belonging to the 

interval CuovI119 ors "when i takes successively the values us u+1P 

u+2,... # v-1, v. 11 To the effect that (Ci)ie[,, m] 
is equal to the 

set (Cl. C20--- 1, Cm-1, Cm)- 

The order of the elements between 11 1 11 and "PO does not mattert 

while the order of the terms between "0' and 1911 does matter. 

At this stage, the basic procedure consists in distinguishing 

between the patterns of involvement attached to each outoomet by 

means of three matrices of the following type. 
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Outcome 01 
Phaae 

A 
1k... 

X111 

Xljk 

qI 
It 

Xlqn 

V 
Rationality 

In this matrix, Xljk is the number of companies with outcome 01 

and rationality 
. 

Rj intervening in phase PW A similar matrix 

will be drawn in relation with Outcome 02v and x2jk will be the 

number of companies with outcome 02 and rationality Rj intervening 

in phase Pk Of the decision process. The third matrixt obviously, 

will refer to Outcome P3 P and x3jk will be the number of companies 

with outcome 03 and rationality Rj intervening in phase Pk Of the 

deci3ion process. 

If this model is applicable (see the constraints), it should 

give rise to one of the two following propositions: 

Indifference: under the conditions of this research, there is 

no association between the nature and the sequence in which 

rationalitie3 intervene in the deci3ion proce3s and it3 

outcome. 
Association: under the oondirion of this researeho the null 

bypothesis (indifference) is to be rejected. To a particular 

level of confidence (to be 3pecified)s there ist in the 

sample, an association between the nature and the sequence in 
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which rationalities intervene in the decision process and its 

outcome. 

Clearly, this model is both applicable to data collected by 

means of questionnairea and to categories suggested by strategict 

phenomenological or content analyses. This model is not available 

on SPSS or MINITAB, but is available on SPSSx by means of the 

LOGLINEAR procedure. The LOGLINEAR procedure is a general 

procedure which does model fitting, hypothesis testing# and 

parameter estimation for any model that has categorical variables as 

its major components. As suahs the LOGLINEAR procedure subsumes a 

variety of related techniques, including general models of multiway 

contingency tables, logit modelso logistic regression on category 

variables, q uasi- independence models and so on. The LOGLINEAR 

procedure is interesting for this research because its only required 

specification is the set of variables used in the models. 

Finally, one may raise the question of whether it is consistent 

to use such a statistical model to analyse data recorded, or 

information structured* by means of phenomenological protocol 

analysis or strategic analysis. In this respect, it must be noted 

that the association this model could reveal should be compared to 

that suggested by the subjects them3elvess in the course of protocol 

recording. The interest of this model is that of enabling inter- 

f irm comparisons to be made. Me subjects can well assess if there 

is an association between the rationalities and strategies (they can 

use other words) that have intervened in the decision- making process 

and its outcomet but they cannot be helpful in terms of inter- 

firm comparison: it belongs to the researcher to determine if a 

pattern may be distinguished in his sample. In this respect* the 

log. -linear model may prove useful. 
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Second Recapitulation 

As seen in Section 2, owing to the constraints of time and the 

threats to validity inherent in observation and analysis of document 

methods, the alternative option of "asking for inf ormatiou" was 

selected. This method refers either to questionnaire designs or to 

interviews. Questionnaire designs and their scaling variety enable 

robust conclusions in terms of external and internal validity to be 

dr aw n. But this is done at the expense of detailed information. 

This is a rqaj or shortcoming since the present research is focused on 

decision-making processes, the study of which requires accurate 

understanding of the organisational game. Accordingly, in the light 

of 3.1.2. and of the conclusion to the research methods evaluation, 

questionnaire designs and their scaling variety must be rejected. 

Structured interviews cannot be selected, as they impair the 

major advantage of verbal records (assignment of limitations) while 

they do not achieve the kind of robustness of questionnaire designs. 

Accordingly, information will be collected by means of 

unstructured interviews. The problems of differentiation and 

description involved by the test of the hypotheses can be handled in 

the framework of phenomenological protocol analysis, content 

analysis or/and strategic analysis. As far as the test of 

association is concerned, a distinction must be made. Since W 

questionnaires will not be used and since (ii) protocol, content 

or/and strategic analyses are well able to detect relatively simple 

associations, any of these methods can be used to test HW, R(5), 

to some extent H(6), and HM. As f ar as the more complex 

association between the pattern of involvement of rationalities (as 

they attach to strategies) in the adoption process sequences and the 

outcome is concerned (see Hypothesis 8). a log. -linear model could 

be used. It has been shown that this is the only possible 
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statistical procedure to estimate an association between four 

variables which do not fulfil all the criteria attached to 

parametric statistics. However, the applicability of this model 

depends upon various properties of the data. If the form of the 

data is not appropriatet or if rendering it appropriate entails too 

substantial distortions Of their meaningp another method will have 

to be usecL Such alternative method could be ba3ed on Common sense 

bolstered by strategic, content or phenomenological protocol 

analyses. If the log. -linear model can be appliedo the theory 

provides confidence intervals. Alternativelyt common sense or the 

corresponding theories are well able to set limit to the validity 

(internal or external) of content, strategic and phenomenological 

protocol analyses. 

Conclusion of the Fifth Chapter 

This chapter was devoted to identify a research designs research 

methods and data analysis procedures 3Uitable to the resolution of 

the problem which is at the centre of the thesi& These points were 

successively addressed in Section 1, Section 2 and Section 3. 

In recapitulation: information will be collected by means of 

unstructured interviews; in order to examine the validity of the 

bypothesest the following techniques could be employed: 

( i) Phenomenological Protocol analysis (see Exhibit 6. A. ); 

( ii) Content analysis (see 3.2.2. ); 

(iii) Strategic analysis, which denotes the Practl-cal and research- 
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oriented implementation of the Strategic Theory of Organised 

Action (see Exhibit 6. C. ); 

Uv) A combination of (i), (ii), and (iii) with the possible 

support of a log. -linear model (see 3.3. ). 

The choice between these techniques will be dictated by 

empirical circumstances. Such circumstances will only be 

experienced in the process of the field works 4on the groundlý 

This leads one to the data themselves, which constitute the core 

of the following chapter. 
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MTOCCL MALYSIS 

EXHIBIT 6. A. 

There is no agreement on what "protocol analy3i3u exactly refer3 to. 

Two major streams mayt howevers be distinguished. 

First, the concept may refer to a method which involves 

instructing subjects to verbal13e their thoughts while they are in 

the process of making a decision or eolving a problem. Owing to 

the time Constraint previously addre3aech these studies often resort 

to simulations. Such methods have been applied to develop 

descriptive models of decision-making processes in a variety of 

marketing conteXt3o including buying behaviourp by Alexis et all, 47 

BettmanP48 Clarkson, 49 Payne, 50 and Wind#51 for example.. Howevers 

Wind commented on the ability of protocol analysis to provide 

valuable insights into the industrial buyer4a purchase decision and 

noted the "surprising" lack of studies applying this approach in 

organisational buying behaviour. 52 Hore recentlyt protocol 

analysis was used to develop situation models Of the decision 

processes industrial buyers use in requesting quotations and 

selecting a final aupplier. 53 According to these researchers# the 

major advantage of protocol analysis is that it allows the 

researcher to obtain more complete data on the details Of the 

subject's deci sio rr- making Process than can be obtained by any other 

method. It is argued thato to a significant degree* Newell and 

SimoWs information processing theory provides a conceptual basis 

for the application of protocol analyei3.54 According to this 

theorys complex cognitive behaviour 13 cotapounded out of a sequence 
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of elementary information processes: under these conditionat one 

might reasonably expect individuals to be able to articulate their 

decision processe& Further, it is argued that the flow charting 

and oomputeri3ation of these processes become possible. 

The second stream is more philosophically oriented and does not 

specify that the subjects be in the course of the action when they 

articulate their thoughts. In other wordst protocol analysis may be 

applied to memories andt in this sense, refers to "way of knowing" 

and study the process by means of which "ideas may show themselves 

in the consciousness of the inaividual as subjective realities 

The following lines draw heavily on Huczinski and Mmobuosi. 55 

It is to be recalled that the main ideas of phenomenology is 

that phenomena are not just "out there" (positivism)* but are in the 

"in-here" of consciousness. Phenomenological seeing is not merely 

perceivings but includes the totality of experiencing. The 

research problem is how can one establish contact with something as 

intangible as consciousness or the stream of experience. It is 

argueci by phenomenologists that the main problem is to get at how 

things appear in the consciousness of the individual or persons 

concerned, given that consciouness is abstract. The key to the 

phenomenological seeing of reality is through the two concepts of: 

(i) Noema : the "what" of experience; what is experienced; the 

object of experience; and# 

Noesis: the "how" of experienced; experiencing. 

Although noesis and noema are inseparable because one cannot 

have an object of experience without the process of its being 

experienced,, for practical research purposes,, phenomenolOgi3t3 Will 

separate them. 

Practically, phenomenological protoco. L analysis consists in 

analy3ing a record (un3truotured interviews for example) into noema 
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and noesi3. This enables the researcher to go into the study of 

reality through the subject's oonscioune3a without asking himself 

which variables he is going to correlate with which others. On the 

oontrarys questionnaire items would come from the researcher's own 

knowledge rather than from the subject's. For examplet if causal 

relationships appear in the analy3ist it is only when and because 

such relationships are established by the subject and not by the 

researcher imposing or pre-supposing correlations. 

Consequently, words themselves are to af ford a great interest 

for the researcher. Words are viewed by the phenomenologists as 

symbols which represent the world as it is experienced by the 

subject. This is why it is usually referred to as the process of 

eidetic reductions which aims at tracing the phenomena back to how 

they show themselves in the consciousness of the subject, by looking 

for cues in the spoken and recorded language. Alongside with 

eidetic reductiont protocol analysis involves the notion of epoche. 

Epoche refers to a suspension of judgment. This does not mean that 

the researcher has no hypotheses, but only that he suspends them 

when he is proceeding to a phenomenological study of the phenomena 

under consideration. Once the data are collected* they are 

considered in the light of the bypotheses. 

The problem of validity in positivist social sciences has its 

phenomenological equivalent in whether the interpretation is 

congruent with that of the subject. The problem is solved by 

phenomenologists by displaying the subject's account of the 

phenomena being studied side by side with their interpretation. 

This allows the subject# or any other interested party, to inspect 

and controvert them. 

The questiont thereforet is to assess the extent to which 

protocol analysis allows generalisation (external validation). it 

is generally held that the only generali3ation feasible in the 
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phenomenological view of reality is described as problematic 

generalisations rather than universal generalisation. Th. Ls means 

that in a world considered as of changing meanings and unique 

inaividualised definitions of realityp any general13ation must 

necessarily be cautious and qualified with conditions. According 

to these researcher3t generalisation ha3t therefore* to be 

restricted to the subjects in the situation and not universalised 

outside them. As a summary, one design of protocol analysis may be 

provided: 

Collection of the protocols- During the face-to-face 

interview, various concepts are addressed by the researchert 

such as: new produott adoptions etc. The respondent is asked 

to "think aloud" when he analyses these concepts. His words 

are recorded and then transcribed. The researcher then goes 

on to code these protocols. The meanings which have been 

attached by the interpreting researcher are indexed alongside 

the protocol in the right-hand column of a table. The 

researcher has to select questions to help him look for 

noematic and noetic elements in the protocols. These 

questions may be: 

(a) Noema: what factors does a subject experience as 

characteristic of the innovation under consideration? 

(b) Noesi3: how does he experience these factors and relate 

them to his expected rewards of the "organi3ational game"? 

The logic of this relation constitutes the subject's 

rationality. The articulation of his expected rewards 

constitutes his strategy. 

(ii) Then* letters a and b will be attached to the 

interpretation to represent noema and noesis respectively. 
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(iii) The interpretation of noema and noesis oontitutes this step of 

the analysis. 

(iv) Finally, the interpretation must be discussed in the light of 
the literature and current theories. 
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ENTROPIC INTERPRETATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGNS 

B. 1. Neglecting Probalities 

In the interpretation of questionnaire design as a particular 

communication system, only one source of entropy has been 

considered. That inherent in the process by which the respondent's 

potential messages are transformed into answers to questions. In 

other words9 other sources of entropy likely to emerge from 

statistical treatmentst for examplev will not be examined here, as 

they entail considerations beyond the writer's capacities. 

The source of entropy under consideration can be symbolised and 

made easier to understand in an example. 

Suppose a researcher is interested in obtaining a particular 

type of information from respondents. A question with three 

different responses is designed. Respondents must "tick as 

appropriate". Suppose each respondent may express nine messages in 

relation with the researcherls interest. 

Let M be the set of the nine possible messages: Mx lmlP M2, 

mg)v in which mi is a potential message. 

Let R be the set of the three possible answers: R= Irl, r2, 

r3l, in which ri is a potential response. 

If Weaver is to be believedt the amount of information is 

defined, in the simplest cases# to be measured by the logarithm of 

the number of available choices. 56 As a result, if IM is the 

quantity of information available from He and IH* that from He it 
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follows that: IM = log 9, and I]R = log 3. 

Henceforth, Boltzmads k is neglectedo as well as the unity and 

the fact that these logarithms are to be expressed in base two if 

the unity is bit. These simplifications do not impair the 

reasoning which is only interested in the relationship between the 

two quantities of information. 

Here, obviously, tne relation is that: IM = 21R9 in other words, 

half the information has been lost in the questionnaire process. It 

is acknowledged that, on the other hand, the questionnaire provides 

a type of structuration of the answer. The problem is to express 

structuration and categorisation in terms of supplementary 

inf ormation. Howevers this interpretation is somehow over-simple, 

because it does not take into consideration the probabi. Lities of 

occurrence of the messages and responses. These probabilities, and 

their fusion, have previously been analysed as the justification for 

questionnaire design. The next sub-section focuses on how 

probabilities are integrated into the model. 

B. 2. Introducing Probabilities 

Consider the same example as above. The nine Possible messages 

boil down to three different responses to a same question. The 

respondent must choose between rl, r2s and r3- To each message or 

answer corresponds a probability of occurrence. The fact of 

selecting rl as a response is considered as equivalent to the fact 

of expressing either ml, m2p or M3 (other combination are pos3iblep 

but this one is more simple). The f act of responding r2 is 

considered as equivalent to the fact of expressing either m4, m5t 

or m6- Similarly for r3 and m7, P m8 9 or mg. The following 

diagram explains the situation: 
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H 
A 

Potential Probability of 
messages occurrences 

Mi 

m2 

m3 

m4 

m5 

m6 

37 

m8 

m9 

EXHIBIT 6. B. 

R 

Possible Probability 
responses of choice 

ri P1 + P2 + P3 

r2 P4 + P5 + P6 

r3 P7 + P8 + P9 

Pi 

P2 

P3 

P4 

P5 

P6 

P7 

P8 

P9 

7he measure of the information oontained in the message ensemble 

as a whole is: 
i=9 

Ii =-ý pil og pi (See Singh). 57 

Then it is substituted for the original ensemble M= (lmilie[1,91 

with its probability pattern (Pi)ie[l, g] an other ensemble, that of 

the three related responses: R= {ri)ie[1v31 with the following 

probability Pattern: 

i=3 1-- 6 1-- 9 

ix- 4 1-- 7 

Thent it is considered that: r1= Imi)ie[1,31, r2= (mi)ie[4,61' 

and r32(mi)ie[6,91- 

If we do aot the subsystems r1t r-29 and r3 will have their 

probability patterns altered from (Pi)ieEl, 31, (Pilie[4.6] and 

(Pi)ie[7o9l in their original set tog respectively: 

W 

{Pj/ Pi)je(1,31, 

i=6 

(Pj/ 
2: 

Pi) i=4 

i=9 

je[4,61, and (Pi/ 
2: 

Pilje[7,91 i=7 

in the subsets to make the aubsums equal to 1. Indeed, one can 
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easily verify that: 

i=3 1-- 6 im- 9 

(pj/ 
ý 

Pi)=l (pj/ pi) Z1 and (pj/ 
; 

Pi) =1 
1-- 1 

ýi--4 

izz 7 

The procedure consists now of two steps. First, when one deals 

with the original set or ensemble as made up of r, , r2p and r3l 

one treats those three subsets as if they were constituents of the 

original set M. In the second step# one treats each of those 

subsets as a set in its "own right" with its own subcon3tituents: 58 

212i)ie[1,31, r2 2(mi)ie[4,61, and r3 ml2ilie[7991- 

Fir3t Step 

The probability pattern of the ensemble R ={r, , r2, r3) is: 

W i=6 i=9 
E 

Pi, 
Z 

Pis 

7. 

Pi) 
i=1 i=4 i=7 

so that its inf or-mation oontent 12 is: 

1-- 3 

Pi)log Pil + 1-- 4 

iz- 6 

Pi)log 
2: 

P, 
1-- 4 

i=9 
2: 

i=7 

i=9 

Pi) log 
2: 

Pill i=7 

As the logarithm function is increasing# and neptive when the 

arg=ents are smaller than 19 it is easy to show that J2 is smaller 

than I,. This is consistent with the results obtained in section 
B. 1. 

Second Step 

Let 13 be the information oontent of rl , with itis probability 
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pattern: 
i=3 

lpý J/ 
ý 

Pilje[1931 

Thust according to the general equation of information: 

J=3 WW 

I 
J/ Pi) log(pj/ Pi) 3 

ýJ= 
( P, 

Likewise, let 14 be the information oontent of r-2, with its 

probability pattern: 

PJ/ 
i= 

Pi)je[4,61- It follows that: 

=6 

14 
j 

(; Jl 

t 

pi)log (pj pi) 1-- 4 1-- 4 

Nows let 15 be the information oontent of r3l with 

probability pattern: i=9 

PJ/ 
ý 

Pi)je[7991- It follow3 that: 
i=7 

1-- 9 1-- 9 

15 (Pj/ 
2: 

Pi)log(pj/ 
2: 

Pi) J=7 1-- 7 1-- 7 

Then, if one computes the weighted following sum: 

i=3 1-- 6 1-- 9 

12 
E 

Pi)I3 'I' (E Pi) 14 4' JE Pi) 15 
i=l 1-- 4 izz 7 

it is obtaineds by developing and using the functional property that 

log(1/x) is equal to -log(x), 
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i=3 i=6 

(Pi- Pj)log 
Epil 

+I log 
21 

Pi J=1 i=1 J=4 
(PJ - PJ) i=4 

1-- 9 1-- 9 

(pi - pi) log 
2: 

Pil +12: pi log pi J=7 1-- 7 1-- 1 

which is equal to: 

1-- 9 

0+ý Pi 1 og pi 

pi log pi 

= Il. 

This result is consistent with the assumption that we could 

compute the information content of each individual message in the 

ensemble and then compute the weighted sum [Ill or alternatively 

divide it into subsets of messages and compute the information 

content of each subset before deriving the weighted sum: 59 

i=3 i=6 i=9 

12 +ý Pi 13 +; Pi 14 +g Pil5l- i=l i=4 i=7 

In conclusion, by weighting adequately each response, it is 

arguable that there 13 no lo3s in information when the message3 are 

grouped. But this supposes that the probabilities of occurrence of 

each message are known. This is unrealistic, and, further, if 

these probalities were really known by the researcher, his survey 

would be somewhat pointless. Nevertheless, it must be stressed that 

questionnaires generally counterbalance the loss of information by 

structuration. In various researches this is highly advantageous. 
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This tentative evaluation is aimed at underscoring the risk 

inherent in using unsuitable techniques for collecting information. 

When detailed information is preferred to (a priori) structured 
informationt questionnaire designs appear to be unsuitable. In 

this respect* it is worth noting that an interesting approach to the 

evaluation of information has been recently developed by Cecez- 

Keemanovic. 60 This researcher has designed descriptive models of 

decision-making with various types of uncertainties. How ev er, th e 

purpose of these models goes beyond that of the present exhibit. 
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THE PRACTICAL USE OF THE STRATMIC THEORY OF OMANISED ACTION: 
STRATEGIC ANALYSIS 

This exhibit provides a summary of the research methodology 

recommended by the Strategic Theory of Organi3ed Action. Strategic 

analysis of organisations and systems may be used to "under3tand"t 

describe and comment on a situation. 

Description 

The researcher must describe the judgments* feelings and 

actions of the actors being directly involved in the situation 

under under consideration. 

(ij) The researcher must identify the actors involved in the 

situation, and examine their "problems"t role3s, and 

objectives. 

(iii) The researcher must identify the type of relationships which 

the actors establish between themselves. 

Uv) The researcher must identify the conflicts and coalitions that 

can exist within the system 

C. 2. Amazment 

At this staget the researcher must experience "amazement", surprise, 

astonishment. By relating these descriptions to his experience and 

expectations and to the prescriptions of the formal structure (e. g. 

organizational chart flow, actors' briefs task definitions, etc. )s 
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the researcher must try to identify "distortions", i. e. what is 

unexpected, baffling, surprising, unconsistent or "ununder- 

standable". Strategic analysis is all the more enriching as the 

researcher is "amazed", astonished, by the discrepancy between what 

he was expecting and what he, in fact, observes. 

C-3. Resolution 

In order to understand and explain these "distortions" and 

discrepancies, the actors' opinions, feelings and actions are to be 

thought of within an organisational and systemic context. In other 

words, the researcher must raise the following questions: 

(i) What uncertainties affect the actors? 
(ii) What interdependencies exist between the actors, i. e. which 

actor controls which zone of uncertainty (inasmuch as this 

uncertainty affects other actors)? 

(iii) What are the main problems to which the actors are confronted? 

C. 4. Conclusion 

Once the forego3. ng questions are answered by the researcher, 

resorting to hypo the tico-induct ive reasoning, he must then proceed 

to determining: 

The strategies the actors are implementing, and their 

rationalities; 

(ii) The organisational stakes over which these strategies 

crystal lise ; 

(iii) The structures of power and dependency which underline these 

strategies and rational i ties*61 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

0. Introduction 

The preceding chapter was devoted to presenting various alternative 

research methodologies allowing for the collection and analysis of 

the information relevant to testing the hypotheses. Accordingly,, 

the present chapter is aimed at presenting this information and 

discussing the hypotheses in the light of the empirical findings. 

The first section presents a brief overview of the relationship 

between innovation and information technology, before introducing an 

important opportunity which was offered to penetrate the domain of 

information technologyp and concludes by characterising the 

preparatory research which derived from this opportunity. 

The second section introduces the case studies of three French 

firms which were faced with the problem of adopting or rejecting 

technological innovations. Four oomputer-ba3ed information systems 

are involved in this analysis. 

Finally, the third section examines the hypotheses in the light 

of the case studies, and concludes as to their validity. 

S ECT ION 1 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION 

As previously stated in Chapter VI (1.3) the field of business 

information systems is chosen as the domain to which the innovations 

to study must belong. Information technology has long been 
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considered as a highly innovative field. Since the first computer 

sold by a commercial firm was installed at the United States Census 

Bureau in 1951, information technology has known at least three 

generations, and numerous others seem in sight. However, at this 

stage of the researchr two points must be made. 

First, the concept of information technology is a very broad 

one, and nothing rigorous can be achievea if no other 

characterisation is brought to the domain of study. However, at 

this introductory stage, no accurate definition will be given, and 

it will be used equally to refer to data processing, computer 

sciences, information technologyp etc. It is only at the case 

study level that precise definitions of the systems under review 

will be proposed. 

Second, one may wonder whether information technology is still 

an innovative field. Is any information system an innovation per 

se? The following lines purport to answer this question. 

Today, very few companies do not possess their own computer, and 

it seems that very few managers are not already convinced of the 

advantages of computeri3ed data processing. In order to assess the 

degree to which organisational actors associate information 

technology with innovation* two solutions may be employed. 
The first solution is to look into the recent literature. But 

this may generate only partial indications, since most of the 

related studies avoid the question of novel typ and concentrate on 
the criteria according to which information technologies are 

perceived. 1 

The second alternative solutions whichs, of course, may be used 

together with the first onet Consists in collecting information from 

the elements belonging to the segment under study. These elements 

are, in fact, the organisational actors who have dealt or are still 

dealing with information technology in their respective companies. 
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This seems rather a broad characterisationt but a more accurate 

definition could bias the preparatory research. An international 

trade show held in Paris, September 1984, provided a very 

interesting opportunity to collect direct and rich information on 

the extent of the association between information technology and 

innovation. The following sub-section is devoted to introducing 

this show's main features and the help it provided for the empirical 

research. 

1.1. Presentation of SICOB 

SICOB ("Salon International dtInformatique, Telematique, 

Communication , Organisation du bureau et Bureautique) is an 

international trade show for data processing, telematiC3, 

communicationst office organisation and office automatioru It is 

usually held at the CNIT exhibition centre, Paris-La Defense. 

Created in 19509 SICOB takes place every year and offers an ideal 

observation point for the evaluation of the European market for 

information technology. A visit to SICOB helps to position 

products in relation to competitive equipment, to design a range or 

to find a sales network. SICOB also offers industrialists an 

opportunity to strengtnen their contacts with distributors and 
2 

enables them to judge their performance on the spot. 

12. Preparatory Reaearct in SICOB 

The point was to take the opportunity provided by SICOB to assess 

the degree to which managers associate information technology with 

the concept of innovation. Obviously,, the question is Of great 

interest since: (i) the present research concentrates on 

innovationst (ii) both the strategic and phenomenological 
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perspectives prohibit any arbitrary association (by the researcher) 

between objects and predicates. The only relevant associations are 

those made by the actors. Accordingly, the following methodology 

was employed: for four dayst as many visitors as possible were 

interviewed. A random approach was used# and most of the 

respondents were interviewed at the end of the conferences or on 

the exhibition stands. 

In accordance with the phenomenological approach, which 

underscores the risks of the researcher's influencing or biasing the 

responses, efforts were made to reduce the interviewer's role as 

much as possible. The first words used to each potential 

respondent were: "Hello, do you mind telling me what these two 

words together evoke? " While delivering this short speecho each 

person was shown two small cards (15cmXl5cm). On one was written 

, 'Information Technology", on the other, "Innovation". 

To ensure that the sequence in which these words were read did 

not influence the answers, the order of the cards was alternated 

after each interview. The answers were recorded on tape. Th e 

average length of one interview was four minutes. Thereforep most 

of the interviews were totally unstructured. However, it happened 

that some interviewees were so interested in the subject that they 

would expatiate, digresso and sometimes offer an invitation to visit 

their company. In these (few) cases the interviews could last as 

long as three hours but were still unstructured. Obviously, it is 

difficult to compare the information gathered during three hours to 

that gathered during only four minutes. But there is no 

epistemological problem here 3incee, for the longest interviews$ most 

of the time was spent discussing questions alien to that of the 

association between information technology and innovation. The 

salient points that emerged from the 277 interviews can be summed up 

as follows: 
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Innovation no longer consists of buying computers ("those who 

buy their first computer now are laggards"); 

Information technology is no longer a new field, but remains 

an innovative one: the innovation lies in the novelty of the 

applications (e. g. 'loom put er-based business information 

systems") which are made of information technologies, not in 

information technology itself. 

From a methodological viewpoint, the lessons of this preparatory 

research were the following: the conceptual field of study should 

be limited to recent adoptions, rejections of, or current deferred 

final decisions related tot computer-based business information 

systems (in companies not already equipped with such applications). 

The physical field was therefore limited to the companies in 

which such situations could be observed. Thanks to the managers 

encountered at SICOB and to various connections with a French 

manufacturer of hard and soft ware3t it was possible to select a set 

of companies belonging to the pbysical field of study. Eventually, 

it was the possibility and the authori3ation to perform the 

interviews within the companies which worked as a final filter and 

determined the organisations from which it was possible to gather 

inf ormation. 

SECTION 2 THE CASE STUDIES 

This section presents three case studies performed on three French 

companies. Each case study is based on unstructured interviews 

with these orsanisations' actors. Each of the interviews took more 

than three hours, and numerous actors had to be interviewed twiaeg 

if not three times. In the case of Barracuda Corporation, it was 

necessary to be appointed in the company (for one month) in order to 
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be allowed to conduct interviews. 

As Pointed out in the conclusion to Chapter VI, four methods for 

testing the hypotheses were viewed as compatible with the 

epistemological constraints of the research: 

(i) Phenomenological protocol analysis (see Exhibit 6. A. ); 

(ii) Content analysis (see Chapter VI,. 3.2.2. ); 

(iii) Strategic analysis, which denotes the practical 

implementation of the Strategic Theory of Organised Action 

(see Exhibit 6. C. ); 

Uv) A combination of Wo (ii) and (iii)t while the log. -linear 

model was to be used mainly for testing the eighth hypothesis 

(see Chapter VI, 3.3). 

Af ter th ef irst i nt erv iew a, it soon appeared that 

phenomenological protocol analysis was not compatible with the 

problem under consideration. Most of the actors' answers involved 

technical and economic aspects which did not lend themselves to 

psychological analysis performed in the framework of phenomenology. 

Accordingly, when the expression "protocol analysis" appears in the 

following lines, it means "study of the respondents' answers (i. e. 

the protocols)" rather than "phenomenological protocol analysis". 

On the other hand, it was either impossible to find significant 

recurrences in the respondents' answers, or the recurrences were 

poor indicators as to the actors' rationalities and strategies. 

Consequently, content analysis was not a satisfying technique 

ei ther. 

Converselyt strategic analysis proved highly suitable to the 

study of organisational problems (with techno-economic implications) 

from the viewpoint of decision- making and organi3ational climate. 

Accordingly, each case study is to be viewed as a strategic analysis 

performed on the basis of unstructured interviews. All the 
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interviews were hand-written, and tape-recording was never used. 

The case studies appear in appendices, in the following order: 

(i) Shark Corporation: Appendix I. 

(ii) Firanhas Corporation: Appendix II. 

(iii) Barracuda Corporation: Appendix III. 

Reading the appendices is necessary in order to follow the next 

section, as the examination of the hypotheses is. essentially based 

on the case studies. 

SECTION 3 EXAMINATION OF THE HYP07RESES 

In accordance with the technique which was used to present the case 

studies, i. e. strategic analysis, the hypotheses will be examined in 

the light of the Strategic Theory of Organised Action. It is only 

for the eighth hypothesis that the problem of whether to use a log. - 

linear model will appear. 

HYPOIRESIS 1: 

Shark Corporation 

" 'Organisational awareness' is an ambiguous 

concept. " 

In this case, the first organisational contact of the SSII's sales 

engineer reorients the latter towards somebody (the Economic 

Forecasting Researcher) viewed as more relevant for discussing the 

decision support system (SP). The Economic Forecasting Researcher 

belongs to the Marketing Department (MD) which will become the 

decision-making unit for the choice. Therefore, a member of what 

will become the decision-making unit is made aware of the existence 

of the innovation through the channel of another member of the 
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organisation (i. e. the manager of the Operational Research 

De par tme nt). Theref ore* the question is the following: when does 

organisational awareness start? Does it start when the proposal is 

made to the manager of the Operational Research Department (ORD), or 

when it is made to the member of the HD? 

Then, if the first alternative is chosent is it really 

meaningful to refer to "organisational awareness"t since the ORD 

will play no further part in the organisational decision-making 

process? If the second answer is chosent one has to conclude that 

there exist various levels of organisational awareness. 

A third perspective can be selectedt that of viewing the OxD's 

decision to reorient the SSIII sales engineer as a decision 

(rejection of the proposal) in itself. This decision reflects the 

judgment that SP is not interesting for the ORD* but may be of 

interest to the MD. Accordinglyp organisational. awareness Seems to 

have emerged and died in an organ13ational subunit (i. e. the ORD) 

before reappearing in another subunit (ie. the MD). 

The first conclusion is that "organisational awareness", at the 

initial stages is not a clear nor unequivocal concept, and that it 

is not always an immediate phenomenon: it may require 

organi3ationa. L channels (herev the member of the ORD). 

The second conclusion is that Norgani3ational awareness" is not 

always a continuous process: the phenomenonmay disappears and 

reappear in various places of the organi3ations, at various times. 

Piranhas Corporation 

In this case, two points must be raised: W was the Director of 

the Information Systems Department (ISD) aware of the existence of 

products similar to MNL or MCO when he first told the sales engineer 

from Baleine about the problem of real-time supervision of the 
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sites? and (ii) was it the Director of the ISD who suggested to 

the sales engineer from COD that he contact the site agents of 

Region Af or MCO? (A positive answer to the latter question seems 

almost certain; first# because it is indicated by the sales engineer 

from Baleine; secondo because the presentation of the sales engineer 

from COD seems so appropriate to the site agents' situation that it 

is difficult to imagine that he was not briefed by anybody from 

Piranhas Corporation before his presentation). In this respeatt 

it must be confessed that it was impossible to got in touch with the 

COD sales engineer to interview him. 

If, in both cases, positive answers are put forwardt one must 

conclude that organisational awareness started with the Director of 

the ISDIs awareness of MNL and MCO. But to what extent is it 

meaningful to refer to "organisational awareness,, if the actor did 

not spread the information within the organisation? 

One may resort to an "objective viewpoint", and consider two 

stages at which organisational awareness of MNL and MCO actually 

starts within the company. First, when the meeting between the 

Director of the ISD9 the General Secretary and the sales engineer 

from Baleine takes place, in order to discuss MNL; secondo when the 

site agents are contacted by the sales engineer from COD in order to 

discuss MCO. Thent the information is spread by these actors 

throughout the organisation. But, even in this ca3ev it was the 

Director of the ISD who was at the origin of the organisational. 

awarenesso since it was at his instigation that both meetings took 

place. In this casep one must admit that organisktional awareness 

may be caused by an organisational actor through the mediation of 

the environment. 

In conclusion, there seems to exist at least two levels of 

organisational awarenes& One is discrete and difficult to assess 

(in the case of the Director of the ISD). The other is obvious and 
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may result from the former level (ie. the General Secretary and the 

site agents have been made aware of the innovations as a result of 

the Director of the ISDIs intervention). Despite its vagueness, 

the former level of awareness seems more important than the latter. 

Barracuda Corporation 

Even ifs for the external observer, it seems that orgaa13ational 

awareness of the "Big Ticket" system (BGT) started within the 

Information Systems Division (ISD), the actors' opinions differ as 

to its origin in the organisation. On top of this, a great 

ambiguity seems to be attached by the actors to the answer to the 

following question: who first suggested the use of BGT within the 

organisation; COD, the ISD9 the Installations Department, or some 

store managers? On the other hand, even presently, the 

"institutional answer" to this question remains equivocal, since, 

according to the ITD1s training officer, the information given to 

the stores significantly differs in relation to the person in charge 

of the seminars. 

In conclusion for this hypothesist even after a long time has 

elapsed in the decision-making process, the actors may have 

different opinions about the origin of organisational awarene3st and 

their "answers" may be still very different. On top of thist the 

understanding of the status of the decision is equivocal. in 

Barracuda Corporation: some actors view the innovation as 

definitely accepted by the- general management (the BGT Project 

officer, for example), while others Seem to think that the 

innovation is still undergoing a test (some store managers, for 

example). 
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HYPOTHESIS 2: nIn each organisationt the actors will dif for in 

the relative importance they attach to the four 

aspects (ie. financial, commercial, technical or 

organisational) of information about the 

innovation. 11 

Shark Corporation 

The Vice-Director of the Marketing Department (MD) views SP as a 

tool for implementing rational decision-making and a means to 

provoke more frequent exchanges of information within the 

department. He stresses the organisational aspect of the 

innovation. 

The Economic Forecasting Researcher questions the compatibility 

between the type and format of the data needed by the package and 

the data he can obtain or determine (which data should be fed into 

the computer in order to use SP). His second argument against SP 

is that, since the computer is located in the Operational Research 

Department, the simulations are likely to be performed there: but 

the lack of expertise in Economics of this department would 

jeopardise the value of the results of the simulation. 

Accordingly, the Economic Forecasting Researcher stresses the 

technical and organi3ational aspects. 

The Commercial Researcher questions the ability of SP to help in 

reorgan13ing the sales sectors. He stresses the technical and 

organisational aspects (Le. capacity of the system, and its effects 

on the organisation). 

The Marketing Researcher underscores the sophistication of the 

innovation. His opinion is that the company could get a commercial 

advantage by using SP: that of assessing market responses to 

marketing decisions faster and better than the competitors could do. 

Th: Ls means a potential edge over these competitors. Accordingly, 
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the Marketing Researcher stresses the technical and commercial 

aspects of the innovation. 

Piranhas Corporation 

The Director of the ISD stresses the technical aspects of HNL and 

MCO as he is mostly interested in assessing the comparative 

versatility and adaptability of the projectis. 

The General Secretary stresses financial and organisational 

aspects, as he stresses that HNL is less expensive than MCOP and 

that the former would lighten the site agents' administrative tasks. 

The Director and the accountant of Region A stress the 

organisational aspect as they compare MNL and MCO in terms of 

decentralisation of the management and speed of reaction to 

deviations in performance compared with budget. The Director of 

Region A also stresses the commercial aspect when he considers MCO 

as away to improve the clients' satisfaction (by enabling faster 

reactions to changes in requirements). 

The site agents are mainly concerned with the respective 

ef f ectiv eness of MCO and MNL in hel ping to supervise the works on 

site, to meet the clients' requirements and to analyse and interpret 

the deviations. kltnough the comparison is based on technical 

considerationst it involves an organisational dimension, since the 

projects' performance is assessea from the viewpoint of autonomy. 

The site agents stress the commercialt technical and organisational 

aspects of the projects. 

Barracuda Corporation 

The members of the Information Systems Division stress the technioal 

aspect of the innovation as they mainly insist on the number of 
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terminals needed to operate BuT effectively. 

The head of the Organisation Department mainly insists on the 

following points: 

According to him* BGT is aimed at keeping up with the 

competition; 

BGT is not expensive; 

(iii) BGT is too sophisticated; 

(iv) BGT as a system is not well understood in the organisation. 

Actually, the head of the Organisation Department is one of the 

few actors who consider all the aspects of the innovation: 

commercial, financial, technical and organi3ational. 

The Director of the Stock Control Department mainly considers 

BGT in the perspective of the development of the Handling and 

Selling Corporation (HSC)v which he views as the only possibility 

for keeping up with the competition. He also considers that BGT 

is an efficient tool for the Buyer, for the Distribution Manager of 

the Head Office, and for the store managers. Theref ore, the 

Director of the Stock Control Department stresses the commercial and 

organisational aspects of BGT. 

The BGT Project Officer views the innovation as something 

decided by the general management and that, consequently, must be 

implemented. Such a concern seems mainly organisational. 
The Buyer and the Distribution Managers (from the Head Office 

and the warehouses) stress the commercial aspect of the innovation 

as they mainly mention that BGT allows for meeting the consumers, 

requirements and gives rise to potential or actual changes in their 

working practices. 

The store managers are mainly concerned with the efficiency of 
BGT in enabling the stores to meet the clients' needs and 

requirements, with the economic implications of BGT on their 
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profits, and with the implications of the system for the personnel 

1 ev el. The store managers stress the commercial, financial and 

organisational aspects of the innovation. 

The other store employees are mainly concerned with the 

implications of BGT on the sales, and with their ability to handle 

the system. They stress the commercial and technical aspects. 

In conclusion of the examination of this hypothesis, it must be 

underscored that, although the actors obviously differ in the 

relative importance they attach to the four aspectst it seems 

impossible to determine precisely the extent of these differences. 

A precise assessment would be# for example: for the Barracuda's 

Buyer, the commercial aspect is twice as important as the 

organisational aspect. Such a ranking involves scale analysis and 

is not relevant here. 

HYPOTHESIS 3: "For each given aspect of information, within the 

same organisatiorb the actors will make different 

assessnents. 11 

Shark Corporation 

In this case study, only the Marketing Researcher stresses the 

commercial aspectt while the technical aspect of the Simulation 

Program (SP) is viewed unfavourably by both the Commercial 

Researcher and the Economic Forecasting Researcher. Converselyp the 

technical aspect is viewed favourably by the Marketing Researcher. 

The organisational aspect of SP is stressed by the Vice-Director of 

the Marketing Department# the Economic Forecasting Researcher and 

the Commercial Researcher. However, the first makes a favourable 

assessments while the second and the third make unfavourable 

assessments. 
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Piranhas Corporation 

In this case study, differences in as3essments on the same aspect 

are again noticeable. The organisational aspect of HNL is 

considered favourably by the General Secretary# while he considers 

MCO unfavourably on this aspect. This judgment is opposed to that 

of the Director and the accountant of Region At as well as to that 

of their site agents: they consider MCO (resp. MNL) favourably 

(resp. unfavourably) on this aspect. 

Barracuda Corporation 

The members of the Information Systems Divisiont the head of the 

Organisation Department and the store sales personnel share an 

unfavourable assessment of the technical aspect of BGT. How ev er, 

the first category only complains about the small number of 

terminals available in the stores and the insufficient preparation 

of the users, while the other may criticise the program itself 

(sometimes viewed as too complex for the users). 

The commercial aspect of BGT is viewed favourably by the 

Director of the Stock Control Departmento the head of the 

Organisation Department, the Buyer and the Distribution Manager of 

the Head Ofrice. On the other hando this aspect is generally 

considered unfavourably in the stores. The organi3ational aspect 

of the innovation is generally considered favourablyr except by the 

store managers. 

In Conclusion for this hypothe313p it appears that the actors 

may stress the same aspect of the innovation ando at the same time, 

differ (if not oppose themselves) in their assessment of this 

aspect. 
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HYPOTHESIS 4: "There is an association between the differences 

that HM and H(2) suggest and the actors' 

strategies and rational ities. 11 

Shark Corporation 

The Vice-Director of the Marketing Department's positive stress on 

the organisational aspect of SP ("the program may provoke greater 

exchanges of information within the department") can be associated 

with his inability to obtain information from his assistants, and 

therefore with his strategy oriented towards the enforcement of his 

authority within the department. His technology and marketing- 

oriented rationality can explain his favour for a device reoonci. Ling 

information technology and marketing. 

Thanks to his "complex" and time-taking statistical economic 

analyses, the Economic Forecasting Researcher enjoys the status of 

"scientist" and "economist". His legitimacy is rational-legal: he 

is the economic expert of the Marketing Department. However, this 

status is not inherent to the Economic Forecasting Researcher: like 

any statuss it depends on the other actors' perception and 

recognition. The other actors' recognition of his expertise is 

based on the fact that the Economic Forecasting Researcher alone is 

able to handle economic analyses: the Economic Forecasting 

Researcher's legitimacy is tightly linked to the exclusivity of his 

economic skills (i. e. the uniqueness of his ability, in the 

department, to perform economic studies). SP does not directly 

threaten this exclusivity. Howevers as is explained in the case 

studyt the use of SP for marketing purposes is likely to be extended 

to the computation of the economic data needed by the package. 

Accordingly, the Economic Forecasting Researcher's negative stress 

on the organi3ational and technical a3pect3 can be associated with 
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his strategy consisting of maintaining the relevance of his 

exclusive expertise. SP could deprive the Economic Forecasting 

Researcher of a fraction of this exclusivity since the systemt via 

the upstream integration of data processing (of. Appendix I) would 

allow other actors to perform economic analyses (eg. the Vice- 

Director or the engineers of the Operational Research Department). 

In other wordst SP is viewed as the potential attrition factor of 

the basis from which the actor's q uanti ta tiv e- oriented rationality 

was hitherto deriving a rational-legal status of expert. 

The Commercial Researcher's judgment of SP seems all the more 

questionable as he did not attend the meeting during which the sales 

engineer introduced SP. His negative judgments can be associated 

with his strategy (which is aimed at proving his efficiency in 

organising the sales sectors - which efficiency would be less 

obvious if this organisation work was performed by SP) and his 

rationality oriented towards the use of impersonalt formal and 

abstract methods. Such an orientation would be less exclusive if 

tasks involving abstract modelling (for example) could be achieved 

by the Vice-Director by means of SP. These tasks could be that of 

organising a sales networks optimising a system of distribution and 

logistics in the regionst etc. 

The opinion of the Harketing Researcher can be related to his 

strategy against the Commercial Researcher. If the latter achieves 

his mission he could be promoted to a vice-director position and 

then try to impose on the former a more abstract and formal 

quantitative approach (which is opposed to the Marketing 

Researcher's rationality). 

Piranhas Corporation 

The Director of the Information Sy3tema Department'3 P03itiVG (reap. 
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negative) stress on the technical aspect of mCO (re3p. MNL) can be 

associated with his rationality and strategy oriented towards the 

maintenance of his position as a central piece in the "information 

game" (ie. the threefold exchange of information between himt the 

General Secretary and the site agents). Protocol analysis shows 

that MCO is viewed as much more Propitious to such a maintenance 

than MNL. 

The General Secretary's stance can be associated with his 

strategy to increase his control over the regions. His final 

change of position can only be understood as resulting from a 

bureaucra tic- oriented rationality: from the viewpoint of the 

maximisation of control and optimisation of procedures, MCO is 

evidently more effective than MNL9 since the latter would suppress 

the possibility of the Director of the Information Systems 

Department's technical control on the procedures (which technical 

control the General Secretary is unable to exercise). 

The site agents' positive (resp. negative) stress on the 

commercial, technical and organisational aspects of MCO (reap. MNL) 

can be associated with their strategy to increase their regional 

autonomyt and with their rationality which appears to be more 

market-oriented than administration-oriented. The analysis shows 

that MCO allows both for autonomy and a prompter response to the 

clients! requirements than MNL would dot since the micro-computers 

enable the decisions to be made on sites. 

Barracuda Corporation 

The actors of the Information Systems Division consider that there 

is a causal relationship between the insufficient number of 

terminals and the weak reali3ation3 of the BGT test. This judgment 

can be associated with their strategy to limit their 
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responsibilities to technological developments and initialisation of 

the system in the stores (the term "initialisation" is defined in 

Appendix 111,3.1. ). 

The stance of the head of the Organisation Department can be 

summarised as follows: "the system is a nece3sitys but is not 

implemented well". This opinion can be associated with his 

strategy which consists of questioning all the solutions he was not 

at the origin of (his strategy being aimed at increasing the 

influence of his department in the firm) and with his rationality 

oriented towards negotiating with the actors. In this respect, he 

regrets that more attention is not paid to the needs and capacities 

of the end-users of the system. 

The Distribution Manager of the Head Office and the Buyer both 

view BGT favourably on the commercial dimensions but neither uses it 

nor promotes its use (the Buyer even ignores its main interest to 

hims that related to his bonus). This discrepancy can be 

associated with their strategies and rationalities. Both have a 

commercial-oriented rationality, but their strategies are opposed. 

The Distribution Manager is interested in the development of HSC, 

while the Buyer views this structure as a competitor. As BGT is 

the key element of HSC, the Buyer cannot back the system, however 

efficient it may be; on the other hando the Distribution Manager is 

too busy securing his own commercial position to pay attention to 

BG T. 

The opinions prevailing in the stores can be associated with the 

contradictory strategies of the managers who try to maintain their 

autonomy while confining their assistants` work strictly to selling 

activities. 

In conclusion for this hypothesist it appears that the different 

assessments and opinions# through the relative importance attached 

to the technicat commercial, financial and organisational aspects* 
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can be associated with the actors' strategies and rationalities. 

At this stage, an important feature of the hypotheses must be 

noted. For example, the fourth hypothesis states that the 

differences in the second and the third hypotheses A= associated 

with the actors' different strategies and rationalities. In the 

preceding analysis this statement is generally replaced by the 

statement that the differences in H(2) and H(3) "can be associated" 

with the actors' strategies and rationalities. This 13 an 

important difference. The use of the second expression is aimed at 

insisting on the fact that the associations are only conceptual 

one s. They are inferred by means of strategic analysis based on 

the actors' expressed feelings and observed or reported actions. 

Obviously, one cannot be sure that a given opinion or action is 

actually caused by a given strategy and corresponds to a given 

rationality. A causal explanation would have required a much more 

complicated research methodology, involving repetitive psychological 

tests. Had such a methodology been implementedt it is far from 

certain that any oonclu3ive causal explanation would have emergedo 

since the "causal link" will never be physical and , therefores lend 

itself to scientific analysis. Still, strategic analysis allows 

for a meaningful and consistent connection between the actors' 

opinions or actions and their strategies and rationalities. Such a 

connection is therefore a conceptual ones and is to be understood in 

the framework of an exploratory researcht interested in providing 

practical inclications for commercial approaches. 

HYPOINESIS 5: "There is an association between the features of 
the organi3ational information process for 

evaluating the innovation and the strategie3 and 

rationaliti63 Of individual actor&" 
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Shark Corporation 

Within the Marketing Department (which will become the decision- 

making unit for the rejection of SP) information about the system 

starts with the Economic Forecasting Researchert because he is 

viewed as the actor most likely to be interested in information 

technology (because of his status of expert in numerate 

disciplines). But the analysis of the Economic Forecasting 

Researcher's strategy and rationality shows that* what is at stake 

for him (La. his legitimacy based on the uniqueness - in the 

department - of his expertise in Economics) and the zone of 

uncertainty affecting himp led him to orient the information process 

(in which he played an important part since he became the favourite 

contact of the sales engineer) against the acceptance of the system. 

Firanhas Corporation 

The Director of the Information SYSteM3 Department strategically 

orients the information process in two ways: 

His presentation of the information related to the projects 

points out the negative centralising effects of MNL. The 

analysis of his rationality,, of what is at stake for him (ie. 

his central position in the organisational exchange of 

information) and the study of the zone of uncertainty 

affecting him# allow for understanding his strategy. Thi a 

strategy implies the setting up of a decentrali3ed system of 

information (MCO) which contributes to maintaining his central 

position between the General Secretary and the site agents. 

He introduced the information related to MCO through the 

actors viewed as the most likely to be interested in it. 
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How, otherwisev is it possible to explain his asking the COD 

sales engineer to contact the site agents of Region A? 

The site agents spread the information about HCO throughout the 

organisation as a counter-project to HNL when they inform the 

Director of the Information Systems Department and the General 

Secretary about the existence of the system. Obviouslyt they did 

not know the former already knew about HCO. 11eir decision to 

spread the information about HCO can be related to their opposition 

to HNL. In the case studyt the analysis of their stakes and of the 

zone of uncertainty affecting them shows that this opposition can be 

associated with their strategies and rationalities. 

Barracuda Corporation 

The information spread by the head of the Organisation Department 

generally refers to the "over- sophisti cation" of BGT. The analysis 

shows that this can be described as part of a strategy against all 

the informatic procedures he did not originates and particularly 

against the development of the Information Systems Division. 

The information spread by the Director of the Stock Control 

Department always refers to BGT as an efficient tool for the 

development of HSC. The analysis in the case study shows that the 

development of this structure corresponds to his strategy and 

rationality directedat counterbalancing the commercial power (as 

represented by the Sales Division) by recourse to administrative 

power and legitimacy. 

The information spread by an important fraction of the store 

managers points out the inconsistent and contradictory effects of 

BGT on the management of the stores (see, in particular, the 

Hurphy's Law Syndrome). The nature of this information can be 

associated with the store managers$ strategy and rationality 
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oriented towards maximising their autonomy by monitoring their 

store's internal (human and managerial) and external (commercial) 

environnents. 

The fact that the Buyer and the Diatribution Manager of the Head 

Office do not significantly spread information about BGT can be 

associated with their strategies consisting of securing their own 

position against each other. In order to uphold their own 

positions their rationalities seem to orient them to "waging war" 

on the commercial battle field. The Buyer and the Distribution 

Manager struggle to monitor both the 9ouroe3 of supplies (upstream 

environment) and the stores' offer (downstream environment). This 

leaves no room for BGT- 

In conclusion for this hypothesis, it appears that strategic 

analysis allows one to detect an association between the features of 

the information processes (for SP, MNLP MCO and BOT) and the 

strategies and rationalities of the actors who where involved in 

these information processes. 

HYPOTHESM 6: "The way the actors spread information about the 

innovation influences the decision-making 

process. " 

Shark Corporation 

It is difficult to know what would have happened if somebody other 

than the Economic Forecasting Researcher had been contacted first. 

The only thing that can be said is the following: the first actor 

to be contacted about the innovation# and who then became the 

favourite contact of the salea engineer, was oppo3ed to the project 

And the innovation wa3 rejected. It 13 logically invalid to 

3ubstitute a "therefore" for the "and" in the preceding 3entence. 
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In order to be prediatives repetitive tests should have been 

conductedt whichs of courses was iMP03sible. 

Piranhas Corporation 

In this case 3tudyt a prominent example is that of the Director of 

the Information Systems Department. This actor is able to spread 

information in an apparently neutral way by using COD. To the si te 

agentso, the COD sales engineer is an independent source of 

information, with no link with the Director of the ISD. They then 

passed on the information about MCC unaware that the Director of the 

ISD was the original instigator. The analysis of the case study 

shows that their proposal was important, since MCO was accepted and 

HNL rej ected. Butt once again* it is acknowledged that this is an 

insufficient indication to be predictive. For in3tancep the 

following would be an invalid statement: if MCO had been directly 

introduced by the Director of the ISD9 the system would not have 

been accepted. 

Barracuda Corporation 

7he Information Systems Division convincingly introduced BGT to the 

Supply and Commercial Systems Division which, in turns spread the 

information throughout the organisation. But then the conveyors 

(the BGT Project Officer, above all) of the information to the 

potential users of the system failed to significantly convince these 

potential users. The Hurphy'3 Law Syndrome gives evidence of the 

lack of clarity and consistency with which the policy of 

implementation of both BGT and HSC is felt in the stores. It seems 

logical to relate this feature to the ambiguous status of the 

decision related to BGTs, and to the weak results of the test. 
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The comparison of the interviews shows that the store managers 

are the beat conveyors of information within the stores and 

specially to the potential end-users of BGT (i. e. the sales 

personnel). Thereforep the managers seem to stand as an important 

source of internal information and, accordingly# should not have 

been neglected in COD's commercial approach to Barracuda. 

In conclusion for this hypothesi3t it appears that some actors 

spread the information about the innovation in a way more likely to 

cause the innovation to be accepted. In other wordst there seem to 

exist some propitious vectors for the iaf ormation process. In 

Piranhas Corporations, the propitious vectors of information seem to 

be the site agents. The case study shows that the way they process 

the information about MC09 influences the deci3ion-making process in 

a way favourable to this system. But it is worth noting that they 

were able to play this role only because the Director of the ISD 

first contacted COD. In Barracuda Corporations the key vectors of 

information seem to be the store managers. These actors play a 

crucial role in the stores since they are the source Of Most Of the 

information received by the potential end-users of BGT (ie. the 

sales staff). Had BGT been "sold" to the store managerst they 

could have acted as propitious vectors of information about BGT in 

the stores. It must be remembered that the main obstacle to a 

finai decision of adoption of the system seems to be the low 

utilisation of BGT in the stores. Some actors of the Information 

Systems Division were able to introduce BGT in the Organisation. 

But thent these propitious vectors of information were not relayed 

by other propitious vectors which could have convinced the potential 

end-uaers. Clearly, the BGT Project Officer is inadequate in this 

rol e. There are strong indications that the store managers could 

have played this role in an efficient ways had the system been 

convincingly "sold" to them. 
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HYPOTHESIS 7: "There is an association between the ability of 

the actors to influence the decision-making 

process and these actors' strategies and 

rationalities. 11 

Shark Corporation 

Clearly, if one agrees on the derinition of the strategy and 

rationality of the Economic Forecasting Researcher, it follows 

logically that the way he influenced the decision-making process can 

be associated with his strategy and rationality. 

Piranhas Corporation 

The general strategy of the Director of the Information Systems 

Department is to maintain his central Position within the 

organi3ation. In this respeett the control of Region A is only an 

element of the argani3ational stake. In the case study, the 

analysis indicated that MML was generating a zone of uncertainty for 

him (and the site agents). If one accepts that the Director of the 

ISD's rationality 13 oriented towards the substitution of 

computeri3ed procedures for manual ones (as the analysis indicates)# 

then it follows that he was more likely to support another computer- 

based 3y3temp than simply to reject MNL. It is therefore 

consistent with his strategy to back MCO against MNL, the former 

enabling him to maintain his central Position within the 

orpni3ation. 

In conclu3iont it appears that the Director of the ISV3 ability 

to influence the decision-making process can be a330ciated with his 

strategy and rationality. 
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Barracuda Corporation 

If the purpose of the actors of the Information Systems Department 

was to purchase and adapt the system, then they were obviously able 

to influence the decision-making process in an effective way. 

However, the analysis of the protocols reveals that the 

rationalities and strategies of these actors are more oriented 

towards the development and installation of new information 

technologies than towards satisfying the end-users of the related 

systems. This indicates an association between the ability of the 

actors to influence the decision-making process and their strategies 

and rationalities. 

The BuT Project Ofricer's rationality is oriented towards the 

optimisation of his network within the organisation. His strategy 

consists of using his sole assets within the organisational game 

(i. e. his familiarity with the General Inspectors' network) by 

asking the General Inspectors to control the stores. The analy13 

of the results (as compared to the objectives of the BGT test) shows 

that this strategy does not result in a wide and effective use of 

BOT by the sales personnel. Clearlys such an extensive use of the 

system in the stores could be a stimulus for a clear final decision 

of adoption to be made. 

Having not been approached in commercial terms about BGT# the 

store managers implement strategies which are often directed to 

questioning the efficiency of BOT (particularly on the commercial 

level) while criticising its financial implications. As their 

opinions influence their staffs the consequence is the low 

utilisation of the system in the 3toress and, thereforev an absence 

of final deci3ioru 

In conclusion for this hypothesis, it appears that the ability 
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of the actors to influence the decision-making process can be 

associated with their strategies and rationalities. 

HYP07HESIS 8: "There is an association between the sequence in 

which rationalities and strategies become involved 

in the decision-making process and its Outcome 

(i. e. adoption, rejection, or deferred final 

decision). " 

There are two different ways to account for the hypothetical 

association: common sense (on the basis of the preceding strategic 

analysis)t or a log. -linear model (on the basis of statistical 

analysis, as indicated in Chapter VI, 3.3. ). 

In this respeett it is ackowledged that log. -linear procedures 

are relevant to the test of some of the hypotheses above as well. 

However, it was decided, as already mentioned in Chapter VIP to 

treat these hypotheses by means of qualitative methods. The reason 

for contemplating the use of a log. -linear procedure for H(8) is 

that this hypothesis seems to bet at the same time, W more complex 

than the other hypotheses (it involves an analysis in terms of 

sequence order, an analysis in terms of content of each term of the 

sequencest and an analysis in terms of the significance of the 

association between the latter and the outcomes of the decision- 

making processes) and (ii) more interesting in terms of quantitative 

analysis (because of the explicit reference to temporal sequence). 

The use of a log. -linear model to test this hypothesis 

presupposes three conditions: 

CM To each rationality corresponds one and only one strategy; 

C(2) It is possible to demarcate common phases in the adoption 
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process over the sample of companies (e. g. awarenesst search 

for informationt study of alternatives, ..., decision); 

C(3) It is possible to demarcate common rationalities occurring in 

the adoption process over the sample of companies being 

studied. 

Then, the point is to use the model to relate the following 

items over the sample of companies: the phases (in each company)v 

the rationalities and the outcomes (i. e. adoption,. rejectiont 

deferred final decision). The statistical nature of the 

relationship could then be used to detect the hypothetical 

association which is at the core of the eighth hypothesis- 

However, it is impossible to execute this scenario, for the 

following reasons: 

The case studies reveal that CM is not satisfied. For 

example, the General Secretary of Piranhas Corporation 

eventually changed his strategy against MCO, although his 

rationality remained unchanged. Similarly, the Director of 

the ISD of Piranha3 Corporation w as first interested in the 

Minitel project, before changing strategy and opposing the 

project. However, there is no indication of change in his 

rationality: it remains oriented towards the substitution of 

computerised procedures to clerical tasks. This means that 

the same rationality can give rise to several. strategies as 

the stakes change or as the actors' subjective assessments of 

the stakes change. 

(ii) Either because of the nature of the innovations being 

considered or because of the nature of the adoption processes 

under study, it is not possible to observe a general pattern 

of common phases in the adoption or rejection cycle. 

Therefore C(2) is not satisfied either. In this re3peatt it 
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can be argued that information technology products affect the 

management in such a way that the number of actors involved 

may be increased to such an extent that the detection of 

common phases is rendered too complex. On top of thiss the 

proposed change can affect the very working practices of the 

actors and therefore involve them in a personal way. This 

type of involvement is so different from individual to 

individual that the detection of common phases over companies 

is rendered all the more elusive. 3 

The case studies tend to indicate that rationalities (and 

strategies) are only meaningful in the light of organisational. 

stakes and zones of uncertainty. The actor's strategy 

appears as a meaningful response in the face of the stakes and 

zones of uncertainty affecting him, the meaningfulness of the 

response being subjectively determined by the actor. 

How ev er, the case ' studies also indicate that the 

organisational, stakes and zones of uncertainty differ deeply 

over the companies. Therefores it follows that no common 

rationali. ties can be significantly demarcated over the sample 

of companies. The empirical research tends to indicate that 

it is not in the nature of strategic analysis to give rise to 

categorisation of rationalities* be it a posteriori. 

Accordingly# C(3) is not satisfied either. 

It follows from the three preceding points that the log. -linear 

model cannot be used. Howevert if the concepts of sequence and 

categorisation are not compatible with the material of the case 

studies# another concept appears to be relevants that of coalition. 

An analysis in terms of sequence is based on the statistical 

approach. An analysis in terms of coalition is based on the 

strategic approach. 

A sequence is a network chronologically oriented. If the log. - 
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linear model could have been usede an outcome of the analysis would 

have had the following forms for instance: "when an actor with 

rationality Ri is involved in phase Pj, and an actor with 

rationality Rk is involved in phase p, and etc. p then the outcome is 

likely to be adoption, with probability Pu. n 

A coalition is a network strategically oriented. Then# a 

coalition consists of various actors with convergent strategies. 

In Shark Corporation there are two coalitions: the Vice-Director 

of the Marketing Department and the Marketing Researcher; the 

Economic Forecasting Researcher and the Commercial Researcher. In 

Piranhas Corporation there is one coalition opposing the General 

Secretary; this coalition consists of: the Director of the 

Information Systems Department and the site agents (and# to a lesser 

extentt the other Directors). In Barracuda Corporation there are 

three coalitions: the Director of the Stock Control Departmento 

the Distribution Managers the BGT Project Officers and the General 

Inspectors; the Systems Department and the Installations Department 

of the Information Systems Division; the employees of the stores. 

When analysing the outcomes of the decision-making processes, it 

appears that a coalition is all the more 3UC0633fUl as it turns upon 

compatible rationalities. Raýionalitie3 are all the more 

compatible as they are not differently oriented and as the related 

actors have no opposed stakes. For instancet in Shark Corporation, 

the first coalition was not successful since SP was not accepted. 

When examining the rationalities of the actors of this coalitiont 

they appear to be differently oriented: the Vice-Director's 

rationality is oriented towards quantitative and formal reasonments, 

while the Marketing Researcher's rationality is more oriented 

towards qualitative, personal and subjective approaches. Besidear 

their stakes are Opposed, since the Marketing Researcher wants to 

preserve his autonomyt his qualitative methods and his freedom to 
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visit the regional customers whenever he wants, while the Vice- 

Director wants to magnify his control over his staff and aims at 

generalising quantitative methods in his department. 

In conclusion for the eighth tWpothe3ist it 36eM3 that a project 

is all the more likely to be adopted if it is backed by a coalition 

of actors whose rationalities are compatible. In other wordst 

there is a strategic association between the actors' involvement in 

the decision-making process and the outcome (i. e. adoptions 

rejection or deferred final decision). 

Recapitulation 

A general feature of the examination of the hypotheses is that the 

statement that "there is an association" (as it appears in the 

initial wording of the statement of the hypotheses in chapter VI) is 

replaceds, in the analyS13p by the statement that some phenomena "can 

be associated". This difference is due to the nature of the 

concepts of strategy and rationality. They do not denote entities 

amenable to observation. They can only be inferred a posteriori, 

on the basis of the actors' feelings and actions. Therefore, it is 

impossible to be assertive in relating an organisational phenomenon 

to the actors' rationalities or strategies. However, the former 

concepts prove useful in enabling consistent and meaningful 

explanations of the organisational phenomena to be made. These 

explanations must be understood in the framework of an exploratory 

research, aiming at providing marketers with new conceptual tools 

amenable to practical and helpful implementation. 

Researches based on statistical analysis generally and up with 

statements such as: 'Itnere is an association between phenomenon A 

and phenomenon B". Actually, this means that, according to the 

statistical theory which was used (e. g. Chi-square test),, an 
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association between A and B was detected at the 0.05 level of 

significance (for example). This does not mean that there is a 

real association between A and B. It only indicates that 

statistical analysis has allowed for rejecting the null hypothesis 

that there is no statistical associationt with a ri3ic of type I 

error equal to 5S. 

Strategic analysis does not give rise to formalised level of 

confidence in the association it detects between organi3ational 

phenomena. Howeverp it enables the researcher to relate these 

phenomena in a consistent and meaningful explanation. Theref oret 

when the relationship inferred by means of strategic analysis is an 

association, it is proposed to call it a "strategic association". 

In other words, when strategic analysis enables one to detect an 

association between given organisational phenomena, the term 

"strategic association" will be used to denote the relationship 

between these phenomena. By adding the predicate "strategic", it 

is meant to emphasise the fact that the association is: W 

conceptual, (ii) inferred by means of strategic analysis, and (iii) 

not said to be causal. 

Accordinglyt the results of the analysis of the hypotheses can 

be summarised as follows: 

W The concept of "organisational awareness,, is ambiguous, too 

static and misleadingly neutral. 

(ii) There is a strategic association between the actors, 

evaluation of the innovation and their situation in the 

organisational game: the actors' assessments of an 

innovation can be meaningfully and COn3istently associated 

with their strategies and rationalities. In other wordst 

these assessments are not neutral, and cannot be seen as only 

techno-economic statements-. they have a strategic dimension. 
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(iii) The information process about a potential innovation is not a 

neutral flow of data: some actors may initiate or oppose its 

alter its scope, distort its elementst or retain a fraction of 

i t. There is a strategic association between the actors' 

transmission of information and their si. tuation in the 

organisational game. 

Uv) There seem to exist some propitious vectors of information in 

the organisation: if involved in the information processt 

they seem to be more likely than other actors to cause the 

innovation to be adopte(L 

(V) The abi. Lity of these actorst or propitious vectors# to 

influence the decision-making process can be associated with 

their rationalities and strategies: there is a strategic 

association between the actors' situation in the 

organi3ational game and the way they influence the decision- 

making process. Stills this ability is not af unction of the 

actors' character or psychology. It is related to their 

situation in the organisational. game (assets, opportunitiest 

threats) and to the way they perceive it. Th13 ability 

depends on the actors' understanding of what is at stake for 

them, and on the zones of uncertainty by which they feel 

affected. 

(vi) Some organisational coalitions are more likely than others to 

cause an innovation to be adopted. The efficiency of such 

coalitions can be associated with the compatibility of the 

rationalities of their members: there is a strategic 

association between the outcome of the deoi3ion-making process 

and the compatibility of the coalitions involved in this 

decision-making process. 

From a practical viewpoint, varioU3 le33ons can be drawn. 

First, the preceding analysis can enrich the studies based on 
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classical models of adoption. Consider, for example, Baker's model 

(discussed in chapter V). Clearly, propitious organisational 

vectors and coalitions are to be considered as elements of the 

"Precipitating Circumstances"; the actors' rationalities must be 

taken into account when examining the "Selective Perception"; the 

propitious vectors' strategies must be seen as elements of the 

"Enabling Circumstances", etc. 

Second, it clearly appears that the propiriou3 vectors of 

information (which, of courses are not the same actors for different 

innovations) must not be neglected by sales engineers. 

The third lesson is that the selling efforts must take into 

consideration the various coalitions that may react to an innovation 

proposals and adapt accordingly. 

The fourth lesson is that a micro- segmentation is possible on 

the basis of the prevailing coalitions existing in the firms which 

compose each macro-3egment. In this respects it is worth noticing 

that the decision-making unit itself cannot furnish any basis for 

micro- segmentations as the features of such "unit" vary over the 

organisations in terms of: 

Clearness of location: for Shark Corporation, it is 

obviously the Marketing Department; but in the case of 

Piranhas Corporation, it is difficult to demarcate a precise 

decision-making unit (the Information Systems Departments the 

Region As or the General Management? ); the same question 

arises for Barracuda Corporation (the 3torest the Information 

Systems Divisiont the Stock Control Department, etc.? ). 

(ii) Seniority of the actors involved: there is no indication 

that higher management has more weight than middle or lower 

management. For example, in the oase of Piranhaa Corporation 

it seems that the highest management is at the centre of the 
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decision-making process (the General Secretary and the 

Director of the Information Systems Department)' but, in the 

case of Barracuda Corporation# it seems that the lower 

managementt if not the rank and file, play an important role 

in the deferrement of the final decision. It seems that the 

zones of uncertainty monitored by the actors are more relevant 

and determinant than their actual position in the hierarchy. 

Finally, it is worth noting that the potential end-users are not 

always those playing a determinant part in the deci3ion-making 

pro ce s s. In the case of Piranhas Corporationt it seems that the 

site agents (potential end-users) play a decisive role (as do the 

Director of the ISD and the General Secretary) while, in Barracuda 

Corporationt the store managers play a much more important part than 

the sales personnel (actual or potential end-u3ers). Once again# 

the relevance of the zones of uncertainty monitored by the actors 

seem to be more determinant than their "objective" status (i. e. 

"end-userness", here). 

From an epistemological viewpointo the lesson of the empirical 

research is that the actors' rationalities and strategies cannot be 

considered in a vacuumt but are to be understood as highly dependent 

upon the organi3ational zones of uncertainty and stakes. Therefore 

the early postulate that the actors' strategies and rationalities 

are parts of the elements of organ13ational climate (see the 

conclusion to chapter III) must be completed by the following 

proposition: both organisational stakes and zones of uncertainty 

are important components of orgiLni3ational climate. 
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Conclusion of the Seventh Chapter 

This chapter has successively introduced the preparatory research 

(Section 1), summarily presented the case studies (Section 2) andt 

finallyv discussed the bypothe3e3 (Section3). 

The validity of the hypotheses was examined in the light of the 

information brought about by the cases studies. Two types of limits 

to this validity are to be considered: 

W External limits: what is true within the sample cannot be 

generalised for the whole population of companies and technological 

innovations. First, only one type of innovation was considered. 

Nothing tends to indicate that strategic analysis would yield 

similar conclusions for innovations alien to information technology. 

Second, only large companies were investigated: nothing tends to 

support the view that similar conclusions would be drawn from 

smaller companies. 

(ii) Internal limits: all the conclusions are groundea on 

strategic analysis performed on the basis of unstructured 

interviews. Theref oret the internal validity of the conclusions 

has two limitations; that of unstructured interview designs and that 

of the Strategic Theory of Organi3ed kation. These limits are 

studied in Chapters IIIP V and VL. 

The conclusions mentioned above give rise to operational 

suggestions for the marketing of innovations related to information 

technology. These suggestions are exposed in Chapter VIII, which 

provides a general conclusion to the thesis. 
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NOTES AND REFERENCES 

1- See, for exampl es: 

- Butler# J. L. Comparative criteria for minicomputers. In A 
nrantinal guid jt2 minigomDuters a221igation. edited by F. F. Coury. 
-New -Yorkt -ME-1-Presst 1972. 

- Bilbrey, C. P. An analysis of the impact of minicomputers upon 
businesses and an investigation of user selection criteria. Ph. D. 
thesis, University of Arkansas, 1981. 

2- The following fields are represented at SICOB: 

Data processing: computers, micro-computers, printers, disks 
and floppy diskso peripherals, networks, maintenance 
equipment, magnetic data medium. 

(ii) Telematics: videotex, electronic mail, facsimile, electronic 
fund transfer. 

(iii) Communications: telephonyt audiovisual management aidst wall 
indicators, document carriers. 

(iv) Office organisation: mail processing, copiers, etc. 

(V) Office automation: word processingo local networkso computer 
output microfilmst document retrieval systems, terminal3. 

The main features of SICOB may be summari3ed as follows: 

Exhibitors: 260 data processing and office equipment 
exhibitors present some 2200 international makes from 28 
dif f erent countries. 

Ehibition space: 90,000 square metres of indoor exhibition 
space. 

(iii) Visitors: About 120,000 professional Visitors attended the 
trade showo including 20,000 international visitors. Total 
attendance was in the order of 425,000 persons. 

iv) Congresses and conferences: the 1984 session included 
conferences on themes such as "Training the Users of New 
Office Tools", "Information Cost", "Dialogue between the Sales 
Manager and his Information Systems Department", "Information 
Technologies for Marketing". 
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These conferences were of a twofold interest for the research: 
first, they provided insights into fields hitherto rather unknown 
and* second, they furnished a priceless opportunity to meet 
managers dealing with information technology. Some of these 
managers were solicited for further interviews in their companies. 
(information can be obtained from: SICOB9 4 Place de Valois, 75001 
Paris. ) 

3- For a discussion of the specificity of managerial involvement 
caused by information technologyt' see: 
- Croziert M. Implications for the organisation. InLft office 
tenhnoloM J=M= And organisational ampentm, edited by ILG. Otway 
and M. Pel tu. London, Frances Pinter Ltd, 1983, pp. 86-lul. 
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FINAL PROPOSITIONS, LIMITS AND ORIENTATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Introduetion 

Beyond possible variance in its formulations the fundamental 

question of this research is: How can we consistently understandt 

and thus ef f iciently adapt our commercial ef f ort3 too the factors 

influencing the adoption of technological innovations? 

This interrogation raised theoretical, methodological and 

practical Problem-% 

Chapter I introduced the question and identified the 

implications for the structure of the research ("What are the issues 

to consider, in which sequence and from which perspective? "). 

Chapter II treated the problem in more detail and sketched how 

the question is uiually dealt with in the literature ("What are the 

alternative viewpoints from which to tackle the problem? "). 

Chapter III studied the origin# practice and status of the 

approach resorted tot before underscoring some inherent difficulties 

("What is the theoretical basis of the organisational climate 

approach; How is it implemented; Is it a theory, a model or a 

paradigm? "). 

Chapter IV considered the other side of the problem and 

questioned some perspectives on the production and acceptance of 
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innovations ("How are technological innovations generated or 

adopteds could some perspectives be amended? "). 

Chapter V dealt with reconci. Ling both sides of the problem and# 

accordingly, studied decision-making ("How can we relate non- 

strictly techno-economic corporate idiosyncracie3 to innovation 

adoption? "). 

Chapter VI synthesised the various suggestions derived from the 

preceding analyses in the form of hypotheses, before suggesting a 

methodology to assess their validity ("If the preceding criticism 

and suggestions are correcto what should we observe in the reality; 

How can we observe and analyse this reality? "). 

Chapter VII assessed the validity of the hypotheses and draw 

practica. L conclusions ("What can be considered as valid 

propositions; Are these propositions of any utility? "). 

The above questions were answered in the body of the thesis. 

Howevert answers may be felt scatteredt or not precise enough. 

Accordingly, this final chapter is devoted to recapitulation and 

clarification of the theoretical and practical implications of the 

research. Sections 1 and 2 are respectively devoted to these 

problems* and stress the limits of the solutions being proposed. 

Methodological problems are examined in both sections. The 

conclusion to the chapter suggests how further research could find a 

way to move beyond these limits. 

SECTION 1 TREORETICAL IHPLICATIONS 

Various points have been mentioned about corporate idiosyncracies 

and organisational, climate in the thesi& Chapter III was mainly 

devoted to the study of these concepts and concluded with the 

epistemological status Of the approach to which they give rise. 
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Organisational climate is a paradigm of organisational theories# but 

there is not, properly speakingo a theory of organi3ational climate. 

In the same chapter, it was postulated that organ13ational 

rationalities and strategies are elements (or components) of 

organisational climate. Thent in the light of the empirical 

findingst it appeared that a logical implication of this postulate 

is that stakes and zones of uncertainty are also important 

organisational idiosyncracies and thus should be considered as 

elements of organisational climate (see conclusion to Chapter VIV. 

Howevert the expression "are components or elements of" is rather 

vague. Is it meant that the strategic factors play the same role 

as norms, values, degree of centralisations 3tre33s, etc. (i. e. the 

classical organisational idiosyncratic conditions and constructs 

usually mentioned in the literature) in influencing organisational 

processes? Or do the strategic factors have a different type of 

effect? In turns an answer to these questions would help 

understanding the interface (decision- making) between non-strictly 

techno-economic corporate idiosyneracie3 (or orgaaisational climate) 

and the adoption of technological innovations. knawers are derived 

from both the theoretical and empirical researches carried out in 

the preceding chapters. Two sets Of considerations are involved: 

(i) Strategic analysis: clarification of the strategic concepts; 

(ii) Organisational climate: how it influences organi3ational 

processes and the nature of the specific influence of 

strategic factors. 

These considerations furni3n the basis of the arguments Of 

Section 1. 
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1.1. Strategio AnalyS13 

The following lines aim at providing clear definitions of the 

concepts on which hinges strategic analysis. This clarification 

could only be done in the light of the empirical work, and is all 

the more important as the marketing recommendations of Section 2 are 

based on a practical implementation of strategic analysis. 

However# before defining the concepts of rationalityt strategy$ 

stake and zone of uncertainty, some preliminary definitions must be 

given. This will both assist clarity and avoid circularity. Some 

of the following definitions may be slightly different from those 

previously proposed. The Possible variance results from the 

supplement of information brought about by the empirical research. 

ACTOR 

A member of the organi3ation, liable to act or make deci3ions. 

ENV IR ON MEN T 

A set of more or less accurately perceivable objects or 

phenomena; when these entities are already (correctly or not) 

perceived by an actor, they belong to his actual environment; 

when they are nott they belong to his virtual environment. 

ACTION 

A transformation of the environment. 

END/GOA, L 

A desired state of the environment. The passage from 

virtuality to actuality may result from an adequate 

combination of actions. 

TACTIC 

A set of actions with a oommon goal or end. 
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PROCESS 

A more or less distinct sequence of actions giving rise to an 

identifiable outcome in the organisatioru 

ORGANISATIONAL DECISION-MALLNG 

A process by which judgments are madet preferences are 

developed, coalitions are formed and decisions are taken in 

the organisation. 

ORGANISATIONAL GAME 

A process by which actors exchange, absorb or generate 

uncertainty, and compete for stakes in their pursuing 

strategies. The strategies may be task-oriented (e. g. "I must 

complete this research within the deadlines fixed by my 

Marketing Director) or more personally-oriented (e. g. "I must 

become Marketing Director"). 

COALITICN 

A set of actors with common stakes. It seems that coalitions 

are all the more successful as their actors' strategies and 

rationalities are less opposed. 

STRATMY 

A set of tactics and associated goals. Since one cannot 

"know" the actorst but can only observe their behaviour and 

ask questionst strategies must be inferred by the analyatt ex 

post facto, on the basis of regularities observed in 

behaviours and answers. 

STAKE 

What an actor needs to pursue and to secure to achieve his 

strategy, or what he has at risk by being involved in an 

organisational game. 
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ZONE OF UNCERTAINTY 

An actual state of the environment about which an actor feels 

he lacks information, or a virtual state of the environment to 

the actualisation of which the actor cannot assign a 

probability value of one (the actualization is certain) or 

zero (the actualisation is iMP03sible). l 

RATIONALITY 

Objectivis definition 

A property of human actions or decisions. Rationality 

is a continuous predicate, and there are various degrees 

of rationality. This definition is "polar13ed": the 

higher the degree of rationality* the better. The 

degree of rationality is assessed against objective 

standards or values. 

Sublectivist definition 

An attribute of human reason. Rationality is a 

discontinuous predicate, without degrees or scale to 

assess it (i. e. one actor cannot be said to be "more 

rational" than another). Instead, there are various 

types of rationality which can only be inferred by the 

analyst in the light of how the actors seem to perceive 

stakes and uncertainties in the organiaation. The 

features of an actor's rationality are characterised by 

the analyst on the basis of what seems to be the basic 

orientation of his participation in the organisational 

game. Strategic analysis resorts to the subjectivist 

definition. 
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1.2. Organisational Climate 

In the light of both the empirical research and the literature 

review, the following lines purport to help understanding how 

orgaLnisational climate may influence corporate processes. Be3idest 

the question of the specific nature of the influence of strategic 

factors will have to be answered. Unless otherwise 3P6cifiedt 

"organisational climate" will referp in the following lines, to the 

set of corporate idiosyncracies usually mentioned in the literature: 

normst valuest objectivest myths, etc. 

12.1. Synthesising the Classical View 

The literature indicates that various perspectives have been adopted 

by researchers to derine the concept. Some adopt a deterministic 

viewpoint and consider that organisational climate exerts a direct 

influence on corporate proce3sest while others adopt a more 

phenomenological viewpoint and suggest that, in fact, the overall 

effect depends on how the actors perceive the idiosyncrasy of their 

world of work. Whatever their per3pectivet researchers generally 

agree on the form of the elements which constitute organiaational 

climate (although the number of elements they quote may vary). 

Classicallyt organisational climate is viewed as Consisting of 

corporate idiosynoracies such as: organi3ational valuest normat 

objectivest goals# MYtb&P legends, level of stress* etc. The case 

studies do not provide enough material to test the influence of each 

of these. Howevert tne influence of some elements (for example: 

values, history and goals) was often particularly noticeable. Some 

instances of such influences are examined in the remainder of the 

section. 
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Accordinglyp the point now is not so much to assess the "impact" 

of organisational climate as to express as clearly and synthetically 

as possible how it influences corporate processes. A sociological 

theory of human action may be useful. 

According to Max Webert individual actions can be determined by 

tradition (behaviour is guided by long-standing habits)o emotion 

(behaviour is guided by strong feelings) or rationality (behaviour 

is guided by reflection). Besides* Weber distinguishes between 

"end-rationality" ("Zweakrationalitat") and I'val ue- rational i ty 11 

(11W er trationali tat"). An actor is end-rational when his actions are 

guided by ends. Whereas he is value-rational when he wants his 

actions to be consistent with some set of values. Of cour3ep these 

are "ideal- typical" diviaionst and Weber considers that most human 

actions are compromise between these poa3ibilitieB. 2 However, 

Weber's distinction helps expressing the influence of organisational 

climate in a synthetical way. If one applies Webers categories at 

the organisational level, it is possible to view four channels 

through which organisational idiosyncratic constructs and conditions 

may influence corporate processes: 

W Tradition: real or supposed past CirQUM3tancS3 ( memories, 

legendst myth3v etc. ) are viewed to influence, more or less 

directlys actors' behaviour and participation in current 

organisational procesSe3. (See, below, the example from 

Barracuda Corporation). 

(ii) Emotion: organi3ational affective conditions (3tres3t "warmth 

of support", etc. ) are viewed to influence# more or less 

directlyt actors' behaviour and choices. See for example* in 

Appendix III, the stress affecting the sales assistants who 

have to implement what they feel as contradictory policiest 

and their low use of the innovation system. 

(iii) End-rationality: the organiaational objectives and goals are 
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viewed as idiosyncratic standards against wbich the actor's 

performance is assessed by the other participants (see, belowt 

the example from Appendix II). 

Uv) Value-rationality: the organisational, values and norms are 

viewed as idiosyncratic standards against which the actor's 

actions are assessed by the other participants (sees belowt 

the example from Appendix 

In recapitulation, it can be said that organisational climate is 

viewed as influencing corporate processes through traditiont emotion 

and rationality (end- or value- oriented). This perspective is that 

of the classical attempts to assess or identify the effect of 

organisational climate on corporate life. The empirical research 

supports this perspective, but indicates that the role of strategic 

factors should be considered as well. 

1.2.2. Taking Strategic Factors into Consideration 

In order to understand how 3trategiest rationalities* stakes and 

zones of uncertainty can be viewed as components of organisational 

climatep it is neces3aryo firstp to examine how these strategic 

elements interact with the classical corporate idio3yncracies 

usually quoted in the literature. The case studies indicate that 

the actor's perception of organisational climate on the one hand; 

and his perception of stakest zones of uncertainty* his strategy and 

rationality on the other hand# are tightly tied up. In the 

following examplev morganisational climate" refers to the classical 

corporate idiosyncratic constructs and conditions generally 

encountered in the literature. 
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STAKES 

An obvious example is that of the Economic Forecasting Researcher of 

Shark Corporation (Appendix V. Strategic analysis indicated that 

the Researcher's legitimacy is mainly of the Ora tional- legal" type 

and based on his "numerate" activity. Be3idest the case study 

showed that the Researcher felt that the innovation system (SP) 

would deprive him of the exclusivity of statistical research (and 

render some of his computations useless). On the other hand, 

interviews indicated that technological and "numerate" activities 

are valued highly at Shark (seet in partioulart the Personnel 

Director' a remarks). This idiosyncratic feature of the 

organisational climate (in terms of values) shows how an 

"objectively" limited change in job definition may be felt as 

involving a crucial stake: a reduction of legitimacy. This 

interaction between perception of organisational climate and stakes 

contributes to explaining the Economic Forecasting Researcher's 

opposition to SP. 

ZONES OF UNCERTAINTY 

A remarkable instance is that of Piranha3 Corporation (Appendix II). 

The case study showed that, at Piranhas, particular emphasis is put 

on the promptness of response to clients' change in requirements 

(new specifications) or deviation from initial costing (budget). 

Interviews indicated that the actors view prompt feedback as a 

critical success factor for the company. This conspicuous concern 

pervades the whole company's life, and is particularly noticeable 

through the efforts for optimi3ing site control. This idiosyncratic 

feature of the company's climate (in terms of objectives) 

contributes to explaining why the actors Most affected by 
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uncertainty on site (ie. tne site agents# as indicated by strategic 

analysis) chose to support the innovation System allowing for real- 

time control (on site) over construction works and opposed the 

project which only allowed for sequential,, deferred and remote 

control (from the Head Office). 

STRATEGIES 

In some respect, both the above points also show how perception of 

the features of organisational climate and the actors' (more or less 

conscious and deliberate) choice of strategy can interact. How ev ert 

another example of such interaction can be found in the third case 

study (Barracuda Corporationt in Appendix III). Interviews 

indicated that the whole history Of this retailing company is marked 

by the "sales complex". Up until very recently, the motto was "fill 

the customer's car boot". Selling is still the basic activity of 

60% of the employeest even if more m ana. gem ant- oriented concerns 

emerge at the Head Office. The selling commitment pervades all the 

points of sales and various Head Office divisions (in particular, 

the Product Division and the Sales Division). This idiosyncratic 

feature of the company's climate (in terms of h13torys if not 

mythology) contributes to explaining why the actors most affected by 

the sales complex (i. e. the store managers and their sales 

assistants) developed a strategy of opposition to an innovation 

system implying less direct and immediate sales from the storess and 

likely to develop home-delivering from the regional warehouses of 

distribution. 

RATIONALITIES 

The interaction between orgaU13ationa. L climate and the actor's 
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rationality does not seem to be as direct as it is for other 

strategic factors. The actor's rationality is what enables him to 

develop strategies in front of stakes and uncertainty (inasmuch as 

he is affected by these). Strategic analysis indicated that the 

actor'3 rationality is how he weightst as3essest evaluates and 

compares strategies in the light of how he perceives corporate 

idiosyncracies. In short, it seems that rationality is what allows 

the actor to relate (in a more or less conscious and deliberate way) 

his perception of organisational climate features to his perception 

of stakes and uncertainty and to develop strategies accordingly (see 

the above examples). It is in this (indirect) way that 

organisational climate and rationalities seem to interact. 

The above considerations suggest that there is an interaction 

between the influence of normst valuest objectives, history,, etc. on 

organisational phenomena and the influence of strategic factors on 

the same organisational. phenomena. At this stage, the specific 

nature of the influence of strategic factors must be demarcatede so 

as to justify the proposition that they can be viewed as 

organisational climate components. Three major points allow for 

delineating this specificity and thus justifying the view. 

COALITIONS 

The case studies and strategic analysis showed that strategic 

factors play an essential part in the formation and development of 

coalitions. The influence of organisational coalitions on corporate 

1 if ew as show n to be so im por tant (seep in par ti cul, art the te 3t Of 

hypothesis 8 in Section 3 of Chapter VII) that their foundations 

(i. e. strategic factors) must logically be viewed as components of 

organisational climate. 
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MEDIATION 

The strategic categories (Le. rationality, strategy, stake, zone of 

uncertainty) are derived from micro-sociology and system analysis. 

Strategic analysis takes the view that the actor's behaviour is 

guided by the way in which he assesses his position (assetst 

threats, opportunitiest etc. ) in the organi3ationt identifies zones 

of uncertainty limiting his information, impairing his judgment or 

involving some stakes. The underlying principle is that, although 

bounded, the actor's rationality is irreducible and will always 

enable him to develop strategies in front of perceived stakes and 

zones of uncertainty. On the basis of this theory# it is therefore 

arguable that, at the individual level, the actor's perception of 

organisational climate is conditioned by the way in which his 

rationality (more or less consciously and deliberately) assesses 

stakes and uncertainty and develops strategies accordingly. The 

case studies support this view (without proving it) by indicating 

that the influence of organisational climate on the actor's 

behaviour is often a function of his rationalitys perceived stakes 

and uncertaintyv and related strategy. The validity of this 

argument is limited by the fact that the observed function can 

always be the inverse function of the real onia. 

In facto this view does nothing but elaborate on some 

contemporary perspectives. According to some re3earcher3o 

organisational climate is not a straight forward determinant of 

organisational behaviour; ratherv its influence depends on how 

actors perceive their world of work. 3 The only innovation of the 

present view is: W to suggest that this "how" may hinge on 

strategic f actors; (ii) to include this "how,, (mediating variable) 

into organi3ational climate. Accordingly, it is suggested to 

consider strategic f actors as mediating variables through which 
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idiosyncratic organisational constructs and conditions such as 

valuest normst objectivest stress, etc. may influence the actor's 

behaviour. 

However, the property of being "mediating variables" does not 

ipso facto qualify for membership of the set of idiosyncratic 

elements which constitute organisational. climate. Indeed* it could 

be argued that rationalitiest strategie3t perceived stakes and zones 

of uncertainty are more individual than collective factors. 

Consequently, it could be put forward that strategic factors cannot 

be viewed as components of organisational climate. This is an 

interesting objectiont which allows for identifying which strategic 

factors can userully be considered as organisational climate 

componentat and which cannot. Howevert before tackling this point 

in the following section ("Aggregationu)t it is worth noting an 

intrinsic limitation to the objectiom "Individual" does not mean 

"personal". For each actor, all the strategic factors are company- 

relateds and none is an exclusive function of his traits or 

psychological characteristics. On the other handt organisational 

normag values, objectives, etc. are usually viewed by researchers as 

general constructs ands, thereforet considered as elements Of 

organisational climate. Howevert each actor has his own perception 

and understanding of these elements. If "riak-taking" is an 

idiosyncratic value in company At it is highly probable that all 

Company A's actors would define "ri3k-taking" in a different way. 

AGGREaATION 

The case studies showed thato although essentially individual 

elements, strategic factors can be aggregated at the sub- 

organisationai level (seep in particular, the situation of the site 

agents in Appendix 119 and Appendix III). In other words* it 
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appears that some stakes and zones of uncertainty may affect, or be 

felt byp most or various actors of a given categoryt department or 

division of the company. In the same way, it appears that actors 

may develop convergent strategies according to similar 

rationalities. In shor tt it seems possible to derive some 

collective features of strategic factors from their individual 

features. This attribute of strategic factors (i. e. tneir ability 

to affect or characterise sub-organisational behaviour) furnishes a 

third justification for including rati onalitiest strategiess stakes 

and zones of uncertainty among the components of organisational 

climate. 

In recapitulation: all strategic factors, be they individual or 

sub-organisational, can be viewed as mediating variables through 

which normst values, goals# objectives, history,, etc. influence 

corporate processes; but only such strategic factors which are 

amenable to aggregation (ie. which seem to affect or characterise 

organisational sub-units) can be viewed as elements of 

organisationai climate. When strategic factors appear to be 

essentially relating to individual actors and thus are not amenable 

to aggregation, they must be considered as individual mediating 

variablest but cannot be viewed as elements of the organisational 

al ima. te. 

Some examples will clarify the distinction. In Piranha3 

Corporation, the stake relating to the control over the Regions is 

an element of the company's climate. In Barracuda Corporation* the 

zone of uncertainty related to the potential development of BGT and 

HSC is an element of the chain! s climate; similarlyt tne rationality 

of the store managers is an element of Barracuda's climate. By 

contrast,, in Shark Corporations the strategy of the Economic 

Forecasting Researcher is not an element of the organi3ational 

climate (although it seems arguable that it is an element of the 
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Department's climate). 

The classical components of organisational climate have been 

characterised as to their type of influence on organisational 

phenomena: traditional, emotional and rational influences. 

Strategic factors have been characterised as to their function (ie. 

mediating variables) and condition of membership of the set of 

idiosyncratic elements which constitute organisational. climate (that 

is* they must affect or characterise sub-organiaational units). 

These characterisations can be summari3ed into the following 

tentative definition: 

OFOANISATIONAL CLIMATE 

A set of collective emotional conditions, traditional 

circumstances, rational standards and strategic factors whose 

combinationt perception and use by the actors, influence the 

latter's participation in the organisational game. 

The main novelty of this definition is to suggest,, in the light 

of the case studiest that organisational. climate is not always an 

idiosyncratic "given" that actors cannot but undergo. Because of 

their strategic situationt they can "play" (in a more or less 

deliberate and conscious way) on some of its features. Consider, 

for examplev Piranhas site agents: their strategy can be viewed as a 

way of using a feature of the company's climate (i. e. the 

organisational idiosyncratic emphasis put on prompt feedback and 

size control) in order to justify their choice of a system which,, in 

fact, enables them to preserve their autonomy. 
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13. Limits of Theoretical. Propositions 

There is an inherent limit in the above considerations. The 

proposir, ion that strategic factors are mediating the influence of 

"classical" organisational climate (i. e. organisational 

idiosyncracies such as norms, values* objectives, etc. ) is more a 

theoretical than empirical-based standpoint. This research 

methodology was hardly powerful enough to test the sequence in which 

respective influences are exerted. Any research design aiming at 

answering this question should concentrate on the following 

problems: 

W Influence of variation in strategic f actors on the perception 

and effect of "classical" organisational climate; 

(ii) Influence of variation in "classical" organisationai climate 

on the perception and use of strategic factors. 

The question of the possibility of a suitable and valid research 

method for such a design can be raised. Any answer to the two sub- 

problems above supposes that the researcher is able to distingui3ht 

for each perception or behaviourt what is ascribable to "classical" 

organisational climate from what must be attributed to the influence 

of strategic factors. This supposes a mutual exclusive 

classification of correspondences between actions and perceptions on 

the one hand, and "classical" organi3ational climate (i. e. 

idiosyncratic constructs or conditions such as normap objective3s 

stre3st etc. ) and strategic factors on the other hand. Such a 

correspondence can only be theory-based since, as we are not 

supposed to know what are the respective influences of "classical" 

organisationai climate and strategic factors (if we did it would be 

pointless to do the research)t we are not able to classify them. 

Therefor% even such a oomplex design would h=re, at one time, 
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to make theoretical and non. - em pi rical- based statements. To have made 

such theoretical statements in the conclusion of the thesis does not 

impair its practical validity. Theoretical commitment (and, 

thereforet potential empirical erroneousness) is the price for 

consistency. Strategic analysis furnishes the basis of the research 

methodologyt and it is consistent with this approach to view 

strategic factors as mediating the influence of "classical" climate: 

"The actor's rationality is irreducible". 

Howeverp evaluating the respective influence of "classical" 

organisational climate and strategic factors has never been the goal 

of the research. Rather* it was aimed at indicating the influence 

of corporate idiosyncracies on de013iOn-making processes, and to 

suggest an enriched conception of the organisational climate 

concept so as to allow for more effective commercial approaches. 

This first section shows that the first dimension of this objective 

is satisfied. The following section concentrates on the second 

dimension and proposes a methodology to guide selling efforts. 

SECTION 2 PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 

The analysis of the case studies and discussion of the hypotheses 

gave rise to various propositions which are summar13ed in the 

conclusion to Chapter VII. In the light of these propo3itionat it 

Seems possible to Suggest a practical methodology for the marketing 

of inaustrial innovations related to information technology. This 

methodology resorts to strategic analy3ist whose basic concepts were 

clarified in Section 1. 
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2.1. Approach Methodology 

The following lines incicate a sequence of phases aimed at guiding 

the selling efforts which are directed towards the addressed 

sy st em s. The research involved can be carried out either by the 

addressing system's marketing analysts or by speoialised 

consultants. 

FIRST PHASE 

Among all the basic strategic factors discussed abovet those of 

stake and zone of uncertainty are the least likely to give rise to 

error in assessment. To some extents they are the Most subject-free 

and company-related concepts. Of courses, both zones of uncertainty 

and stakes do not exist in themselves and may be experienced and 

assessed differently by various actors. Yeto they have a deep 

objective foundation: the company. Moreover# tne case studies 

suggest that there is always a zone of uncertainty attached to the 

outcome of the decision-making process. On the other hands the 

three case studies indicate that the potential adoption of the 

innovation may always involve stakes for the actors. These 

uniformities provide an important starting point and bed-rock for 

the analysi&4 

Accordinglyp it is suggested to start the strategic analysis of 

the potential customers by concentrating on how these two kinds of 

strategic factors (i. e. stakes and zones of uncertainty) are 

instanced in their organi3ation3. 

Then* which of these two concepts should be studied first in the 

target organisationa (Le. those of the macro- segments)? Of oourset 

it is possible that-9 sometimes, One Of the zones of uncertainty or 

stakes will be so obvious or determinant that the analyst will 
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"naturally" start by concentrating his analysis on it and then 

structure his diagnosis accordingly. However# it may be helpful to 

provide an answer herev in the event of an absence of such an 

obvious and idiosyncratic feature of the target Organisation& 

To answer the question of which of the two concepts of zone of 

uncertainty and stake should be looked for firsts it is fruitful to 

returns for a moment, to the concept of decision itself. 

k decision irreducibly Supposes two sets Of elements: 

j udgmentso and preferences. It has been argued in Chapter V that 

there is not always a clear preference function underlying all the 

decisions, but this does not mean that the actors have no 

pref erence3- 

Rathert these preferences may involve contradictory criteria 

(see, for example, the Marketing Director of Shark Corporation)v but 

they always seem present. 

On the other hands it seems logically valid (and is supported by 

the case studies) to suggest that opinions and decisions based on 

strongt clear and unambiguous preferences are likely to be strongly 

defended in the organisation (see the Economic Forecasting 

Researcher in Sharkt the 3ire agents in Piranhas and the store 

personnel in Barracuda). Along the same line, it seems logical (and 

is supported by the case studies as well) to suggest that opinions 

and decisions which are strongly defended are likely to have a 

determinant influence on the decision-making process and its outcome 

(SP is rejectedo HCO is acceptedo and no definite decision has been 

made about BGT so f ar). 

What is the conclusion from these considerations? Clearlyt that 

marketing analysts must first focus attention on the actors likely 

to have 3trongo clear and nor7pambiguous preferences. In fact, these 

actors do not appear to be those able to express sound and 

"profound" judgmentst or to articulate comprehensive and subtle 
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analyses. 

Consider, for example, the head of the Organisation Department 

in Barracuda: his judgments are sounds his analyses are wide- 

reachings but it seems that his ability to weigh the pros and OOn3 

inhibits him from forming unambiguous preferences. However, in a 

more strategic perspective* it could be argued that this actor's 

strategy may precisely consist of expressing ambiguous opinions$ 

which is a means to maintain or generate uncertainty. 

Then, what are the strategic implications? Clearly, preferences 

must be related to stakes. What an actor has at stake is what he 

pref era not to loses or pref era to get so as to pursue and achieve 

his strategy. 

Accardinglyp the first strategic factor on which the addressing 

system's analysts should focus attention is that of stake. In the 

absence of any obvious zone of uncertainty, the first question to 

answer is thus the following: 

QUESTION 1 

In the target organisations, what are the actors with cleart 

non-ambiguous and crucial stakes? (Q1) 

To answer Q1 is to identify the actors likely to play an 

influential part in the decision-making proce33. Of course, the 

relative weight of their influence depends on their assets, 

resources and ability to develop coalitions in the organi3ation. It 

must already be noted that some actors may be influential. without 

being in favour of the innovation. in fact, some influential 

actors' strategies may well be opposed to the adoption of the 

innovation (see, for instance* the General Secretary of Piranhas 

Corporation) - 
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SECOND PHASE 

Once Q1 is answered, the strategic factor on which analysts should 
focus attention is that of zone of uncertainty. The practical 

question to answer is the following: 

QUESTION 2 

Among the actors identified in the preceding phaset who are 

those monitoring relevant and determinant zones of uncertainty 

which are critical: W at the earliest stage of the 

introduction* and/or (ii) later on in the deoision-making 

process? (Q2) 

To answer Q2 is to detect possible propitious vectors of 

information and their possible relays. To assist clarity of 

presentations the concept of relay must be precisely characteri3ed. 

A propitious vector of information is an actor whot at the earliest 

stage of the decision-making process# is in favour of the innovation 

("passive positive" role) AW spreads "positive" information about 

the innovation ("active positive" role); by oontrasto a relay is an 

actor who is in favour of the innovation but who is also able to 

play an active part later on in the decision making process. As the 

following lines indicatep the distinction between vectors and relays 

is important (the role of relays will be seen to be all the more 

important as propitious vectors may lose their "propitiousness" as 

the decision-making process evolves over time). A nomalble relay is 

an actor who is able to play an active part in the intermediate 

phases of the decision-making process: he is able to spread 

influential information about the innovation. The adjective 

"possible" is meant to stress the fact that this information may, 
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indeed, be "negative" (if the possible relay is opposed to the 

innovation); when the information is positivet the actor will be 

called a relay. 

In other words, relays are actors in favour of the innovation 

who monitor zones of uncertainty being critical in the further 

phases of the decision-making proces& An explanation will clarify 

the concept. 

A decision-making process is a sequential organisational 

phenomenon generating a series of zones of uncertainty, involving 

various stakes in which several actors will participate as the 

process evolves over time. It has already been shown that what 

makes some actors propitious vectors of information is not their 

personal characteristics (i. e. their psychology)v but their 

situation in the organisational game (i. e. the way they perceive 

their assets and resourcest the latter being a function of the 

relevance of the zones of uncertainty they monitor). Accordingly,, 

since the "propitiousness" of the vectors of information is highly 

dependent on the relevance of the zone of uncertainty they monitort 

some actors will no longer be propitious vectors as the evolution of 

the decision-making process entails shift in relevance. An example 

will assist understanding. Consider the case of Barracuda 

Corporation. The actors of the Information Systems Division (ISD) 

are propitious vectors of information in the early stage of the 

deci3ion-making process: they 3ucceasfully introduce the system by 

describing it as an excellent tool for stock control. At this 

stage, a critical uncertainty is attached to the technical value of 

the system: "Is this tool really excellent and suitable? " The ISD 

monitors this uncertainty: "The system is already excellent# but our 

experts can render it even more suitable by adapting it to the 

company's needs. " Howevers, once the BUT system is adapteds it must 

be tested. And the test will be positive (which would entail a 
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finaL decision to be made) only if the system is effectively used in 

the stores. At this stage, the technical zone of uncertainty 

monitored by the ISD is no longer relevant: the (previously) 

propitious vectors of information must be relayed by other vectors. 

Strategic analysis shows that the relay which is provided by the 

organisation (i. e. the BGT Project Officer) does not master the 

uncertainty attached to this stage of the process: hefails to act 

as a propitious vector. Infact, at this stage, the critical zone 

of uncertainty relates to how the system is described, evaluated, 

adopted and effectively used in the stores. The store managers are 

the real source of information in the points of sales: strategic 

analysis shows that the opinions of the sales staff (i. e. the 

potential end-users of the system) are highly influenced by those of 

their manager. Accordingly, the store managers monitor the critical 

zone of uncertainty attached to this stage of the decision-making 

process: the information they spread may, or may not, be favourable 

to the system. In short, the store managers were possible effective 

relays for the ISD. So much for the explanation. 

To answer Q2 is all the more informative as analysts do not try 

to resort to a priori criteria for relevance and decisiveness; 

relevance and decisiveness must be assessed in the light of the 

actors' own opinions, feelings and actions. On the other hand, the 

division of the decision-making process into phases is not operated 

in abstracto (on the basis of the classical sequences of the 

hierarchy of effects models) but in concreto (on the basis of the 

zones of uncertainty whose relevance and criticalness may change as 

the decision-making process evolves). 
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MIRD PHISE 

At this stage, analysts must move to more subtle problems and try to 

answer the following question: 

QUESTION 3 

Among the actors identified in the preceding phase, who are 

those likely to be in favour of the innovation# and who are 

likely to reject it? M) 

To answer Q3 is to identify the propitious vectors of 

information and their relays. This question involves a reflection 

on the actors' strategies. Once againt analysts must beware of a 

priori judgments. Indeed, it is necessary to study and understand 

the actors' feelingst opinions and actions in order to assess the 

extent to which they consider the potential innovation as 

prohibitivet permissive or facilitative for the development of their 

strategies. 

In fact, analysts may a priori expect stances which provet a 

posteriori# different - if not opposed - to those of the actors (of. 

in Shark Corporation: the SSII sales engineer had very good a 

priori reasons to expect the Economic Forecasting Researcher to be 

in favour of the innovation; nonetheless, the Researcher's strategy 

proved to be opposed to the adoption of SP). 

Due to their strategiest possible relays may, in facts oppose 

the innovation. Consider, again, the example of Barracudas store 

m anager s. They were identified in the preceding phase as possible 

relays of information for BGT- 

However, the case study showed that they played a different 

rol e. Their strategys oriented towards maintaining their autonomy 

from the Head Office, lead them to oppose the system. They could be 
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viewed as negative relays of information. Howevert the analysis 

carried out in Chapter VII indicated that, had the system been 

correctly "sold" to thems, the store managers could have played the 

role of positive relays. 

FOURM PHASE 

At this stage, analysts must focus on the most difficult concept of 

strategic analysis: that of rationality. This phase is devoted to 

identifying coalitions. If information is sufficient, analysts 

should answer the following question: 

QUESTION 4 

Among the actors identified in the preceding phase, who are 

those with: (i) compatible rationalities; (ii) non- 

conflicting stakes; and (iii) non-opposed strategies? (QU 

To answer Q4 is to identify propitious coalitions (the concept 

is characterised in Chapter VII; see Hypothesis 8 and 

Recapitulation). What is interesting about these coalitions is that 

they consist of propitious vectors or relays Of information. 

Strategic analysis and the case studies suggested that actors are 

all the more powerful as they are able to develop or join 

organisational coalitions. 

The rationale of the practical recommendation3 is that the 

selling efforts are all the more likely to succeed as they are 

directed towards actors identifiea by "later" phase questions. This 

argument can be synthesi3ed by the following figure. 
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Fig. 33- Strategic analysis and selling efforts 

Strategic Identif ication Selling efforts "IntuitiveO index 
factors question directed towards of likelihood 

of suocesa 

Stakes Q1 it Infl ue nti al -1 or 1 
actors 

Zones of Q2 Possible propitious 
uncertainty vectors and possible -2 or 2 

relays of information 

Strategies Q3 Propitious vectors 
and relays of infor- 3 

mation 

Rationalities Q4 ProPitious coalitions 
of vectors and relays 4 

of inf ormation 

Obviouslyp the 11 'intuitive' indices" have no predictive or 

quantitative pretention. They are uniquely meant to suggest that 

the level of strategic information available about the addressed 

systemst and the preciseness Of the adaptation of selling efforts to 

that information, appear to be critical success factors for the 

marketing of information technologies. By ascribing Possible 

negative indices to the first two phaSS3, it is intended to point 

out a real commercial threat (which was badly experienced by the 

SSJI sales engineer, in the first case study): it may be 

misleadingt to say the leastt to concentrate selling efforts on 

"influential actors" or "possible propitious vectors and relays" if 

analysts have not answered the question of whether these are likely 

to be in favour ofs, or against the innovation. A preliminary study 

of the actors' stake3s uncertainties and strategies mayt at leasts 

enable selling efforts to be adapted to these actors$ possible 

opposition to the innovation. 

For innovations which do not involve a long and continuous 

sequence of adoptions before the product is bought, marketers may 
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well succeed by concentrating on Q1 only, if they are lucky or 

manage to know who is likely to be in f avour of the innovation and 

who is not. But this kind of adoption process is very rare in 

information technology. Most of the timet companies are more 

interested is selling peripheral devices, services and develop 

loyalty than in selling a unique software to a client. To be suret 

COD is more interested in equipping all Piranhas Regions With 

micro-computers than in selling MCO to its Information Systems 

Department. Similarlys the same COD is not so much interested in 

selling BGT to Barracuda than in equipping all its stores with 

terminals. More preC13elyt both types of operations are tightly 

linked. 

A more serious objection hinges on the problem of the 

availability of strategic information to the addressing systems. 

2.2. Limita of Praotioma PropomiLtions 

On the basis of the information collected throughout the four 

phases mentioned above, potential customers belonging to maoro- 

segments could be regrouped into micro-segments according to their 

strategic characteristics. This could enable addressing systems 

both to concentrate and adapt their selling efforts to the 

idiosyncracies of the decision-making processes or procedures of 

their potential customers. 

Howevert the whole methodology above is based on strategic 

analysis of the addressed systems towards which the addressing 

system intends to direct its selling efforts. Is such analysis 

always possible? 

The question raises a crucial points, that of the "penoptimal" 

(i. e. nearly optimal) implementation of methodologies whose 
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scientific requirements are incompatible with the condirion3 Of 

economic and commercial actions. In short, can we call "strategic 

analysis", in the sense of the Strategic Theory of Organised Actiono 

an analysis based on second-hand information (via the addressing 

system's salesmen, for example) about the addressed systems# actors? 

Indeedo it would be pure illusion to imagine that the addressing 

system' experts will be able to carry out genuine direct analysis* 

since the latter hinges on deep individual interviews. In this 

respecto the second case study is interesting# since the indications 

from the Baleine sales engineer play an important part in the 

analy si s. 

Howeverp it would be equally illusory to think it is possible to 

confine strategic analysis to circumstances allowing for direct 

optimal research methodologies. When a now conceptual tool emerges 

in the environmento it is desirable for marketing experts to test 

its commercial efficiencyr OVen if such was far from being the major 

concern of its originators. 

Accordinglys the following points suggest how indirect 

information could be collectedt and how marketing experts could 

reduce inherent biases: 

Information about the feelingst opinions and actions of the 

addressed systems' actors could be collected by marketing 

experts through: 

(1) Personal contacts on the occasion of trade exhibitionst 

seminars, congresses, etc. 

(2) The addressing systems' salesmen: they may have already 

been in contact with these actors on the occasion of 

previous transactionst trade shows* congresses, etc. 

(3) Any middle men holding such information. Such actors are 

likely to belong to the environment of the addressed 

systems (upstream, downstream or horizontal): supplierst 
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customers, previous employees, consultantat etc. 

(ii) For each indirect informationt marketing experts should ask 
themselves: "What could be the influence of our informers' 

strategies on the information they provide us with? To what 

extent is this information biased by their own strategic 

situation? " (Second order strategic analysis) 

The feasibilityp efficiency and economic profitability of these 

suggestions should receive some attention. In particular* the 

question of opportunity costs and the limit of the "return on 

information" should be raised. knother limit to the generalisation 

of the practical recommendations is that they are uniquely based on 

the study of information technologies. This point is stressed in 

the discussion of Hypothesis 8 and the conclusion to Chapter VIL 

Conclusion of the Eighth Chapter 

The chapter has recapitulated the final suggestions which derive 

from the research. Section 1 dealt with theoretical propositions, 

and concluded on how "classical" organ13ational climate and 

strategic factors interact in influencing corporate processes. In 

this respeatt it is worth stressing that the research infirms rather 

than confirms the normative theory of group deC13ion-making in 

organi3ational buying behaviour. Two major reasons account for 

this: 

The a priori 11 normative sequentiali3ation" of the Process was 

found to be misleading. Classical phases such as awareness* 
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definition of the problemo study of alternatiV63t 

determination of the 30lUtiOn (the I'decisiotVI) etc. only mask 

a deep political process in which actors with different 

rationalities and strategies compete for some stakes and cope 

with uncertainty. Moreover, zones of uncertainty are of ten 

far from being directly related to the techno-economic 

dimensionof the project itself. Inotherwordst the"group 

decision" is influenced by an array of strategic factors* and 

not only determined by the objectives features of the 

proposal. 
5 

(ii) Organisationai buying behaviour was not found to be rational 

in the classical sense of the normative theory of group 

decision. That 13p the purchase or rejection decisions could 

hardly be seen as optimal solutions to clearly stated 

corporate problems. Howevert from the viewpoint of strategic 

analysis, the decisions could be viewed as resulting from 

organisationai processes in which participants implemented 

rational strategie& That is* individual strategies could be 

seen as rational responses in front of uncertainty and 

individual or sub-organisational stakes generated by the 

projects. 

In shorto this research's conclusion is a departure from the 

normative theory of group decision-making in buying behaviour for 

the following reason: the rationality of organisational buying 

behaviour did not seem to lie in the objective rationality of both 

the transaction object ("a mere technological device") and the 

buying unit ("an organisation governed by unambiguous techno- 

economic goals"), but in the subjective rationality of the actors 

themselves. In other words, if organisational buying behaviour 

seemed to be rationalt it is not because it involved organisations 

and technologiest but because it involved individuals. A conclusion 
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CHAPTER VIII 

diametrally opposed to the normative theory of group deoision-making 

in buying behaviour. 

Section 2 concentrated on practical propositions and suggested a 

methodology aimed at guiding selling efforts directed towards 

potential customers. Three major interrogations emerge from the 

research: 

W Are the conclusions valid for innovations alien to information 

technology ?6 

(ii) What is the relative importance of "classical" organisational 

climate (i. e. norms, valuest objectives, goalst (hi)3tories, 

and all the other idiosyncratic corporate constructs and 

conditions usually quoted in the literature) and strategic 

factors in influencing corporate processes 7 

(iii) Is it always feasible and/or profitable to perform strategic 

analysis before approaching potential customers ? As the 

answer is likely to be aegativet the subsequent interrogation 

should be: When is it feasible and/or profitable to perform 

strategic analysis before approaching potential Customers ? 

It is hoped that these questions will receive some attention. 

Clear answers would magnify the power of the tools with which this 

research aims at equipping the marketing of technological 

innovations. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

NOTES AND REFERENCES 

1- Brunsson suggests that analysts should consider two kinds of 
uncertainty: 
(i) The actor cannot assign a probability value of one or zero to 

a possible event. 

(ii) The actor is not certain whether the model he is using to 
predict events is the correct model. 

See: Brunsson, Nils. The irrational Organisation... Op. cir_ 

2- See: Weber, M. Economy and society. Opcit. 

3- See, in particular, note 92 of Chapter III. 

4- It is acknowledged that a uniformity is not a law. The 
difference between a locals or partial, uniformity and a law is 
stressed in the first four chapters of: 

- Armstrong, D. M. What is a law of nature? Cambridget Cambridge 
University Press, 1985. 

5- This does not mean that all organisational buying behaviour 
models are useless or, worse, misleading. In fact, some practical 
models do not reason in terms of substantive tem poral- procedural 
sequences, but in terms of formal conceptual- behavioural sequences. 
That is, some operationai. models do not try to suggest (more or less 
a priori) the content of what should happen according to some 
chronology, but indicate the condirionst circum: stances and 
structures that will influence and characterise the adoption 
process. If one returns to Chapter IV, Section 2, models Of the 
substantive first type as those by Milo# Shepard, Hage and Aikent 
Wi.,. sont Zaltman et a. L., while models of the formal second kind are 
those by Webster and Wind, Sheth, Choffray and Lilient and Baker. 
Another major dirference between the two types (which accounts for 
the success of the latter and the failure of the former) is that the 
f irst models are normative, while tne second are 
descriptive/ predictive. 

6- Several Researchers nave recently used information technology 
projects to illustrate a conceptual framework thatt they believer 
can describe organisatiunai. innovation processes in general. 
Readers interested in comparing the present research's conclusions 
with such investigations into the adoption of computer-based 
information technologies can fruitfully resort to: 

- Bikson, T. K. * C. Stasz & D. A. Martin. Computer- mediated work: 
individual and organisational impact in one corporate headquarters. 
Sauta Mouicas The Hand Corporation, R-3308-OTA, November 1985. 
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SHARK CORPORATION 

Introduction 

The folloving analysis is based on a tvo-month study of Shark 

Corporation. The study vas initiated vhen I vas informed that a 

French sof tvare house had recently approached Shark to sell a 

decision support system. 

Thanks to a contact in Shark, it was possible to be Lutroduced 

to the Director of the Marketing Department and then to perform the 

interviews. 

Thi. s case is a study of the response of a large French f irm's 

marketing department to a proposal for innovation. From a techno- 

economic viewpoint, the innovation appears as a potential advantage 

for the department. 

Moreover, the direct competitor of Shark has just adopted a 

similar system. However, Shark did not adopt the innovation and so 

the researcher's question is: Why was such a technically efficient 

tool, which has been purchased by an important competitor, rejected 

by the marketing department of an innovative and technologically 

advanced organisation ? 

Far from neglecting the economic, financial and technicai 

dimensions of the proposal, strategic analysis vill be used in order 

to assess the extent to vhich these objective constraints and the 

formal relationships vithin the organisation enabled the actors to 
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unfold strategies which resulted in the reject3. on of the proposal. 

This investigation, and the answer it should bring to the 

introductory question, will be led through the follovLng steps: 

(i) Presentation of the company; 

(ii) The Marketing Department: organisation, missions and 

objectives; 

(iii) The innovation system: principles and implications; 

(iV) The actors' experience: feelings and actions; 

(v) Analysis of the zones of uncertainty: organisationai stakes, 

rationalities and strategies 

1. Presentation of the Coupany 

Shark Corporation is a multinational company incorporated in France. 

Its Read Office is located outside Paris and employs more than 500 

people. Shark Corporation employs about 30,000 people, and is 

present in about 80 countries, where it runs several hundreds of 

plants and operates through about 200 subsidiaries. 

Shark is mainly involved in the chemical industry, and its 

products have various apPlLcations in agriculture, papermaking. 

glassmaking, fine chemicals, pharmaceuticals, biology and medecine. 

Shark is a high. Ly innovative f irm, and particular emphasis is 

put on R&D. Research is carried out in several centres located 

in the country. 

In 1983, the company'*. s net sales amounted to more than 

20,000,000 thousand of French francs. Net earnings vere in the 
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range of 1,000,000 thousand of French francs. 

Stability is an essential characteristic of the company and a 

crit3. ca. L success factor in terms of career is to have an engineering 

qual if ication, pref erab ly from Ecole Polytechnique or Ecole 

Centrale. 

The company appears as a mixture of tradition (and sometimes 

decrepitude) and dynamism. The Personnel Director illustrates this 

climate with a metaphor: 

"Shark Corporation is a sparkling old Cadiilac, able to catch 
up any brand new sport car. But what is there under its 
bonnet 7. I hope we will never have to open it. She would 
not survive a check... " 

2. The Marketing Departuent: Organisation, Missions and 
Objectives 

Shark Corporation is made up of several divisions, each of them 

managing various activities. The French netvork is divided into 

'dregions", each region running its production plants and commercial 

units. Then, each region is divided into sales sectors. Within 

each of the divisions, the marketing functions are performed by 

sales engineers on an informal basis. 

IICL facts the company seems to have a product orientation, and 

marketing is of ten equated to selling and merchandising. The 

product orientation is most obvious at the engineer levels, of 

course, but even actors involved in planning and general management 

activities, including the deiinition of business strategies, seem 

keener on trying to design the best product than on trying to 

understand market needs. 
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Actuaily, only the French Gases and Related Products Division has a 

department specialising in marketing. The specialisation of the 

Marketing Department (MD) is such that the various divisions can 

resort to it for studies and researches vhose complexity exceeds the 

divisions' normal abiLitLes. Actually, the MD can be 

considered as an internal consulting agency. The activity of the 

MD includes: conce3. ving, planning, organising and implementing 

market researches, commercial prospecting, merchandising researches 

and economic forecasting. The MD employs seven people: the 

Director of the department, the Vice-Director of the department, the 

Marketing Researcher, the Economic Forecasting Researcher, the 

Commercial Researcher and tvo secretaries. 

2.1. The Director of the MD 

Leon Robac is 62-year old and holds his engineer degree from Ecole 

Centrale. He is a specialist in metalurgy, a discipline in which 

he has become an indisputable expert after one year of training in a 

specialised training centre. After five years of service as chief 

engineer in the Working Stock Department, where he got to know all 

the various products of the company, Robac was appointed as the head 

of the MD, two years ago. Accordingly, he is in charge of 

negotiating the budget both with his staff and the general 

management, derining the condirions and deadlines for completion of 

the researches with the various divisions which may resort to the 

MD, supervising and co-ordinating the researches the department is 

asked to perform. Robac is currently expecting to be promoted to a 

position of regional director. 

2.2. The Vice-Director of the ND 

Alain du Paty, 37, is a chemist and attends evening English lectures 

at the University, in order to get a BA ("licence de lettres"). He 

was appointed only 18 months ago. Before, du Paty had worked for 
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various competitors as chiet engineer. During his first 10 months 

at Shark Corporation, du Paty underwent a six-month marketing 

training (theory of consumer behaviour, segmentation theory, market 

evaluation theory). Then he had to visit some of the company', s 

production plants in the country, while studying the firm'# products 

and activities intensively. His main mission within the MD is to 

assist the Director in supervising the researches belng carried on. 

Morever, du Paty is in charge of proposing to the Director a set of 

measures in order to reorganise the department. The suggestions 

should include a new distribution of the specialisations and 

responsibilities within the MD. It seems that a significant aspect 

of this mission is to limit the Marketing Researcher', s autonomy. 

Finally, if need be, the Vice-Director may have to define the plans 

of more complex commercial or marketing researches to be performed 

by other members of the staff. In the medium run, according to the 

success of his reorganisation proposal, du Paty could be promoted to 

the head of the MD, after Robac, s promotion. 

2.3. The Economic Forecasting Researcher 

Pierre Guyard, 55, holds a degree from Ecole Superieure des Sciences 

Economiques et Commerciales (ESSEC). He has always worked for 

Shark, and has held his current position since the MD was created. 

He is in charge of the economic forecasts and their use. 

Accordingly, his main concern is to assess the level of future 

demand, to estimate future prices and operating costs, and to 

foresee the evolution of economic trends. His methods usually 

resort to classical approaches such as time series analysis, linear 

or polynomial extrapolation and exponential smoothing. His work is 

regular and routine-like. Guyard will use the same indicators and 

parameters every year, and collecting this intormation is easy: the 

various series and chronologies are indicated in technological 
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publications while the various elements of the costs are available 

from the production divisions. Guyard'a main task consists of 

achieving the forecasts he is asked to make within suggested time 

limits. The deadlines are usually decided after negotiations 

between Robac and the directors of the divisions interested in the 

forecasts. Guyard is said to be a particularly active unionist. 

2.4. The Marketing Researcher 

Jean-Jacques ViLlier, 48, holds a degree from Ecole Superieure de 

Commerce de Paris (ESCP). It is worth noting that at the time when 

ViLlier was a student, ESCP had no marketing courses. Villier 

started his career at Shark and, before working for the MD - in 

which he has worked ever since the department was set up - Villier 

was in charge of defining the product catalogue. This mission 

involved frequent meetings with the customers and the sales 

engineers. 

At present, Villier's mission consists of implementing studies 

related to customer and retailer attitudes and segmentation. Such 

work is very irregular, and may require considerable travelling in 

all the regions. Accordingly, a single survey may take as long as 

eight months, of which more than two thirds are spent in collecting 

data, while the rest of the time is spent writing the report. 

Then, one month may elapse berore Viilier is charged with another 

research. This intermediate period of relative inactivity is 

generally used to inf orm the various members of the interested 

divisions about the results of the survey. This feedback activity 

takes place in Paris and in the regions. 

Respecting the time limits for his surveys is an imperative for 

V il 1 ier. However, it is on his ability to answer the real 

questions of the interested divisions that Villier will be assessed. 

This may cause some problems to Vi. Lller, as most of the researches 

are intended f or technological divisions. Villier', s business 
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degree does not predispose him to understand all the technological 

implications of the marketing researches he may be asked to perform. 

As a result, Villier will resort to Robac', s expertise in technology 

in order to understand the nature of the problems faced by the other 

divisions, since these divisions will make decisions partly in the 

light of Villier, s results. All Villier', s reports are read and 

amended (if need be) by Robac before they are printed. When 

travelling, Villier's expenses are reimbursed to a certain extent. 

However, the bills must be accepted by the Director of the MD. 

2.5. The Commercial Researcher 

Michel Lemoine, 26, holds a degree from Ecole des Hautes Etudes 

Commerciales (REC). He joined Shark Corporation immediately after 

his nationai service less than two years ago. His f irst year at 

Shark was devoted to complete a training programme, including visits 

to production plants in the various regions. 

Unlike the other researchers, his present mission is not clearly 

derined. Lemoine is in charge of an organisation mission: he must 

propose a reorganisation of the relationships between the French 

Gases Division'., s sales engineers and their customers (mostly 

retailers). This mission implies a new definition of the nature 

and the management of the client lists as well as a new deal for the 

sales sectors and quotas f or the sales engineers. This 

reorganisation should lead to a standardisation of the methods used 

by the sales engineers in approaching the retailers and transmitting 

information to the production divisions (type, nature, and quantity 

of the orders). Clearly, such a standardised and formalised system 

contrasts with the idiosyncratic way in which this information has 

been handled hitherto: each sales engineer has his own "note- 

book", in which information about his clilants is maintained; the 

nature, structure and depth of this information vary according to 
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the sales engineers. Each sales engineer considers his note-book 

as his own property and it is not rare to be told: "the day I am 

sacked, they will be pretty embarrassed when I take my note-book 

with me. " Obviously, the standardised system would promote much 

more flexibiiity in the distribution of the sectors. Sectors could 

be exchanged and new sales engineers could readily have information 

about the sectors which they are appointed to manage. This would 

be the end of personal association of sectors to salesmen, and some 

sales engineers are already fearing they will have to change sector: 

"If I am given a new sector, the company will lose the benefit 
of the excellent relationships I have buiLt with the retailers 
there... No system of client listing would enable me to be 
accepted by the retailers of a new sector... ", 

In spite of the opposition of the sales engineers, Lemoine will 

be assessed on his ability to set up the system. 

In terms of career, Guyard, Villier and Lemoine are facing 

different prospects. At Shark, being an engineer remains a 

critical success factor. According to the Personnel Director: 

"fhe average execut3. ve here is from Centrale and vievs REC and 
ESSEC as modern Sodom and Gomorrah... let alone the other 
business schools... Hovever, the nev Deputy Chairman holds a 
degree in business administration, this can mean a lot... And 
y0 uth is alvays an asset here: a young man f rom HEC may hope 
to become a regional director, one day - if he manages to get 
respecL from the engineers. ". 

In other words, only Lemoine can anticipate a significant 

promotion. 

3. The Innovation System: Principles and Implications 

The mission of the Operational Research Department (ORD) of Shark 

Corporation is similar to that of the MD: under the request of the 

other departments or divisions, it may be asked to carry out various 

studies and works as an internal consulting agency. Most of these 

studies are related to optimisation of flows. 
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The ORD is equipped with two Baleine micro-computers. Thi. 9 

fact may explain why the ORD was contacted by SSII ("Societe de 

Service en Ingenierie Informatique") in its commercial approach to 

Shark Corporation. SSII specialises in designing and 

commercialising sof twares and turn-key packages usable on Baleine 

hardwares. SSII had recently appointed Philippes Lacroix, and his 

mission was to approach big companies already equipped with Baleine 

computers. He was specially in charge of selling a decision 

support system for market analysis (SP). 

To resume describing the sequence: first, the sales engineer 

from SSII contacts the manager of the ORD (Paul Lafargue); then, 

because of the nature of his product, the sales engineer is 

immediately reoriented towards the Marketing Department. However, 

owing to the quantitative aspect of the innovation, Lafargue advises 

Lacroix to contact the Economic Forecasting Researcher "whose 

mission predisposes him to sympathy towards information technology" 

(these words were reported to the Economic Forecasting Researcher by 

Lacroix). After being contacted by the sales engineer, the 

Economic Forecasting Researcher informs the Director of the MD, about 

the proposal. A meeting is then organised, with the sales 

engineer, the Director of the MD, the Economic Forecasting 

Researcher and the Marketing Researcher. The Commercial Researcher 

could not attend the meeting, as he was interviewing salesmen in 

Lyon', s regional headquarters. The meeting is devoted to 

presenting SP. The product is a package able to handle marketing 

simulations. The program includes a criteria system, parameters 

and variables for testing the ef f icieucy and the impact of 

variations in the marketing mix on the market response (gross 

sales). The program is adapted to industrial marketing and is not 

a mere replica of existing simulation packages for consumer goods. 

The sales engineer bolsters his presentation by explaining that 
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Shark's major French competitor recently purchased a program similar 

to SP (not from SSIV. 

The simulation program is versatile and can be operated on the 

micro-computers of the operational Research Department. According 

to the sales engineer, the advantages of the system are the 

following: 

W SP enables an optimal distribution of sales sectors according 

to their size and potential demand; 

(ii) SP enables one to estimate a potential market in volume and 

value, segment by segment; 

(iii) SP enables one to estimate the economic indicators that are 

needed by the model to operate the simulations; 

UV) SP enables one to combine economic, financial and accounting 

forecasts with market response estimations; 

(v) SP provides a formal and structured framework for decision- 

making: it is a genuine decision support system; 

(vi) The data needed by the program can be obtained easily in a 

large company like Shark, where "information can be channeled 

and centralised", 

4. The Actors', Experience: Feelings and Actions 

4.1. The Director of the MD 

Robac confesses that he did not know anything about marketing when 

he was appointed head of the department: "*** actually, it is 

Vi. Llier who taught marketing to me ... " Robac considers marketing 

as an interesting experience and has his own definition of this 

activity: 

".. 9 marketing is about ensuring that the link betveen 
production and commercialisation is efficient. Rovever, 
marketers are not practical enough, too often they are in the 
clouds; so it is not bad for them to be managed by af act- 
minded engineer... " 
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Robac considers that his colleagues are efficient, but that they 

are too independent, and do not resort enough to his technological 

background in order to understand the divisions', requirements. 

When he talks about SP, Robac admits that its principle in 

interesting, but he wants his decision of adoption or rejection to 

reflect his colleagues', opinion. SP is not an important issue for 

him, and he seems much more worried about his career: the MD is 

only a "stage" that enables him '. 'to get used to a so far somewhat 

neglected aspect of management". lie looks to a "brighter 

management function". such as one of regional director. However, 

such a promotion will not be offered to him until his Vice-Director 

is able to replace him. But this seems rather remote: 

"The trouble with du Paty is that he meets unexpected 
difficulties in being accepted in the MD. The three 
researchers will never ask for his advices, and when he dares 
to give some, it is never followed. Actually, he is not 
high-handed enough. I have to be an interface between him 
and the researchers, though it is him who should be a relay between them and me. ". 

4.2. The Vice-Director of the ND 

Du Facy indicates that he is disappointed by his short experience 

within the MD. Still, he stresses that his present position is 

enriching, and that he is fond of new challenges. According to 

him, this feature of his character explains that he was "one of the 

handful of students in his school who would attend information 

technology courses and the only one who applied for marketing jobs". 

Moreover, he declares he was fascinated by his six-month training in 

marketing and that this enabled him to learn in six months what 

lothers still ignore after three years of studies in management and 

ten years of routine-like experience". So he wonders why the 

Marketing Researcher never asks for his advice, and does not take 

the opportunity of learning new marketing techniques from him. Du 

Paty adds that Viilier will stay for months in the regions for his 
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surveys, without giving any information about how he is getting on, 

about the progress of his work. Moreover, du Paty considers that 

the Marketing Researchees reports are too qualitative. The Vice- 

Director is less critical about his two other assistants, although 

he finds it difficult to make then understand the nature of his 

reorganisation mission. In the same respect, he regrets that both 

the Economic Forecasting Researcher and the Commercial Researcher 

will give him very little iuf ormation about their findings and 

their work, to the extent that he is often lett "surmising whether 

they will complete their researches, projects and missions within 

the deadlines", The Vice-Director is very enthusiastic about SP: 

". *# this is the future, sooner or later ve vill have to 
resort to such a decision support system. Why not get used 
to it as soon as possible ?" 

Du Paty adds that US universities', marketing courses are highly 

mathematics-oriented and resort to models that only information 

technology is able to handle. According to him, SP would enable 

the MD to make much more rational and objective decisions, as well 

as to promote exchange of information within the MD (since "SP needs 

various types of data, each type being more or less associated with 

each researcher', s specialisation, operating the program supposes 

that these various types of data are, to some extent, available to 

all of us', '). He wonders why the Commercial Researcher and the 

Economic Forecasting Researcher are - to the best of his knowledge - 

opposed to SP. He does not understand why Guyard is not more 

enthusiastic about SP: 

"Actually, SP could ease Guyard', s tedious analyses. 
Moreover, since the system can assess prospective economic 
parameters, Guyard could lezve this kind of job to the machine 
and concentrate on more marketing-related researches. " 

Even more surprising to him is the Positive reaction of the 

Marketing Researcher: 
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"Villier, who is so inclined to give marketing a subjective 
and qualitative orientation, he would not like SP at all, if 
he had understood what the system actually means... ", 

As far as his reorganisation mission is concerned, du Paty 

asserts that his future career at Shark depends closely on his 

ability to propose an acceptable blue-print and to implement it. 

From his point of view, the general management has understood that 

he will never be accepted by the members of the MD unless he proves 

able to impose a new form of organisation and a new definition of 

the tasks and responsibilities. He has the feeling that his main 

opponent in this game is the Marketing Researcher (Villier) "who 

thinks he is the sole depository of marketing knowledge in the 

department", On the other hand, he views Lemoine as a crucial 

help, "by community of interests", because he too is facing a 

reorganisation problem". 

4.3. The Economic Forecasting Researcher 

Guyard has become the favourite contact of the saLes engineer from 

SSIL Guyard asserts that this privileged position in the 

decision-making process is due to his scientific approach ("which 

predisposes [him] to information technology". ), results from the 

quantitative nature of his works and from the fact that his 

computations could be used as raw material for SP. The Economic 

Forecasting Researcher', s opinion is that his work calls for 

scientific methods which contrast with Villier', s "gastronomical" 

approach to marketing. This expression is meant to characterise 

the type of relationships that the Marketing Researcher establishes 

between him and the sales engineers or clients during his 

travelling in the regions. 

In general, Guyard will transmit the results of his computations 

directly to Robac (the Director of the department), although these 
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results could often be of interest to Villier. His estimations may 

concern the Commercial Researcher as well, but Leinoine", a mission 

keeps him in the regions and they cannot find opportunities to 

exchange inf ormation. Guyard regrets that Lemoine must stay away 

from the department so of ten, because the Commercial Researcher's 

.9 methodical approach" and "nearly scientific way of thinking". 

appeals to him. 

As far as SP is concerned, Guyard asserts to be much taken by 

"such an innovative project" but he thinks that the program is not 

what the department really needs, for various reasons. First, this 

package requires, according to Guyard, a computerised processing of 

economic data which is not compatible with his own method of 

computation. Second, the type of data that should be fed in the 

micro-computer is different from what his usual indicators and 

parameters enable him to obtain. Moreover, since the micro- 

computers are located within the ORD, he f oresees that the 

information processing and the simulations on SP would be performed 

in this department, which ", would be a nonsense: they dodt know a 

word about Economics". 

", Objectively", the latter argument may seem incorrect: it seems 

unlikely that SP would be used by the members of the ORD since its 

manager decided that SP did not correspond to the needs of his 

department. However, on Robae. s request, the ORD could be asked to 

operate the program on behalf of the MD. Moreover, even if the 

argument is "objectively" incorrect, it may play a strategic part in 

the decision-making process. 

Guyard asserts that, should Robac say "yes'. to SLI, he would not 

change his working practices: 

". o. SP is neither adapted to vhat ve need, nor to the data I 
can get, nor to my methods. Be it only for the d! partment"a 
reputation, I v: M never use SP: I don', t vant to jeopardise 
the quality of my surveys, and the reputation of the MD. ", 
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4.4. The Comercial Researcher 

Lemoine is rarely in the MD. His mission requires long periods in 

the regions, where he interviews the sales engineers in order to 

redefine their working practices and reorganise the sales sectors. 

He considers that his task is one of the worst a young manager could 

be assigned, and complains about his uncomfortable position "between 

the devil and the deep blue sea" (i. e. the salesmen and the general 

management). His opinion is that the general management has 

assigned him a mission which most of the head office'A staff would 

have managed to turn down, and that the general management bets upon 

his youth as a key to success. He is far from considering his age 

as an asset, as he thinks he is faced with the "older sales 

engineers'. foxiness". In this respect, the Commercial Researcher'x 

judgment is categorical: 

"Thesalesengineers don', t want to listen to sword about a 
standardisation of the procedures for collecting, orgauising 

0 and retrieving the information related to the co m pany. s 
clients: they consider the customers as their goodwill, their 
property.. - ". 

The Commercial Researcher has been informed about the innovation 

proposal and knows that his advice will be taken into account by the 

Direcror of the MD, because his "education and present mission are 

unusual in this department". Lemoine says he considers the SP 

project as somewhat of a joke: 

'I If a package suffices to reorganise, to improve and to 
standardise a whole commercial system. including its 
information and distribution dimensions, they would have 
appoi. n, ted it rather than an HEC graduate they pay FF 130 per 
hour, jet,, throughout the country and accomodate in three-star 
hotels... 

Besides, he is not surprised by the Marketing Researcher's 

approval of the SP project: 

"In the ever lasting dispute betveen quantitative and 
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qualitative approaches, the fact that a technological device 
could replace an expert in quantitative methods would stand as 
an unexpected victory for the holders of the quaLitative 
approach: we are devoured by our own monsters... This would 
couf ort Vi. Llier', s reliance on door-to-door commercial 
strategies. ", 

Lemoine says he knows that the Vice-Director is in f avour of the 

program, but adds that he does not want to argue with him, as he 

views du Pary as his sole support before the sales engineers. 

According to Lemoine, du Paty would be able to give a much more 

dynamic and rational aspect to the department if it was he who was 

managing it. Actually, the Commercial Researcher considers that 

his future is rather in the MD than in a region (be it at the top 

level). He knows that du Paty may succeed Robac at the head of the 

department. The Commercial Researcher's opinion is that a 

successful completion of his mission would improve his status 

(because this would demonstrate an ability to manage the sales 

force) to such an extent that he could be promoted to a vice- 

director position, after du Par-y'p succeeding Robac. 

4.5. The Marketing Researcher 

Vii-lier's view is that he is the only member of the MD who is do3. ng 

real marketing. Villier is always referring to the previous (and 

first) Direcror of the MD, who taught him '%tLarketing in general and 

industrial marketing in particular". In turn, Villier claims that 

he communicated this knowledge to Robac, the present Director of the 

department. However, according to the Marketing Researcher, "it 

seems as though Robac had still not understood what marketing is 

about". To support his case, Villier exhibits Kotler's textbook 

and points out that: 

"marketing, even industrial marketing, must be upstream of 
production... But Robac cannot admit it. ", 

in ViLlier', s opinion, the marketing of future products, 
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specially in an innovative firm like Shark, "requires contact with 

Shark's present clients, so that they can give their opinion about 

the market, their own customers' new requirements, and contribute 

suggestions". According to the Marketing Researcher, this approach 

explains his controversial long periods in the regions: 

"The sedentary nature of our staff, at the Read Office, is 
inherited from the golden age of the product orientation. I 
understand that engineers will still await the clients for 
their best mousetrap, but it is disappointing to spot such an 
attitude in marketing men. I am convinced that it is 
impossible to perform real marketing without movint from your 
armchair in one of the hi hest buildings of La efense [a 
business area outside ParM. " 

Viilier sounds rather sarcastic about the Vice-Director's 

mission of reorganisation of the department. The Marketing 

Researcher's opinion is that he knows his work well enough and he 

does not see the "point in a chemist (i. e. the Vice-Director) 

interfering in marketing research". Besides, Viilier blames 

the Economic Forecasting Researcher for his unionist commitment 

which he assumes to be linked with his economist function: 

"extrapolation and smoothing lead easily to utopia... " 

On the other hand, Viilier questions the relevance of the 

Commercial Researcher's quantitative approach to solve the problem 

of how to reorganise the sales sector: 

"He has not understood that the problem is less one of 
optimising f igures than one of convincin; people... and the 
more he teLls the sales engineers about abstract management 
principles and organisation theory the less they vill. listen 
to him. If he limits his role to that of a cold robot, a 
package is less expensive... " 

Actually, Villier perceives his mission as very compatible with 

SP. He assumes he will always have enough work with tanks which 

information technology will never handle: "that of listening to the 

clients' requirements, suggesting to them new concepts of products, 

services or applications and understanding their reactions to 

the se Nevertheless, the Harketing Researcher views SP as a very 
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sophisticated and efficient program, that can be helpful in 

performing sensitivity analyses, assessing potential market 

responses, as early and f ast as possible, which is an advantage in 

front of Shark'; competitors: 'Ithe computer is better at doing 

marketing in an ivory tower than any expert, but then, people like 

me are still necessary to a complete marketing strategy". 

The Marketing Researcher's technical assessment of the capacity 

of SP (i. e. "sophisticated", "efficient") must not be over- 

emphasised as, during the interviews, Villier was unable both to 

explain these notions and to explain what he actually meant. 

However, it is not because an actor expresses a judgment which 

may seem objectively inconsistent that one must ignore this 

judgment. Actually, such a judgment may be part of a strategy, and 

its "correctness" is less enlightening for the analysis than its 

logical relationship vith other judgments (i. e. contradiction, 

agreement, indif f erence). 

Analysis of the Zones of Uncertainty: Organisational Stakes, 
Rationalities and Strategies 

Oue mouth after SP vas first preseuted to the MD, the Director 

informed the SSIrs sales engineer that the proposal vas turned down 

by his staff. In betveeu, he had set dovn the opinions of his 

colleagues during short intervievs (sometimes by telephone). 

Actually, the financial aspect of the proposal has never been. 

inentioned by Robac. This tends to indicate that the MD', s budget 

could have afforded the investment and that other factors must 

account for the rejection of the innovation system. 

In the following lines, strategic analysis will be used in order 

to assess the factors whose combination led to the rejection of the 

proposal. The analysis carried out in the preceding paragraphs 

suggests a number of zones of uncertainty affecting one actor, a 

fraction of the MD, or all its members. 
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5.1. First Zone of Uncertainty 

The f irst zone of uncertainty is related to the results that the 

Vice-Director will achieve in his reorganisation task. What will 

come out of his investigations ? To what extent will the 

activities of the three researchers be altered ? Will the Economic 

Forecasting Researcher be allowed to stay in his ivory tower in 

which he carries out his lonely and hand calculator-helped 

computations ? Wi. Ll the Marketing Researcher be obliged to put a 

stop to his long periods in the regions and accept a more sedentary 

activity, basing his reports on the information that the sales 

engineers can get from the clients rather than on the information he 

used to gather after his discussions with the latter ? Will du 

Paty succeed in his mission of reorganising the department and being 

accepted by its members ? The Director's promotion is indirectly 

linked to this question. On the other hand, du Paty is preoccupied 

by the importance of this question since he has the feeling that his 

career in the company depends strictly on his success at this 

"test'-': the zone of uncertainty relates to the result of his 

mission, and what is at stake is his future career at Sbark. In 

his mission, du Pary, s main problem is to let the other members of 

the department admit his legitimacy. Moreover, his three 

colleagues are well aware of the fact that if du Paty succeeds in 

his mission, he is likely to become their next director. 

5.2. Second Zone of Uncertainty 

The second zone of uncertainty is related to the Commercial 

Researcher', s mission . Of course, this uncertainty affects the 

regional sales engineers in f irst place. St2.11, this zone of 

uncertainty affects the very MD: first, the Commercial Researcher 0A 

success would magnify his prestige within the departments and - 

which is highly significant for a marketing man - such a success 
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would mean that he was able to exert authority towards the sales 

engineers. This achievement, combined with his educational 

background (of a relatively high level within the MD) could increase 

his power: as the favourite marketing contact of the technological 

divisions (because of his "acceptable" educationaL background), and 

as the now natural interface between the Read Office and the 

regionaL sales engineers, Lemoine would enjoy in the MD a key 

position that neither Villier nor Guyard could counterbalance. 

Such a power can be described as positional power, as opposed to 

resource power-I Until now, the Marketing Researcher could put 

forward that he was the only member of the MD who was really doing 

marketing. He had succeeded in spreading this opinion up to the 

other divisions', highest levels and in the regions through the sales 

engineers. But, if the Commercial Researcher succeeds in his 

mission, he will have no difficulty in promoting other methods of 

work (helped with the respect he will have gained both at the medium 
level and at the top of the hierarchy) and then could stand as a 

potential new vice-director for the Marketing Department. 

5.3. Third Zone of Uncertainty 

The actors, interviews suggest a third zone of uncertainty, 

generated by the SP project. The Director of the MD does not seem 

to be worried about the project. He leaves the decision in the 

hands of his colleagues. The same applies to the Marketing 

Researcher, who understands that SP would not deeply alter his 

working practices and habits. On the other hand, the Vice-Director 

and the two other researchers are much more worried about the 

outcome of the decision-making process: each considers, for 

different reasons, that the future configuration of the department 

is at stake. 

The analysis of the zones of uncertainty helps understand the 

nature of the organisational stakes, the strategies the actors 
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developed in the decision-making process about vhether to adopt SP, 

, and the corresponding rationalities. 

At Shark Corporation, relevance is based on technology. The MD 

is influenced by the technological rationality, and both its 

director and vice-director are engineers. Still, tne mission, the 

title and the specialisation of the department induce another factor 

of relevance: marketing skill. 

From this bipolarisation follows a swinging power game: towards 

the other divisions, it is technological skill that confers 

legitimacy while, within the department, this role is pla yed by 

marketing skill. In this respect, it is worth noting that each of 

the actors of the MD will readily give his own definition of 

marketing, thereby laying the rules of the game according to his own 

conceptions. At this stage, it is possible to summarise the 

situation for each of the actors. 

5.4. The Director of the MD 

What is at stake: his promotion to a position of regional director. 

Rationality: is mainly technology and production-oriented. 

Strategy: consists of putting f orvard his experience and the 

exactness which his engineering background confers to the works of 

his researchers (while waiting for his promotion). 

Zones of uncertainty: Robac is affected by the uncertainty related 

to the Vice-Director', s success (on which his promotion is 

dependent). On the other hand, Robac masters the uncertainty 

attached to his potential support to any of the members of the MD, 

and the uncertainty attached to the f inal decision of adoption or 

rejection of SP. 

5.5. The Vice-Director of the MD 

What is at stake: his success in his mission, on which depends his 

future career at Shark. 
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Rationality: du Paty is the sole member of the MD who is able to 

play on both keyboards: the technological and the marketing ones. 

His rationality is oriented towards the optimisation of a 

combination of these capacities by use of quantitative and formal 

analyses. 

Strategy: consists of trying to enforce his authority within the 

department. So far, such an authority only results from the 

demonstration of authority towards the regional sales engineers. 

Now, SP provides du Paty with an alternative solution to beef up his 

authority within the MD. First, because only du Paty knows enough 

about computer science to carry out (himself or with the help of the 

ORO the simulations. Such an ability would confer on him a 

"rational-legal" type of authority (i. e. based on expertise, 

formal: Lstic and abstract knowledge). Second, because the 

information needed by SP supposes frequent meetings within the MD. 

Until now, du Paty was experiencing difficult3. es in setting meetings 

which would allow him to control researchers' activity more tightly 

and enable him to give them methodological recommendations. His 

general strategy, when applied to the SP choice, consists of backing 

up the project. What are his assets in the game, what coalition 

can he resort to? Before the Director, du Paty can put forward the 

fact that SP, allowing him to base and exercise an authority, would 

help him to manage his reorganisation mission which, in turn, would 

enable Robac to leave the department and be promoted (obviously, du 

Paty should be more implicit than explicit in playing this game ... ). 

Among the three researchers, only Villier is not opposing the 

project. Still, a coalition between du Paty and Villier supposes, 

between the two men, contacts and relationships which are, hitherto, 

very few and far between. More, such a coalition would mean some 

concessions from du Paty. Such concessions would not be compatible 

with du Paty', s mission which is - to a large extent - directed 
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against Villier's frequent and long absences. 

Zones of uncertainty: du Paty is affected by the uncertainty 

attached to the outcome of the deL; ision-making process related to 

SP. On the other hand, his mission enables him to master a 

fraction of the uncertainty attached to the future organisation of 

the MD. 

5.6. The Economic Forecasting Researcher 

What is at stake: the possibility of maintaining his status among 

the researchers. His particular status in the department is 

tightly linked to his exclusive expertise (i. e. unique in the 

department and maybe in the company) in Economics. Actually, 

Guyard masters the uncertainty related to the economic studies: he 

is the only actor able to handle "complex". economic researches. 

This key position in the organisational game would be undermined by 

the use of SP for economic computations (all the more so as Guyard 

asserts he vould never use SP). 

Rationality: is oriented towards the optimisation of a rational- 

legal legitimacy resulting from an exclusive expertise and a 

quantitative approach (this approach be3. ng geared to the "numerate" 

values upheld in the company). 

Strategy: consists of putting forward his ability to achieve 

statistical analyses and economic forecasting. Guyard's main 

assets are chiefly related to his exclusive expertise. In other 

words, his strategy consists of maintaining and maximising the 

relevance of this exclusive expertise in the organisational game. 

This relevance and this exclusivity were hitherto unquestioned and 

unchallenged as economic studies are necessary, and as the only 

actor able to handle these was Guyard. This was (and still is) 

conferring on Guyard a particular status allowing him to be the only 

MD researcher able to stand up to the engineers. Applied to the 
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decision-making process, Guyards strategy consists of opposing the 

project in front of the Director of the MD, while pretending to be 

interested in front of the sales engineer from SSIL 

Zone of uncertainty: the uncertainty affecting Guyard boils down to 

two questions: W will SP be accepted, and (ii) if SP is accepted, 

what will be the implications f or the Economic Forecasting 

Researcher ? First, the adoption of the system would question 

Guyard', s "manual". methods (with the help of a hand calculator). 

Second, as suggested by the Vice-Director, the use of SP for the 

simulations would readily be extended to the determination of the 

data needed by SP to perform these simulations (cf. the classical 

upstream integration in information technology in particular, and in 

technology in general). A significant fraction of these data are 

of the economic order, and assessing these economic data constitutes 

the core of Guyard's work. It has already been indicated that the 

Economic Forecasting Researcher', s legitimacy and status (the 

". economist', '4 the "expert", the "scientist") are batied on his ability 

to perform these "complex" economic computations. The use of SP 

(either by the Vice-Director who learnt computer science, or by the 

engineers of the Operational Research Department) would deprive 

Guyard of the basis on which he was hitherto grounding his 

"relevance" and therefore his legitimacy (the basis is: an 

exclusive ability to perform economic analyses). 

5.7. The Commercial Researcher 

What is at stake: his status in the MD, and his career in the 

company (which are linked to the success of his mission). 

Rationality: is oriented towards the implementation of formal, 

impersonal (ie. theoretical, based on general knowledge, principles 

or models) and abstract methods in management (of people or things). 

Strategy: consists of competing with the Marketing Researcher for 

the control of the downstream environment of the head office (i. e. 
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mostly the regional sales engineers). However, protocol analysis 

suggests that such a control is not an end it itself for Lemoine; 

it is rather a means to magnify his legitimacy in the deparmeut, in 

order to stand as a potential vice-director if du Paty is promoted. 

As a matter of fact, a successful completion of his mission would 

enable the Commercial Researcher to ascertain the supremacy of his 

impersounal and formal approach upon the Marketing Researcher's 

qualitative methods. Clearly, the adoption of SP - whatever its 

efficiency - would deprive the Commercial Researcher of a portion of 

his legitimacy, since a portion of his organisatiou mission (that 

related to the optimisatiou of the sales sectors distribution, for 

instance) can be handled by SP. This may account f or Lemoiue', s 

strategy when applied to the choice related to the project: he 

opposes SP through regular phone-calls to the Director of the MD. 

Zones of uncertainty: clearly, the Commercial Researcher masters a 

fraction of the uncertainty affecting the Marketing Researcher; a 

successful completion of his mission would signify the superiority 

of Lemoine's impersonnal and formal approach aver Vilier's methods. 

On the other hand, protocol analysis suggests that Lemoine is highly 

affected by the uncertainty related to the outcome of the decision- 

making process about SP. 

5.8 The Marketing Researcher 

What is at stake: his autonomy both in visiting the regions and in 

choosing his research methods. 

Rationality: is mainly oriented towards the use of qualitative, 

personal, ad hoc methods and subjective judgments. 

Strategy: consists of confirming himself as the only "real 

marketing man" in the department. Villier'x assets in implementing 

this strategy are substantial: he is the one who "initiated", Robac 

to marketing, and his researches are always much appreciated by the 
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various divisions which resort to him. Viilier uses the decision- 

making process related to SP in an optimal way in what may be viewed 

as a win-lose game. He knows that the Commercial Researcher and 

the Vice-Director favour opposed potential outcomes of the decision- 

making process (Lemoine is against the project, while du PaIy 

supports it) although they have similar methods and approaches 
(these approaches and methods being radically different from 

Villier', s). Accordingly, whatever Villier could win in taking 

sides with one would be lost in opposing the other. The Marketing 

Researcher'Is strategy consists of playing up to the actor whose 

power is actual and certain (du Paty is alreadl the Vice-Director of 

the department), and opposing the actor whose power is only 

potential and conditional (Lemoine may be promoted if he completes 

his mission sucessfully). Accordingly, like du Paty, Villier 

supports the project when Robac asks for his advice. 

Zones of uncertainty: Villier is affected by two zones of 

uncertainty. The first uncertainty is related to the project of 

reorganising the department. This project is conducted by the 

Vice-Direcr. or of the department. What will be the implications of 

the reorganisation for Villier', s autonomy ? The second uncertainty 

is related to the potential emergence of the Commercial Researcher: 

a successful completion of his mission would question Villier's 

methods and working practices and, consequently, entail some 

pressure on Villier (to induce him to change his "subjective and 

qualitative" methods). Should Lemoine succeed du Paty at the 

head of the department, this pressure would be even more powerful. 

6. Conclusion 

The situation may be summarised as follows: an actor chooses a 

strategy of deferred decision (the Director), two actors oppose the 

project (the Economic Forecasting Researcher and the Commercial 

Researcher), and two are in favour of it (the Vice-Director and the 
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Marketing Researcher). From a hierarchical point of view, the 

weight of the proponents is greater than that of the opponents. 

Nevertheless, the outcome of the decision-making process is that the 

proposal is rejected. In the light of the preceding analysis, the 

explanations of this outcome may be summarised as follows: 

W The f avourite contact of the sales engineer from the 

addressing system is, in fact, against the adoption of the 

system. 

(ii) The "objectively", more important coalition (in terms of 

position in the hierarchy) did not work. This may be 

explained by the fact that this coalition was based on actors 

with conflicting rationalities and stakes: the Vice- 

Director': s rationality is formal and quantitative-oriented 

and, most of all, his mission is to reorganise the department 

(this reorganisation is mainly aimed at reducing Villier's 

autonomy); on the other hand, the Marketing Researcher', s 

rationality is qualitative-oriented and, most of all, his goal 

is to maintain his autonomy (in visiting the regions and 

selecting his research methods). More than the differences 

in rationalities, it seems that the opposition betveen the 

stakes accounts for the failure of this coalition. 

(iii) The opposition to the project is exerted by a coalition based 

on actors with compatible rationalities and stakes. Both the 

Economic Forecasting Researcher and the Commercial Researcher 

have a formal, abstract, quantitative-oriented rationality 

("scientific" and "nearly scientific" according to the 

Economic Forecasting Researcher). Their stakes are similar 

as both view SP as a threat to their legitimacy and status. 

Two questions may arise, of unequal difficulty. First, one may 

wonder why the actors with compatible rationalities did not ally: 
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the Vice-Director, the Economic Forecasting Researcher and the 

Commercial Researcher. 

The answer seems to be in the fact that the innovation is not 

assessed in the same way by these rationalities. According to the 

Vice-Director, SP is an asset: it may enable him to improve his 

control and rational-legal authority on the department", s members 
(cf. his strategy) in order to stand as a potential director (cf. 

his stake). 

According to the two researchers, SP is a threat: they consider 

that the innovation may hinder their maintaining or magnifying their 

status (cf. their strategies) and, consequently, prevent them from 

achieving their objectives (cf. their stakes). 

The second question is that one may wonder why there was no 

coalition between the Director and his Vice-Director. Objectively 

speaking, they have correlated goals: the promotion of Robac (to a 

regional director position) is conditioned by the success of du Paty 

in his mission, while the promotion of du Paty (to the head of the 

MD) is conditioned by the promotion of Robac. Accordingly, one 

might have expected Robac's acrAve involvement in the decision- 

making process, in favour of the project. This did not happen. 

Why ? 

There is no definite and conclusive answer to this question. 
In the light of Robac', s interview, it seems that he was very 

couf ident about his promotion, the uncertainty being more on the 

delay than on the actual possibility of the promotion. 

Accordingly, an explanation is that the Director did not want to, 

interfere in the decision-making process and thereby do half of du 

Paty', s work: a strong norm at Shark Corporati on is that one must 

prove oneself, in an hostile environment. 
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NOTES AND REFERENCES 

1- The concept of positional power derives from the structure- 
oriented perspective on power. The concept of resource power 
derives from the accor-oriented perspective on power. In the 
latter perspective, the exercise of power is deliberate and 
intended. Power comes in discrete quanta, according to an 
identifiable sequence of actions: the quotas of bad or good 
distributed to the other. In the former perspective, power no 
longer comes in discrete quanta, or at least this is not a fruitful 
perspective. The exercise of power is not deliberate, conscious, 
premeditated. 

The power exercised according to the actor-oriented perspective 
is called resource power; the powerful has an excess, or at least 
uses an excess of, resources: the goods, the bads, the standards 
(to know what constitutes goods and what constitutes bads). 

The power exercised according to the structure-oriented 
perpective is called positional power; what the powerful has and 
others do not have is a certain position in a social structure. 

For a more complete presentation of these concepts, see: 

- GaLtun, J. On power. In Global Dlannin$ A21 resoggeS 
management =. Towards international decision-makint in a divided 
world, edited by A. J. Dolman. New York, Pergamon Press, lv80, pp. 
119-145. 
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PIRANHAS CORPORATION 

0. Introduction 

This case is a study of Piranhas Corporation's response to two 

commercial proposals. These commercial proposals are projects 

related to new applications of information technology and were 

proposed by two competing companies (the "addressing systems"). 

The first manufacturer is one ot the largest French hardware and 

software manufacturers (Baleine), the second is an American- based 

multinational group (Computer Omnium Data, or COD). 

The study is based on a one month-long period of interviews 

which started when my contact at Baleine informed me that a recent 

proposal by his firm had just been turned down by Piranhas 

Corporation. It was then possible to be introduced to Piranhas' 

Information Systems Director by this contact. Through the 

Information Systems Director it was possible to interview all the 

actors who were involved in the selection process. 

The two projects were objectively different: one of the systems 

was less powerful than the other overall, but the expected 

functioning of these systems being unsophisticated, one may consider 

that adopting the former would not be a handicap for Piranhas. 

Af ter various meetings and passionate debates, Piranhas 

Corporation eventually opted for the more powerful system. The 

researcher's astonishment can therefore be summed up as follows: 

Why did the choice divide Piranhas so much, and how is it possible 

to explain the acceptance of the more powerful (and more costly) 

project which the General Secretary was against ? The answers to 

these questions will be achieved through the following steps: 

(i) Piranhas Corporation: organisation, missions and objectives; 
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(ii) The innovation systems: principles and implications; 

(iii) The actors' experience: feelings and actions; 

(iv) Analysis of the zones of uncertainty: organisational stakes, 

rationalities and strategies. 

1. Piranhas Corporation: Organisation, Missions and Objectives 

The company is a one hundred-year-old building concern, which 

employs 8,000 people. It is a French group with an average annual 

turnover of FF 3,000,000,000. Its field of activity ranges from 

making kerbstones to the construction of cooling towers for nuclear 

power stations. It covers public, private, domestic and 

international markets through overseas branches in Central America, 

Africa and the West Indies. This diversification (both geographic 

and in terms of products) means that Piranhas must adapt to its 

various clients' managing practices and organisation. Piranhas 

CorporatioU's field of activity is very competitive and most of the 

critical success factors hinge on a rigorous administration of costs 

in order to offer the lowest market prices. Accordingly, most of 

the investment projects (which are not very numerous) are related to 

information technology and computers are viewed, by some 

organisational members at least, as critical sucess factors for such 

a rigorous administration. 

The firm's most significant development has taken place in the 

last 15 years, under the direction of the same management team: the 

Chairman and Managing Director (63, an engineer from Ecole des 

Ponts et Chaussees), the Vice-Chairman and Managing Director (61, 

same schuol) who deals with public relations, the General Secretary 

(61, a chartered accountant) who is responsible for the auditing and 

financial management of the company, the Chief Executive (51, from 

Ecole des Ponts et Chaussees) who deals with technological matters, 

and four Deputy Chief Executives. The latter have clear cut tasks: 

one is specially in charge of building activity in overseas 
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branches, another supervises the whole civil engineering activity, 

another manages the private building activity in the Paris area, 

while the last is responsible for supervising the private buiiding 

activity in the country. All these people work at Piranhas' Head 

Ofrice, near Paris. 

In addition, Piranhas Corporation has various regional 

headquarters in charge of executing and managing the construction 

work in progress on site (the national area is divided into various 

"Regions"). Each regional headquarters have a Regional Director, a 

regional accountant, two or three sectoral managers, various site 

agents and foremen. 

The twenty-one interviews conducted by the author suggest that 

technology is the basis of legitimacy in Piranhas, and particularly 

construction technology. Management is very centralised in this 

firm which was, until 15 years ago, a family business. The 

following figure displays the simplified organisational chart: 

Chairman and Managing Director 

Vice-Chairmau and Managing Director 
I 

General Secretary 
I 

Ch3. ef Executive 
I 

Deputy Chief Executives 
I 

---------- - ---------------- ----- - ---- (administration) 
(construction) I 

(regional headquarters) 
------------- - ------ 

Regional Director 
I 
regional accountant 
I 
sectoral mangers 
I 
sice agents 
I 
toremen 

I(Head Oftice) 

Methods I 
Working Stock 

Accounting 
Personnel 

Information 
Systems 
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In order to understand the potential organisational implications 

of the projects, various points of this chart must be explained. 

1.1. The Inf ormation Systeas Department 

When expansion was first decided upon (15 years ago), it was 

recognised that an information systems department (ISD) was 

required, and that was duly put into operation. So far, this 

department has been used mainly for monitoring and paying the 

salaries of the company. The invoicing and the management of the 

clients' accounts were gradually computerised. The department 

employs seven people, whose tasks and mission are briefly described 

below. 

1.1.1. The Director of the ISD 

Etienne Tarbes, 36, is a computer scientist. His brief is the 

following: every mouth, he must check that all the relevant data 

are available to feed the computer so that the salaries can be 

calculated. This information is sent from the Regions to the Head 

Off ice either by mail or by the Transpac network (French packet 

switch network). The latter mode of transmission is made possible 

because each regional headquarter is equippect with a micro-computer; 

these may be used to transmit the relevant data to the Read Office's 

main computer. On top ot this, since the setting up of a direct 

costing system which enables the company to assess on a monthly 

basis the profitability of each site, Tarbes is in charge of cheking 

that the data needed by direct costing has been made available. 

Once this data is collected, Tarbes runs programs on the mainframe 

to obtain monthly accounting statements showing each site's 

profitability and the deviations from the initial coatings and 
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budget. 

Another duty, less formalised, is that Tarbes must keep in touch 

with information technology advances and adapt the company to them. 

As a result, at his instigation, word processing and the use of the 

Transpac network were adopted. To have his investment projects 

accepted, Tarbes must obtain the General Secretary's agreement. 

1.1.2. The First Project Manager 

Simon Roland, 32, holds a "baccalaureat" (roughly equivalent to 0- 

grades) and has attended further education courses in computer 

science. His brief is to assist the Director of the ISD in the 

application of new information technologies. He was in charge 

particularly of installing the word processors. 

1.1.3. The Second Project Manager 

Serge Gueron, 30, holds a "baccalaureat" of technician in computer 

science. He is mainly responsible for the management of the salary 

roll and the maintenance of the software. 

The Computer Operators 

There are four of them, and they are not highiy quaiif ied. It is 

they who receive the information from the regional headquarters and 

feed it into the Baleine computer of the Read Oftice. 

The General Secretary 

Georges Saby, 61, is a chartered accountant. He is in sole charge 

of the financial management and control of the company. Apart from 
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the technical operations which he takes no part in, he manages all 

the firm's operations. His agreement is necessary for any investment 

project. Similarly, he is the key to all budget discussions. He 

is also in charge of playing a fundamental part in the liaisons 

between Piranhas Corporation and its environment: he must increase 

the confidence that the share-holders and the financial institutions 

have in the company. 

The Deputy Chief Executive for Building in the Country 

Marcel Jupien, 54, is a graduate from Ecole Superieure des Travaux 

Publics. He started working for Piranhas as a site agent, 30 years 

ago, before becoming Regional Director and, some years later, being 

promoted to his present position. His function consists of 

assisting the Regional Directors in their coordination of the 

various sites, in consolidating the financial information from the 

regional headquarters, and in reporting these to the management 

board. Accordingly, Jupien must keep in touch with the sites' 

evolution, which he manages by asking frequently for information 

from the Regionai Directors. When an important decision must be 

taken and if the proposition comes from a regional headquarter, the 

usual decision-making process sequence is the following: ... ----> 

Regional Director ---> Jupien --> Saby (General Secretary). 

Region A of Piranha, Corporation 

Of all the company's Regions, Region A is the one vhich gives rise 

to the largest turnover. Region Ars activity be]. ng mainly based 

on private building, this Region is placed under the management of 

Jupien. Each Region comprises various sites and is managed by a 

Regional Director who is assisted by a regional accountant. 
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Ideally, the Director is to concentrate on the technica. L 

coordination of the various sites, while the accountant is to deal 

with administrative issues. Within each Region, the sites are 

supervised by sectoral managers who are assisted by site agents. 

In turn, each site is placed under the responsibility of a foreman. 

1.4.1. The Director of Region A 

Luc Rio, 45, is a graduate from Ecole Superieure des Travaux 

Publics. Ten years ago, he started working for Piranhas as a site 

agent. His present position involves the coordination of his 

Regiods seven sites. This coordination consists of optimising the 

use of machinery and building material and labour force under the 

constraint of each site's budget (deadlines and costing). Rio is 

judged by the management board on his capacity to achieve this 

coordination in minimising costs. There are numerous reasons for 

this. Buiiding activity is undergoing a deep crisis in France, and 

most of the weapons in the contractors' war boil down to adequate 

pricing. Since construction techniques seem difficult to innovate 

with, this means that drastic auditing increasingly appears as a 

success factor more criticaL than innovative technology. 

Because of his Region's main activity, the person at the Head 

Oftice with whom Rio has the most frequent contacts is Jupien 

(deputy chief executive for private building in the country). 

As far as career is concerned, a Regional Director's position 

is considered as a senior position in the hierarchy and, apart from 

being promoted to Deputy Chief Executive, no promotion is possible 

for Rio. However, some Regions are more interesting than others: 

sites are more numerous and involve considerable turnover and, 

accordingly, the related Directors' salaries are more substantial. 

Most of the RegionaL Directors would consider becoming the Director 
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of Region A as a promotion. Obviously, such a promotion is of no 

iuterest to Rio ! 

The Accountant of Region A 

Edouard Monceau, 42, has been working in Piranhas Corporation for 15 

years. He is a self-made man, with no degree. In 1981, Monceau 

was appointed accountant for Region A. Given the importance of 

this Region, such an appointment can be seen as a promotion. 

Monceau reports to Rio and his function is to assist the Regional 

Director in administrative and control tasks. Accordingly, Monceau 

is responsible for supervising payrolling, the management of the 

clients' accounts and the invoicing. On top of this, each month, 

he must ensure that the financial data have been transmitted to the 

Read Office's Information Systems Department. However, Monceauýs 

most crucial function is banking negotiation. In f act, the 

financial burden of the sites is such that Piranhas will not start 

any construction work until (at least) one bank stands surety for 

the clients. Here lies a critical aspect of building, since the 

launching of the construction works on site depends, in the last 

resort, on the financial institutions' decision. 

1.4.3. The Sectoral Managers of Region A 

Region A is divided into tvo sectors. The first one comprises 

three sites, and is placed under the responsibility of Domiuique 

Metral, 54. Regis Leberger, 56, is reponsible for the four 

remaining sites vhich constitute the second sector. Metral and 

Leberger hold engineering degrees and both started vorking for 

Piranhas as siEe agents. Sectoral managers are mainly in charge of 

liaison vith the clients, but do not enjoy great latitude. In 
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particular, they have no control over prices. Metral. and Leberger 

report to the Director of Region A (Rio). 

The Site Agents of Region A 

Each site is placed under the reponsibility of a site agent. Their 

average age is 30, and all the Region A", s site agents hold 

engineering degrees from Lyon's Institut National des Sciences 

Appliquees (INSA, one of the top French engineering institutes). 

Their average seniority is five years. Their function is to lead 

and control the execution of building works. 

The site agents stand at the interface between the field 

(foremen) and the regional operational structure. Each site agent 

reports to Rio, the Regional Director, on the progress of the site 

he is in charge of. Unaer the supervision of the sectoral 

managers, the site agents are responsible for the liaison between 

Piranhas and the clients (invoicing and billing). Besides, they 

must manage the allocation of energy, machinery and building 

materials, and the assigmiLent ot the teams on site. 

Rio relies on the site agents to achieve his mission of 

coordinating the projects under the constraint of minimising the 

costs. Accordingly, a site agent is judged on his capacity to meet 

the construction deadlines as well as the initial costing attached 

to his site. The site agents may resort to the regional 

accountant's f or help in these operations. As far as their careers 

are concerned, the usual evolution of a site agent is to become 

sectoral manager and, eventually, Regional Director. In Region A, 

a key criterion for such a promotion is a good assessment by Rio. 
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The Foremen of Region A 

The foremen are in charge of leading the teams in the execution of 

the building works. Their average age is 40. They are placed 

under the direct supervision of the site agents and, because of 

their age and low qualifications, no promotion can be expected for 

them. This situation is counterbalanced by relatively high wages. 

2. The Innovation Systems: Principles and Implications 

The Head Oftice of the company is equipped with a computer built by 

the' French manufacturer Baleine. This computer is used for 

handling the payment of the salaries and computing each site's 

profitability on a monthly basis. The terminals which connect the 

regionaL headquarters to the Head Office's mainframe are also from 

Baleine. 

Each month, the regional headquarters transmit (by mail or the 

Transpac network) to the Information Systems Department: W for 

each of the workers on site, the total of his or her hours; (ii) for 

each site, the data needed to compute its profitability (total of 

man-hours, total time by task, energy cost, cost and quantity of 

material used, etc. ). Once all the data attached to each site is 

collected, the mainframe produces direct costing analyses showing 

the siters profitability and the deviations from the initial costing 

and budget. 

The Director ot the Information Systems Department examines 

these deviations and must inf orm the accountant of the corresponding 

Region. In turn, the accountant must inform the site agents. 

Then, the phase of analysis and interpretation of the deviations can 

start: each deviation must be ascribed to somebody or something. 

If the deviation is due to a deficient design, plan, or to 

inadequate estimates, the responsibility falls on the methods 
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engineers; if the deviation is due to an unexpected cost rise 

(suppliers, salaries, energy, etc. ), the responsibility cannot fall 

on any member of the company; if the deviation is due to a deficient 

management of the site, the related site agent is answerable to his 

Regional Director. In recapitulation, each deviation must be 

interpreted. The interpretation involves two aspects: analysis 

("How much? ") and attribution of responsibility ("Who? ", "On whom 

should the blame fall? "). When possible, corrective actions are 

undertaken to limit or stop further deviation. 

The major weakness of this procedure is that corrective 

strategies and actions are bound to start at least one month after 

the deviation originated. 

On the occasion of a congress on new information technologies, 

Tarbes (the Director of the Information Systems Department) met an 

engineer of Baleine, and referred to the problem of the time 

necessary before corrective actions can be undertaken. Two month 

later, a sales engineer of Baleine phoned Tarbes and proposed a 

meeting. The purpose of this meeting would be to study the means 

to solve the problem of the deviation control by reducing the time 

that elapses between the begining and the correction of the 

deviations. Tarbes accepted the principle of such a meeting and 
its date was agreed on. Knowing that the General Secretary's 

opinion is of paramount importance for any decision to be accepted, 

Tarbes asked him to attend the meeting. During this meeting, after 

listening to Tarbes and Saby (the General Secretary), the sales 

engineer set f orward a solution which consists of installing 

minitels on each site. 1 Accordingly, af ter each day of work, the 

site agents could feed the minitels with the data needed f or 

computing each sice'. s profitability. These data would be 

transmitted to the Information Systems Department by the Transpac 

network. If equipped with a new Baleine software, the mainframe 
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would then enable each siLe's profitability to be controlled on a 

daily basis. The procedure of such an operation is extremely 

simple. This type ot control would enable corrective actions to be 

undertaken more readily, and therefore prevent the deviations from 

developing. The overall cost of such a system amounts to the 

f ollowing: cost of purchasing the Baleine software plus cost of the 

communications via Transpac. 

At this stage it must be noted that the micro-computer with 

which each regional headquarter is equipped could not be used f or 

such control. This is due to two main reasons: (i) the micro- 

computers are over used; (ii) most of the sites are far from the 

headquarters, and the site agents would f ind it dif f icult to go 

there and transmit the data after their days work. 

For three months, the minitel project (MNL) was the subject of 

numerous meetings and discussions between various site agents, 

regional accountants, Regionai Directors and the Deputy Chief 

Executive Jupien. Because of its importance, Region A would be the 

one in which the first installation should take place. 

Four months after the initial meeting, a sales engineer of an 

American multinational corporation specialised in information 

business machines (COD) met two site agents at the headquarters of 

Region A. This sales engineer proposed to the site agents a micro- 

computer to assist them in their management and control of the 

sites. The sales engineer was well informed about the site agenter 

problems and he put emphasis on the following points. 

The micro-computers enable the user to control the execution 

of building works on a regular and real-time basis (the 

control being made in relation to the site's budget); 

The micro-computers increase the site agents' autonomy and 

their speed of response, since the control of the execution of 
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bui I ding works on si te coul d be perf ormed w ithout hav ing to 

wait, each month, for the Read Office mainframe's analyses. 

In order to bolster his presentation, tne sales engineer had 

brought a micro-computer and made a demonstration with the help of a 

simulation program. Two days af ter this demonstration, which was 

attended by the accountant of Region A, two of the site agents 
inf ormed the Director of the ISD (Information Systems Department) of 

the proposal and expressed their wish to meet him to discuss CODs 

offer. He agreed but, as for the f irst meeting about MNL, the 

Director of the ISD asked the General Secretary to attend the 

presentation (the meeting took place four weeks later). 

At this moment, one can consider that two propositions of 

innovation were in competition. They consist of: 

(i) A minitel of each site, all the minitels being connected to 

the computer of the Information Systems Department by the 

Transpac network, and the mainframe being equipped with a 
Baleine program enabling direct costing on a daily basis 
(MNL) . 

(ii) A micro-computer on each sice. Made by COD, the micro- 

computers are compatible with the computer of the Information 

Systems Departement, and their maintenance is warranted (in 

the following lines this proposition is referred to as "MCO"). 

The overall cost Of MCO amounts to the following: cost of the 

micro-computers plus cost of the processing software. There is no 

common measure between MNL and MCTa costs. 

MNL and HCO have remained in competition for six months. Then, 

atter this phase marked by numerous meetings and debates, HCO vas 

accepted: Region A vas chosen as test f ield, and tvo micro- 

computers were purchased and placed at the disposal of Region es 

site agents. The following lines purport to shed some light on 
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this decision. 

The Actors', Experience: Feelings and Actions 

3.1. The Director of the ISD 

Tarbes' main worry is "to reduce the fuzziness which surrounds most 

of Piranhas' administative tasks". In particular, his opinion is 

that most of the sites generates some "fuzziness" (about execut3. on, 

control, interpretation and attribution of the responsibility for 

the deviations) from which some agents draw benefit. He views 

information technology as: 

"a tool which may contribute to clarify matters, thiu&s,, aud 
procedures. But this is not always welcome by everybody. 

As r egards; innov ating, he conf es; se s he f eel a "pushed by the 

young site agents' enthusiasm for new applications of information 

technology". 

With respect to his day-to-day work, Tarbes regrets that, 

although his f ormal role is to dispatch to the Regions the monthly 

statements on profitability and deviations from construction budget 

and costing, the General Secretary wants to be informed f irst and 

presses him to get the deviations betore dispatching them. 

Nevertheless, Tarbes tries to-reach arrangement with the site 

agents: he says he will allow them some time to correct the 

deviations (when such a correction is possible) after informing 

them. But, when the deviation persists, he feels "compelled to 

inform the General Secretary". In this respect, Tarbes views his 

function as that of a filter. He confesses to have a "fellow 

feeling" towards the site agents, because of their "esprit Grande 

Ecole", and their attraction to computer science (which they learnt 

at INSA). According to the Director of the ISD, "this attraction 
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contrasts with the sectoral managers' somnolence'*. The site 

agents' dynamism seems all the more precious to Tarbes as the 

Regional Directors "do not look very sensitive to the advantages of 

information technology and seem solely interested in one thing: to 

be autonomous vis-a-vis the Head Off ice and have as f ew contacts 

with the Deputy Chief Executive Jupien. as possible". 

However, Tarbes reproaches the site agents with their 

"impatience f or computerising everything ... their lack of 

distincti. on between needs and superfluous factors ... their short 

term appraisal of the company Is evolution. " On the other hands, 

Tarbes views the regional accountants as precious collaborators, 

because they are in charge of ensuring that the relevant and 

required data are sent to the ISD for the monthly profitability and 

deviation analyses. 

His opinion about the two propositions is the following: 

MNL: this system can reduce the fuzziness on site, since the 

organisation of the building works, the team posting and the 

use of machinery, energy and material can be known at the Head 

Ofrice, enabling daily control of the sites to be performed. 

(ii) MCO: only this system is interesting from the viewpoint of 

computer science. MNL is not capable of development or 

evolution, and does not enable computations to be performed on 

site: MNL does not allow for an autonomous and flexible 

control by the site agents on the execution of building works. 
By contrast, MCO enables them to control and monitor their 

works both rationally and on a real-time basis. 

Nevertheless, Tarbes thinas that a weakness of MCO lies in the 

fact that the site agents can keep the diskettes on which is stored 

the information related to their sites. ThLs capacity to retain 

information does not seen compatible with the Read Office and 
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Tarbes'. attempt to reduce "ambiguity" on site. But Tarbes remains 

optimistic and suggests a solution that would allow both for the 

Head Off ice'. s control and the sites" autonomy. This solution 

hinges upon the working out of a connection between the mainframe 

and the micro-computers on site. This is a soinevhat complex 

interface to work out, and means a procedure of use less immediate 

and simple than that with the minitels. Yet, Tarbes views this 

solution as highly feasible and confesses he is already working on 

it. Such a connection would enable real-time control to be 

performed from the Head Office: each micro-computer could be 

addressed by means of the ISWs computer, which would enable the 

operator to be informed of the site's profitability and work 

organisation. According to Tarbes, it is this possibiiity of 

connection which convinced him of the superiority of MCO and enabled 

him to comrince both the General Secretary and the managing board. 

3.2. The General Secretary 

Saby views his major mission as one of "ensuring that the algorithms 

laid down by the management board are applied". In this respect, 

he regrets that the Regions are not sensitised enough to auditing 

problems. However, he acknowledges that "achieving building works 

in accordance both with the deadlines and the clients' specific 

requirements must be a difficult problem for the site agents". Rig 

opinion is that MNL would have released the sirce agents from direct 

costing, control and auditing matters. According to the General 

Secretary, should MNL have been accepted, the site agents' sole 

"accounting commitment" would have boiled down to entering the data 

corresponding to the day's building work into the tables displayed 

on the minitel's screen. In brief, the General Secretary is 

surprised at Region e, s refusal of a system that would have freed 
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the SiLe agents from tasks they find it difficult to cope with. 

In particular, the site agents' behaviour "baffles" his 

analysis: 

first, when MNL was discussed, they were against 
computeri. sation, and now they swear by the computers. Even 
Tarbes find it difficult to restrain their new appetite... " 

The General Secretary's view is also that MNL meant an advantage 

for the Director of the ISD: 

the simplicity Of the procedure would have released 
Tarbes from passing the monthly statements to me: another 
minitel could have been connected to the mainframe and 
installed in my office. Instead of this, Tarbes will have to 
work out a costly and complicated interface, and the company 
incurs a risk in purchasing sof tvare made by a dif f erent 
company from the one which installed the mainframe ... MCO is 
a waste of money: MNL would provide the same service an MCO, 
and is ten times as less expensive... " 

By contrast, Saby is not surprised by the Deputy Chief Executive 

(Jupien) and the Director of Region A's favour towards MCO: he 

thinks that they do not know "what information technology is about" 

and that they consider "micro-computers as more valuable than 

minitels". 

3.3. The Deputy Chief Executive f or Building in the Country 

Jupien declares that his fundamental function is to control the 

Regions' commercial performance, and that his most helpful 

collaborators are the Regional Directors. According to Jupien, the 

other person at Read Ofrice Upart from him) who gets frequent 

information about the Regions' performance is the General Secretary. 

Jupien stresses that the DirecLor of the ISD should f irst 

communicate the monthly financial statements (on profitability and 

deviationss site by site) to the siLe agents berore passing them to 

Saby. In fact, Jupien feels that "the General Secretary encroaches 
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on his functions" and that "he should restrain himself to his 

financial mission and try to optimise the relations between Piranhas 

and the financial institutions". Jupien', s opinion is that this 

"encroaching" ruins the Regions' marketing dynamism and fosters 

their bureaucratisation. Besides, Jupien blames Saby for the 

shareholders' lack of enthusiasm and the weak amount of external 

investments in the company: Saby pref ere overburdening the 

Regions with his control ... " 

The Deputy Chief Executive explains the General Secretary'. s 

behaviour by suggesting that Saby no longer enjoys the network of 

relationships and the dynamism needed to achieve his mission of 

negotiation with Piranhas' financial environment. Accordingly, 

Jupien explains Saby', s favour for MNL as follows: with MNL, he 

would have had a direct access to the sites' situation, without 

needing Tarbes' intervention, as easily as one calls the speaking 

clock 

When asked about the part he played in the decision-making 

process, the Deputy Chief Executive asserts that "the Regions I 

autonomy being the coruer-stone of long-term sound development", he 

"pushed for the adoption of MCO, so that any Region could monitor 

its marketing and control 

3.4. The Director of Region A 

Rio declares that his major mission is to prospect and search for 

substantial orders from the regional industrialists. This means 

frequent travelling and a presence at the Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry. But Rio regrets that he must spend icost of his time 

writing reports about his prospecting activity for the Deputy Chief 

Executive (Jupien). Consequently, according to him, he must 

delegate an important part of his prospectiing and marketing 
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activities to his sectoral managers. Rio is not pleased with this 

arrangement because he considers the sectoral managers to be 

"shortsighted, unaware of Region A and the company', s real needs". 

His Region being the one with the biggest turnover, Rio regrets 

his lack of autonomy. In particular, Rio blames "the highest 

management's preference for control and scorn for marketing 

Rio is all the more dissatisfied by this tight control as he 

considers that, with the help of the accountant of Region A and his 

site agents, he achieves an efficient audit and control, since his 

Region "is the most developed one in the company". 

Rio', 9 opinion about information technology is that 

"So far, the computers' sole influence was to increase the 
dependency ot the Regions towards the Read Oftice: one had to 
wait until the Information Systems Manager and the General 
Secretary know the sites' situation before the site agents be 
informed ... with more than 45 days of delay, we were to 
correct mistakes which, most often, are due to the Methods 
Department's design rather than to the execution on site - 
On top of this, we must not forget that quick reactions help 
us to meet our clients' requirements better... " 

As regards the choice of MCO, the Director of Region A confesses 

that computer science is not his strong point and that he relied on 

the preference of his site agents who, he says, "have nothing to 

learn from Tarbes on this matter". 

3.5. The Accountant of Region A 

Monceau vievs his mission as that of "dealing vith the gist of the 

financial and audit problems facing Region A and its sites". In 

this respect, be considers management control as his main worry, and 

he thinks that construction does not lend itself to direct costing. 

'*. *. comparisons are difficult to draw, because each site is a 
particular one; works stations change over the day, the 
various operations do not lend themselves to standard 
interpretation of the deviations 
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Accordingly, Monceau regrets that "hitherto, computers were only 

used, at Piranhas, to draw statements and attribute responsibility 

more than one month after the deviations originated, rather than to 

detect mistakes as soon as possible". But he hopes that MCO will 

enable a real-time management control of the various site to be 

performed. 

By and large, Monceau views Piranhas as a bureaucratic 

organisation, within which the executive echelon - apart from Tarbes 

- is too old. To bolster his judgment, Monceau quotes the usual 

decisiou-making sequence in the company: "... when a proposition or 

a suggestion is set forward at the regional level, one must obtain 

the approval of the Regional Director, who then informs the relevant 

Deputy Chief Executive, who must then refer the matter to the 

General Secretary. 

Besides, Monceau considers that the management board undergoes 

change brought by the site agents rather than encourages it. On 

top of this, he reproaches the General Secretary with his reluctance 

towards all possible development of regional autonomy. In fact, 

Monceau feels that Saby's action complicates and slackens the pace 

of management on site. To bolster his judgment, Monceau 

underscores the diversity of his experience (at Pirauhas, he was 

successively accountant, auditor of the West Indies branch, manager 

in the Working Stock Department) which "makes him the sole manager 

to know all the aspects of life in the company". This enables him 

"to understand all the problems which confront any organisational 

level, including the difficulties met at the lowest levels". 

According to Monceau, it is this deep knowledge which drove him 

to reject MNL His opinion is that the major weak point of MNL is 

that it would not have shortened the circuit between the foreman 

(who are in the field and must undertake the corrective actions 
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under the responsibility ot the site agent) and the site agents (who 

must be informed of the deviations as soon as possible). Monceau 

illustrates the circuit by the f olloving figure: 

Foremen (construction and possible deviations) --- > ISD (analysis) 

--- > Saby (interpretation of the deviations) ---> regional 

accountant (interpretation of the deviations) --- > site agents 

(corrective strategies)--> foremen (corrective actions) 

On the other hand, Mouceau views MCO as a system which will 

allow for ef f icient control ot building works and which can help him 

in transmitting to the ISD the data he has to mail on a monthly 

basis (i. e. the number of hours per employee entered in the micro- 

computer by the site agents could be used for the computation of the 

salaries directly). However, Monceau does not forget that the site 

agents were not in f avour of inf ormatiou technology when MNL was 

under examination. He reproaches them with "having taken a fancy 

to micro-computers" and with "making computerisation their major 

aim", now that MCO is in the process of being installed. 

3.6. The Site Agents of Region A 

The site agents' major concern hinges on the budget, costings (costs 

of labour, machinery, building material, energy, etc. ) and deadlines 

related to the site they are in charge of. A general feature of 

their experience is that they feel overlooked by the Head Office. 

In particular, they regret that Tarbes (the Director of the ISD) 

slackens the pace of innovation in management methods, ignores their 

skills in computer science, and does not take into account their 

specific needs. Moreover, the site agents regret that Tarbes 

enables the General Secretary', s "misuse" of the monthly financial 

statements related to their sites. They consider that the sites', 
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profitability - which the General Secretary strives to control - 

would be better if they were informed sooner about the deviations. 

They think also that the General Secretary's tight control is 

ineffective, disturbs their work and upsets the foremen. 

Accordingly, their opinion is that micro-computers on site will: 
W enable precious time to be saved (in order to meet the clients" 

requirements); (ii) let then check more quickly than before whether 

the execution is consistent with the initial costing and budget; 

(iii) allow for an easier and more flexible definition of the 

corrective strategies that the foremen will have to implement. 

Besides, they declare they preferred MCO to MNL because the 

micro-computers allow for sharper analyses which will enable them to 

get a better understanding of some bad results which appear on the 

monthly statements. The site agents' opinion is that the accuracy 

and the depth of these analyses will prove that the responsibility 

for most of these bad results must fall on the Methods Department 

and not on them (minitels do not allow for such deep and accurate 

analyses, since they do not enable the data to be processed on site, 

and only transmit them to the mainframe). 

The site agents view the foremen as their most precious 

collaborators, while they call the sectoral managers "incompetent 

persons". As regards Jupien (the Deputy Chief Executive for 

building in the country), they are sorry that he seems to overlook 

them, "being content with the reports from the Regional Director who 

is retrograde when it comes to coinputerisatiou". 

Protocol analysis shows that the sectoral managers and the 

foremen did not play any direct or indirect part in the choice 

process. Accordingly, it is not worth mentioning their feelings 

and actions in this section. 
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4. Analysis of the Zones of Uncertainty: Organisational Stakes, 
Rationalities and Strategies 

The preceding lines suggest a number of ambiguities at various 

levels (technology, missions, problems, opportunities, information, 

etc. ). As regards the information related to the monthly analysis 

of the sites' financial performance, it is difficult to know who 

gets it f irst: according to Tarbes, the site agents are the f irst 

to be informed; according to the site agents, the Deputy Chief 

Executive and the Director of Region A, the Director of the ISD will 

inf orm the General Secretary f irst. As regards the organisational 

purport of information technologies in general, and of MCO and MNL 

in particular, opinions do not differ less: are they aimed at 

optimising control, are they means for saving time in correcting 

deviations, or tools meant to ease administrative tasks 7 In the 

same way, who really eases or hinders the development of information 

technology at Piranhas: is it Tarbes who hinders this development, 

as suggested by the site agents; or, on the contrary, are not the 

latter hindering Tarbes' efforts to implement new applications by 

formulating increasingly conflicting and contradictory requirements? 

Finally, what is the real part played by the Regions in the control 

and audit process ? In particular, in Region A, are the accountant 

and the site agents really concerned with these tasks ?A positive 

answer to this question would clearly contradict the General 

Secretar3(, s judgments. 

All these ambiguities arise frou the discrepancies between 

formal roles, actions and the feelings of the actors. The 

strategic approach to these discrepancies should permit the 

evaluation of the extent to vhich the combination of the actors' 

strategies and rationalines drove Piranhas Corporation to reject 

MNL and adopt MCO. 

Strategic analysis hinges on the study of organisational stakes. 
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Protocol analysis reveals a fundamental organisational stake 

affecting the actors: the control of the Regions in general, and 

that of Region A in particular. ThLs does not mean that this 

control is an end in itself for any of the actors. This control 

can be seen, in fact, as the means for achieving more or less clear 

objectives. 2 This organisational stake enables the researcher to 

relate various zones of uncertainty which affect the actors in 

various ways. Moreover, the organisational stake of the control of 

Region A enables one to understand the actors', strategies and the 

rationalities underlying these strategies. 

First Zone of Uncertainty 

Af irst zone of uncertainty af f ects the evolution of the building 

works on site. In the f irst places the very nature of this 

evolution is uncertain. This uncertainty is mainly controlled by 

the site agents and the foremen. In fact, this control is limited, 

since most of the costs affecting sites are not under these actors' 

control. However, they control the management and the allocation 

of the labour f orce, the machinery and the building material. In 

the second place, the information relating to the evolution of sites 

is uncertain, in its collection, and in its destination. This 

information must f irst be collected by the accountant who is to 

transmit it to the ISU. Once processed by the mainframe, the 

destination of this information is subject to "bargaining" between 

the Director of the ISD (Tarbes), tne General Secretary (Saby) and 

the site agents. In this bargaining, Tarbes" assets are his 

hierarchical authority, his operational position, his technical 

knowledge, and the necessity of going through him to obtain the 

computer print outs. 

Tarbes', strategy consists of satisfying the General Secretary 
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most of the time in exchange for the latter', s agreement on his 

projects for new systems, while demonstrating his control of this 

organisational sector (i. e. information and information technology) 

to the site agents. His capacity to choose the first or only 

destination (between Saby and the site agents) of the information 

enables him to maintain effective control over the computing 

initiatives and procedures which the site agents covet. 

The General Secretary", s assets are mainly based on his 

hierarchical position and his power of negotiating with the Chairman 

and Managing Director over investment decisions. In order to 

increase his control over the regional headquarters, he implements a 

management control strategy in which he controls the fundamental 

tool, i. e. direct costing. In this respect, the inf orization f rom 

the various sites (e. g. the information about the work in progress$ 

cost prices, allocation of machinery, and labour force, etc. ) is 

more useful to him than the mainly commercial data he could get from 

the Regional Director. 

In this overall negotiation, tne site agents' assets are weak, 

since the regional accountant must ensure that the financial data 

relating to the progress on sites are transmitted to the ISD. In 

fact, the sole control of the site agents over this information is 

related to the precision and the level of aggregation of the data 

they transmit to their regional accountant. However, this point is 

important because the precision and the level of aggregation 

determine the reliability of the interpretation of the d6viations 

when this data is analysed. Clearly, if the information related to 

all the technical operations is agregated, it is impossible to spot 

the individual operation which caused a given deviation (and 

therefore it is impossible to attribute responsibility). The site 

agents', strategy consists of obtaining the computer analysis as soon 

as possible in order to begin corrective actions, or to show they 
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are not responsible for the deviations. Then, their main contact 
is the Director of the ISD. 

4.2. Second Zone of Uncertainty 

A second zone of uncertainty relates to the outcome of the 

negotiation between the Director of the ISD, the General Secretary 

and the site agents. This zone of uncertainty mainly affects the 

Deputy Chief Executive, Jupien. When this negotiation turns to the 

advantage of the General Secretary, the control the latter gains 

over Region A reduces the Deputy Chief Executive's room for 

manoeuvre in the negotiations about provisional budgets and 

investments for the Regions. In this type of discussion, the only 

assets of Jupien are the information he obtains by means of the 

frequent reports he asks the Regional Directors to write. However, 

the General Secretary', s capacity to negotiate investments also 

affects the Director of the ISD, since many investment projects 

relate to new applications of information systems. 

Accordingly, one can identify a cross-regulatory system of 

actions which can be described as follows: 

Tarbes controls the destination of the monthly computer analysis 

of the data produced by Region A. A rapid and complete knowledge 

of this information increases the General Secretary's room for 

manceuvre in investment negotiations. When related to the 

decisions about investments in information systems, of which the 

greatest part has effects at the regional level, this room for 

manoeuvre affects the Director of the ISD who needs the General 

Secretary', s agreement for his application projects to be adopted. 

On the other hand, the acceptance of his project increases or 

maintains Tarbes, control over the information systems and 

procedures which are coveted by the site agents who wish to 
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influence and benefit from new applications of information 

technology. 

One notices that the Deputy Chief Executive, the Regional 

Director and the accountant do not take part in this regulatory 

process. However, the control over the zone of uncertainty 

relating to the links with the commercial and institutional 

envirorments could allow a second type of regulation to develop. 3 

4.3. Third Zoue of Uucertaiuty 

A third zone of uncertainty surrounds both the Regional Director's 

search for clients and his accountant's negotiations with banks. 

Their respective actions determine, firstly, the completion of the 

contract (stemming from the client's agreement with the Director's 

proposal), secondly the commencement of work on site (stemming from 

the banks' agreement to stand surety for the client). To achieve 

his supervisory mission over the various Regions, the Deputy Chief 

Executive uses the information transmitted to him by the Regional 

Directors. The strategy or the Deputy Chief Executive is, with the 

help of the frequent reports he demands of the Regional Director 

(Rio), to retain a portion of his control over Region A. This 

control proves very useful to'Jupien during the budget discussions 

involving the General Secretary (the Deputy Chief Executxve is 

mainly concerned with commercial arguments, while the General 

Secretary appears particularly concerned with budgetary matters). 
Protocol analysis shows that the Deputy Chief Executive Oupien) 

does not try to use the zone of uncertainty under the control of the 

regional accountant (ie. that relating to the negotiations with the 

banks). 
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4.4. Fourth Zone of Uncertainty 

A fourth zone of uncertainty, relating to the choice between MNL and 

MCO, affects the three preceding zones of uncertainty and the 

position of the actors in their search for control over Region A. 

The Site Agents of Region A 

In the first place, this zone of uncertainty affects the end-users 

of the system, i. e. the site agents. The ef fact of MNL would have 

been to render the site absolutely transparent to the Read Office. 

MNL meant that, at the end of each working day, the completed 

operations would have to be recorded by means of the minitels. The 

software is designed in such a manner that this information would 

have been entered in the tables displayed on the minitels'. screen. 

Such a procedure would have meant the standardisation of the manner 

in which the format of these data is collected. Then, the 

mainframe would have performed an analysis sufficiently precise so 

that the interpretation of the deviations would always have been 

possible. Therefore, the room for manoeuvre of the site agents 

would have been reduced: this procedure would have prevented them 

from transmitting data that would not have lent themselves to 

precise analysis and attribution of responsibility for the 

deviations. On top of this, day-to-day progress reports about the 

works on site would have enabled any analyst from the Read Oftice to 

detect mistakes in the management of the sites without enabling the 

site agents to hide these mistakes by aggregating the overall 

results of the building operations at the end of each month. 

Finally, the ease of use of MML would have provided the General 

Secretary (or any of his assistants) with direct access to these 

data, without recourse to the Director of the ISD. Such a 

system would have eradicated all possibility of negotiating by the 
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site agents. 

Protocol analysis indicates that the rationality of the site 

agents hinges more on the execution of building works in accordance 

with the clients', requirements, than on a respect for initial 

budgetary estimates. 

The system of actions which comprises the control over Region A, 

and the rationality of the site agents allows f or understanding 

their favourable attitude towards MCO. In the first place, micro- 

computers enable the site agents to maintain their present level of 

control over the information about the execution of building works, 

since the diskettes remain in their possession. Even if a 

connection between the micro-computers and the mainframe were to be 

established, they would control substantial portion of the 

information about the sites: 

W They could detect deviations in real time and take prompt 

remedial actions (when possible) or, should the case arise, 

refine their analysis (with the help of the micro-computer on 

site) in order to attribute the responsibility for the 

deviations either to the methods engineers, or to unexpected 

eventualities (e. g. an increase in the cost of building 

materials, a modification of the client', s requirements, etc. ). 

(ii) They remain in a position of negotiating both within the 

system of actions and the first regulatory mechanism (see 

4.2. ) since the access to the information about the sites by 

means of the connection (i. e. the connection between the 

mainframe and the micro-computers, which connection Tarbes is 

already trying to work out) needs a procedure more complicated 

than with the minitels. In other words, it is less easy for 

the General Secretary to have access to the information about 

the sites with MCO than with MNL. With MCO, the General 
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Secretary still needs the mediation of Tarbes in order to have 

information about the sites. 

4.4.2. The Director of the ISD 

The zone of uncertainty relating to the choice between MCO and MNL 

also affects the Director of the ISD. Tarbes' capacity to 

influence the organisational game is determined by his expertise in 

information technology. Although the site agents threaten, because 

of their education, the exclusivity of this expertise, Tarbes' 

position and his easy access to the central computer enable him to 

be a central piece in the first regulatory mechanism (see 4.2. ). 

This seems to account f or his opposition to MNL, the ease of use of 

which would have permitted the General Secretary to have direct 

access to site information. 

The rationality of the Director of the ISD is oriented towards 

the substitution of computerised procedures f or manual procedures, 

to the standardisation and the "clarification'! of these procedures, 

within the limits of available investments. Tarbes' favourable 

attitude towards MCO can the refore be explained as follows: 

With MCO, the General Secretary must still use Tarbes or his 

assistants to increase his control over Region A; this can 

help Tarbes to negotiate with the General Secretary, in 

discussions relating to new information systems investments. 

Usually, Tarbes tends to support investments which require his 

expertise (one instance of these investments is the future 

connection between the mainframe and the micro-computers on 

site) - 

ii) The preservation of this capacity to negotiate enables Tarbes 

to control the development of information technology at 

Piranhas Corporation, in the face of the site agents', desire 
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to increase their intluence over such developments. 

4.4.3. The Deputy Chief Executive f or Building in the Country 

The fourth zone of uncertainty also affects Jupien, but less 

directly. His rationality, which is mainly oriented towards the 

maximisation of commercial opportunities, and his desire to preserve 

a portion of his control over the Regions in the face of the General 

Secretary, seem to account for his unfavourable attitude towards a 

sytem (MNL) that would have provided the General Secretary with more 

immediate access to site information. 

4.4.4. The Director of Region A 

The fourth zone of uncertainty also affects Rio. His rationality 

is of the same type as that of the Deputy Chief Executive. On top 

of this, having no prospect of promotion, his strategy consists of 

preserving the autonomy of Region A in order to be able to "perform 

genuine autonomous management", Therefore, two different attitudes 

towards the proposals were conceivable. A favourable attitude 

towards MNL, since the control that the General Secretary would have 

obtained thereby would have enabled the Director of Region A to 

devote himself to the search for clients; or a favourable attitude 

towards MCO which preserves the autonomy of his Region. The fact 

that Rio has taken the latter view suggests that he was afraid that 

an increase in Saby'A control over Region A would have pushed the 

Deputy Chief Executive to increase his demand for information 

(through frequent reports). 
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4.4.5. The Accountant of Region A 

The "legitimacy" of the regional accountant is based on his capacity 

to handle the management control of Region A. His rationality is 

mainly oriented towards the optimisation of the financial methods 

and tools he uses in order to: W help the site agents in their 

control over the financial aspects of building works; (ii) supervise 

the interpretation of the deviations for each site. Wi th MNL, bo th 

these operations can be achieved from the Read Oftice. The 

regional accouutant', s favour towards MCO can be explained by the 

fact that this project, on the contrary, enables Monceau to perform 

complete real-time financial control, in better conditions than at 

the time when "information technology was solely used to draw 

statenents"- 

4.4.6. The General Secretary 

The General Secretary, as mentioned above, is the only actor vho is 

in f avour of MNL. The Deputy Chief Executive's opinion, vhich is 

generally shared by the other actors, is that Saby no longer masters 

the environment necessary f or his institutional role, and that he 

counterbalances this veak point by increasing his control over the 

Regions (see 3.3. ). Such a strategy is based on a bureaucratic 

rationality of control over administrative (i. e. the procedure of 

interpretation of the deviations) and technological (i. e. the 

control over progress and organisation of construction vorks) 

issues. His favour tovards MNL can therefore be explained as 

follovs: W MNL vould have enabled him to implement a day-to-day 

control over the construction on sites; (ii) this control could have 

been direct (from a minitel terminal installed in his off ice, for 

example), vhich vould have left him free from Tarbes' mediation to 

get information about the sites. Hovever, it is surprising that a 
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project to which Saby was opposed, has been accepted. This 

astonishment arises from the fact that Saby occupies a key position 

in the hierarchy and in the decision-making process related to 

investment selection. The following section deals with solving 

this paradox. 

4.5. Solving the Paradox 

In recapitulation, one can say that the opinions are clear-cut: 

only the General Secretary is in f avour of MNL vbile, f or various 

reasons, all the other actors are in favour of MCO. Although the 

coalition is numerous, it is surprising that the Chairman and 

Managing Director can have made a choice against the advice of his 

General Secretary. 

In the resolution of this paradox, the information from our 

contact at Baleine furnishes interesting hints. According to this 

person, the Chairman and Managing Director ot Piranhas did not have 

to go against his General Secretary's advice, since the latter 

eventually gave his agreement for MCO. Baleine', s sales engineer 

witholds his information from the General Secretary himself, who 

phoned him to say that Baleine's offer was declined, "to his 

considerable regret, but with his agreement". According to the 

sales engineer, Saby only changed his mind (or at least his 

position) during the last discussion of the projects with the 

Chairman and Managing Director.. 

Strategic analysis can explain the f inal strategy of the General 

Secretary (whose change of position seems still unknown by the other 

actors) vithouts of course, enabling the researcher to assert that 

the foregoing reasoning was definitely his. 

It has been seen that the adoption of MCO would have deprived 

the Director of the ISD (Tarbes) of any bargaining power over the 
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site agents (see, in particular, 4.4.2. ). However, the site agents 

have an expertise in information technology. Therefore they master 

a field of activity of increasing importance in industry. Such a 

skill escapes the General Secretary who cannot, vis-a-vis the 

management board, prevent any development in information technology. 

By accepting MCO, Saby maintains Tarbes' exclusive power over the 

site agents. Therefore, by leaving to the site agents an autonomy 

controlled by Tarbes (the connection between the micro-computers on 

site and the mainframe will be monitored by Tarbes), the General 

Secretary keeps a possibility of triangular negotiation (General 

Secretary - Director of the ISD - site agents]. This possibility 

of negotiation is mainly useful to Saby in his control over the site 

agents. Had MNL been adopted, the mastery the General Secretary 

would have gained over the site agents would have been limited in 

relation to the problems which they could have posed to him. MCO 

has the ef f ect of permitting the General Secretary to maintain an 

indirect power over the site agents. It appears that he preferred 

to have this indirect power to a direct control which was to be 

undoubtedly artificial and of short duration. The rationale of the 

General Secretary'js behaviour can be summed up by the following 

propositions: 

W The Director of the ISD is more dependent on the Geueral 

Secretary than are the site agents (as a head of department, 

Tarbes is concerued vith budgets and viust resort to Saby to 

have his investment projects accepted; the site agents have 

less to expect from the General Secretary). 

(ii) The site agents are more dependent on the Director of the ISD 

than on the General Secretary (the site agents are pushing to 

have more information technologies at their disposal, but they 

need Tarbes', support to have them accepted). 
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(iii) Therefore the General Secretary keeps the Director of the ISD 

"within the game" so as to maintain his (indirect) control 

over the site agents and, consequently, over the Regions. 

The paradox can also be solved by using Power Theory. The 

General Secretary used to enjoy both positional power and resource 

power (see note 1, Appendix I). His positional power used to 

result from :W his position in the interface between the company 

and the financial institutions and shareholders; (ii) his position 

in the decision-making process related to investment selection. It 

is said that the General Secretary is less and less able to achieve 

his institutionai mission (see 3.3. ). Whether this inability is 

real or not is not a relevant question. What is important is that 

influential actors believe (or express the view) that it is real. 

This means a decline of the positional power of the General 

Secretary. This drives him to counterbalance this decline by 

increasing his resource pover. 4 Resource power usually results 

from the ability to distribute the goods (remunerative power) or the 

bads (punitive power). The General Secretarys resource power is 

mainly punitive, since his control gives rise to the interpretation 

of the deviations and, therefore, to the attribution of 

responsibility. Accordingly, the General Secretary's situation may 

be summarised as follows: 

(i) His resource power is increasingly punitive, and exercised 

towards the site agents, via the procedure of interpretation 

of the deviations. 

(ii) His positional power is increasingly limited to his positiou 

in the decision-making process related to investment 

selection. Most of the investment proposals are related to 

information technology. Consequently, the General 

Secretary's positional pover is increasingly exercised tovards 
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the Director of the ISD. It has been seen that MCO has the 

effect of maintaining Tarbes "in the game" (i. e. in the 

regulatory mechanism exposed in 4.2. ). In other vords, MCO 

preserves the Director of the ISDrs relevance. A pover is a 

pover only if it is exercised tovards "relevant" actors. 

Therefore, the General Secretary's acceptance of MCO can be 

vieved as a strategy to preserve his positional pover (over 

the Director of the ISD). 

Conclusion 

This case study allows for a comparison of the ef f iciency of two 

distinct commercial approaches. Baleine contacted first the 

Director of the Iuf ormation Systems Department who was, then, to 

"sell" the system (i. e. MNL) to its potential users (i. e. the site 

agents). On the contrary, the American company COD contacted f irst 

the potential users, introduced the system (ie. MCO) to them in the 

f ield and emphasised the interest of the micro-computers to them. 

The outcome of the decision-making process, of which strategic 

analysis proposes an explanation, justifies the second approach. 

However, it is important to note that we could test our suspicion 

that the Director of the ISD suggested to the COD sales engineer to 

contact the site agents: the sales engineer from Baleine told us 

that the COD sales engineer was first contacted by Tarbes who 

advised him to contact the site agents of Region A. 

Even if one can consider that the two approaches are similar 

insofar as the Director of the ISD was at the origin of both, COD's 

approach is different because it is centred on the potential users 

of the system. However, the importance of an approach directed 

towards the end-users must not be over-emphasised on the sole basis 

of one case study. 
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NOTES AND REFERENCES 

I- A minitel is a terminal of the French interactive system of 
videotex: it is a video terminal linked to a telephone. Minitels 
provide users with information similar to such well-known teletext 
systems as Britain's Prestel, but are provided free by the PTT 
rather than purchased as a television add-on. The Transpac network 
enables various minitels to be inter-related and/or connected to a 
private mainf rane. In this case, the minitel owners must pay for 
the use of Transpac. The cost of a communication via Transpac is 
not significantly greater than that of a phone-call. 

2- This view is consistent with Crozier and Friedberg's definition 
of organisationai. stakes: a stake is what is needed by an actor to 
pursue or achieve his strategy (see Lacteur S& I& j3. LL2N&op. cit. ). 

3- A "regulation" is the process by which an or; anisation of 
actors (and, therefore, a system of actions) maintains a dynamic 
equilibrium. Such an equi. Librium is viewed as a balance of powers 
and countervailing powers (see Lýacteur 11 1& systeme op-cit. ). 

4- The inference is based on Galtun's contention that an actor 
tries to optimise his power configuration. That is, a decline in 
positional power will be counterbalanced by an increase in resource- 
power (when possible), and vice-versa. (See: Galtun, op. cit., 
note 1, Appendix I). 
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BARRACUDA CORPORATION 

Introduction 

This case study is based on an extensive analysis of the "Big 

Ticket" system (BGT) within Barracuda Corporation, one of the 

largest French retailing companies. 

0.1 Genesis of the Study 

The genesis of the study can be summarised as follows: Wa 

research assistant from Barracuda inf ormed me about a problem 

concerning the adoption of a new business information system within 

her company; (ii) this person introduced me to the head of the 

Organisation Department of the chain and we then asked him whether 

it was possible to carry out interviews within the company in order 

to study the BGT project; the reasons which I gave to justify my 

proposal were mainly technical and emphasis was put on the 

technological problems faced by companies during the phase of 

introduction of new information technologies; (iii) some days later, 

the head of the Organisation Department informed me that it was 

impossible for anybody outside the company to undertake such 

interviews, but a solution was still possible: that of carrying out 

a study for Barracuda; as a researcher appointed by the company I 

could easily perform the interviews; Uv) I was appointed by 

Barracuda for a one-month period, and the mission was "to present a 

diagnosis of the situation and a set of recommendations for the 

optimisation of BGV. This mouth of research was mainly devoted to 

carrying out the technical mission for Barracuda (which technical 

mission enabled me to interview 30 people from the Read Office and 
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34 from the stores). However, at the end of the study, enough 

information was available to carry out a more strategic-oriented 

analysis for the purpose of the present research. 

0.2. Purpose of the Study 

Th3. s appendix presents the study of BGT, an automated and 

computerised stock management system for white goods (ie. fridges. 

cookers, dish-washers, etc. ). The key point of the case study is 

that the decision is neither one of adoption nor one of rejection of 

a new information system Q. e BGT). Rather, the situation seems 

more akin to that of a deferred final decision. 

In fact, following a commercial proposal by the American 

manufacturer Computer Omnium Data (COD), Barracuda agreed to test 

the system. The test started three years ago, and its length may 

give the impression of an adoption, although no more than 10% of the 

test objectives are fulfilled and no formal decision has been made 

so f ar. 

The objectives of this case study are therefore: 

To demarcate the organisational factors which contributed to 

the "consistently weak" realizations of the test and, yet, to 

the continuation of the test. 

(ii) To try and assess the influence of the actors' rationalities 

and strategies on the decision-making process related to the 

potential innovation. 

(iii) Subsequently, to try and assess the extent to which COD's 

marketing could have benefited from strategic analysis for its 

commercial approach towards Barracuda. So f ar, COB has sold 

less than 10 terminals f or the BGT project (the "potential 

market" amounts to 80 terminals) and Barracuda's decision- 
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makers are still too worried about the weak indications of 

the test to pay attention to other commercial proposals from 

COD. 

These objectives may be attained through the following steps: 

(i) Presentation of the company; 

(ii) The innovation system: principles and implications; 

(iii) Divisions, departments and actors: organisationg missions and 

objectives; 

(iv ) The actors' experience: feelings and actions; 

(v) Analysis of the zones of uncertainty: organisational stakes, 

rationalities and strategies. 

1. Presentatiou of the Compauy 

This section is meant to characterise themain features of Barracuda 

Corporation with a view to highlighting the relevance of the 

innovation system to the company. In this respect, tne following 

points will be addressed: company's general data, corporate 

situation, buying and supplying functions, logistics and re-stocking 

problems. This early examination should assist the understanding of 

the innovation system. 

1.1. Company's General Data 

Barracuda Corporation is a French public limited company. It runs 

277 department stores, all located in France. The main activity of 

the chain is the commercial isation of an offer ("assortment") 

consisting of a food division and a non-food division. The chain 

possesses various types of stores, but the study will mainly focus 

on two categories: the high-street hypermarkets and the Home and 
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Garden Centres (HGCs). HGCs are a mixture of DIY stores, garden 

centres, furniture shops and domestic appliances shops. HGCS are 

remarkable in terms of surface area and turnover: in some HGCs, the 

white goods department alone can give rise to a turnover of FF 

26,000,000. Unless otherwise stated, the term "store" will denote 

both hypermarkets and RGC9, especially when referring to store 

managers. 

The group employs about 15,000 people (60% are female) and the 

Paris Head Office employs 950 people. Besides its main retailing 

activity, the company enjoys a diversified portfolio of activities 

through various subsidiaries: credit, tourism, import-export, 

catering, continued education (through an institute specialising in 

teaching retailing techniques and management: "Institut des 

Techniques de la Distribution", or ITD). 

The distribution of Barracuda's activity is thus: food (26.6% 

of turnover), clothing (39.7%), home equipment and leisure (33.7%). 

The total turnover of the group, including sales and provisions of 

services, amounted to FF 17,3c)3,000,000 in 1984. In 1985, 

investment will amount to FF 180,000,000. 

The organisation chart may be represented as follows CT. " 

stands for "Division"): 

Sales D. Shareholders IPersonnel and 
I Social Issues D. 

Product D. Board of Directors 
I 

Food D. 
I Financial D. 

lInformation 
Promotion Commercial 

_ 
General 

_ 
Group ISystems D. 

and Adver- Management Mana emeut Management I 
tising D. lAudit D. 

Supply and ISecurity D. 
Commercial 
Systems D. 

Deputy --------- Adviser -------- Director of 
Director Diversi- 

fication 
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Corporate Situation 

Up until 1978, the company enjoyed a leader position in its market 

and was able to maintain a low level of investment, while 

productivity was far from being a major concern. Nevertheless, from 

this year on, the general economic depression combined with 

increasing competition of peripheral big stores such as But, Mobis 

or Darty, has resulted in resource allocation becoming the central 

problem of Barracuda. Reinvesting was necessary in order to 

maintain profitability which, in fact, had steadily declined. 

However, the weak level of cash-flow resulting from the low level of 

depreciation (resulting itself from the low level of investment) and 

the modesty of the net prof its were limiting investment 

capabilities. The present efforts of the general management are 

aimed at breaking this "loop of decline" (Personnel Director). 

In order to understand the set of problems posed by the 

innovation, two major functions of the company must first be 

exanined. 

1.3. The Buying FunctiOn 

Th3. s activity is at the centre of the mission of the Product 

Division. The role of this division consists of defining the 

commercial pol3. cy of the group, selecting the assortment vhich will 

constitute the basis of the stores' offer and controlling the stores 

orders. The chain's Central Buying Department is controlled by the 

Product Division for the commercial aspects, and by the Supply and 

Commercial Systems Division for the administrative aspects. Mor e 

precisely, the Central Buying Department is in charge of: 

Selecting a set of articles vithin vhich each store vill 
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choose its own assortment, according to some financial 

constraints and market specificities. 
(ii) Managing the purchases of the merchandise. The Central Buying 

Department deals with 6,000 suppliers and handles more than 
100,000 different types of articles. 

These operations involve diverse negotiations, the follow-up of 

deliveries, the settlement of litigation, etc. 

The selection of an article consists of entering its name and 

characteristics into a computerised article file. This file can be 

addressed my means of the stores' terminal, and displays, for each 

article, the purchase price without VAT for a minimum level of order 

along with a recommended selling price allowing for the stores' 

margin. Via the terminal, the stores can also order the articles 
(if they belong to the selection): the order instructions are 

transmitted through the packet switch network to the Read Oftice 

where they are automatically edited, printed and mailed to the 

suppl2. ers. 

1.4. The Supplying Function 

Thi. s activity furnishes the core of the mission of the Supply and 
Commercial Systems Division (SCSD). More precisely, the role of the 
SCSD consists of managing and coordinating the following functions: 

Logistics: to meet the short term needs of the stores and 

exercise functional control over the logistics divisions of 

the stores; to control the implementation of the transport 

policy and the development of the regional distribution 

warehouses. 
(ii) Purchasing: to monitor all the administrative operations of 

the Central Buying Departments in cooperation with the 
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commercial departments of the Product Division. 

(iii) Organisation: to assist all the other divisions in their 

organisational problems, be it at the Head Oft ice or at the 

store level; to def ine working standards and train the 

employees. 

Qv) Supplying: to control the implementation of the now policy 

aimed at developing the distribution warehouses. 

The organisation chart of this division is represented by the 

following diagram. The relevant elements of the diagram will be 

characterised in more detail in due course. 

Organisation 
Department --------------- SCSD 

------- - ----- 

Stock Control Transport and Logistics Purchasing Control 
Department Department Department 

I 
Handling and Selling 

Corp ration 

Distribution 
Warehouses 

The Divisions and departments mentioned in the foregoing lines 

will be described in more detail in Section 2; similarly, the 

question of the Handling and Selling Corporation (in fact, this 

organisation is juridically a public limited company controlled by 

Barracuda, and functionally attached to a division of Barracuda) 

will be addressed in due course. However, the early functional 

presentation above should assist the understanding of the logistic 

and re-stocking problems of the company, which are directly related 

to the innovation system. 
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1.5. Logistics and Re-stocking Functions 

Two types of logistics already exist in the chain. They are brief ly 

described below. 

The Traditional Type 

Each store sends orders to the suppliers, who deliver and invoice 

the store. Thus, the operation happens as many times as there are 

stores, suppliers and products. For each supplier, each store is a 

different client, and each transaction generates an order, a 

del3-very, an invoice and a settlement. Th3.9 type mostly concerns 

seasonal products. 

The Distribution Warehouse Type 

In this situation, a wholesaler intervenes between a certain number 

of stores and a certain number of suppliers. The wholesaler 

substitutes itself for the stores by placing the orders, controlling 

the stocks and settling the invoices. On the other hand, the 

wholesaler takes the place of the suppliers for delivering and 

invoicing the stores. This type of logistics has given rise to a 

new branch of Barracuda: the Handling and Selling Corporation 

(HS0. HSC plays the role of the wholesaler and is in charge of 

managing the Barracuda distribution warehouses. Most of the all- 

season products are concerned with this type of logistics. The 

turnover of HSC consists of the total of the internal prices (ise. 

the price at which the distribution warehouses invoice the stores). 

The internal price consists of the purchase price without VAT 

(as quoted in the article f ile) multiplied by a coef f icient 

accounting for the operating expenses and margin of the HSC. HSC 

accounts, on average, for 5.5Z of the price (without VAT) at which 

the stores purchase the goods from the RSC. The advantages of this 
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type ot logistics can be summarised as follows: 

(i) Simplif ied management; 

(ii) Simplified administrative and clerical tasks in stores; 
(iii) Better use of the stores' surface area ("optimisation" of the 

layout so as to gain more available selling space); 

Uv) Better purchasing conditions (the discount rate increases as 

the suppliers have to handle less and less individual 

invoices); 

(V) Stock shortages are less and less frequent. 

Though juridically a public limited company (as well as a branch 

of Barracuda), HSC is functionally attached to the Supply and 

Commercial Systems Division (SCSD). This connection seems to result 

from the objective which the general management has assigned to the 

SCSD: that of enlarging the store offer (the subsequent rise in 

stock being passed on to HSC warehouses), improving the 

profitability of the product lines and gradual lowering of the 

stores' stocks (the physicai stocks being gradually transferred to 

HSC warehouses). 

The problem at issue in this case study is related to the second 

type of logistics. The connection results from the fact that the 

warehouse type of logistics allows for automatic and computerised 

re-stocking of the stores. This possibility is based on the "Big 

Ticket" system (BGT). The procedure can be summarised as follows: 

for the white goods only (e. g. f ridges, cookers, - dish-vashers, 

etc. ), the sales assistant may use a terminal in order to check the 

stock availability within the store or in the nearest HSC warehouse 

and also the terms of delivery, should the article desired by the 

client need to be ordered. Then, the sales assistant can use the 

terminal to order the goods froin HSC, or record the sales if the 
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desired articles are available within the stores. In the latter 

case, the goods sold are substracted f rom the inventory. 

Th3. s first section vas chiefly devoted to a functional 

characterisation of the company. Having summarily described the 

chain's major activities and related these activities to the BGT 

problem, it is now possible to describe the innovation in more 

detail. 

2. The Innovation System: Principles and Implications 

In 1982, an American manufacturer of hardvare and sof tvare (Computer 

Omnium Data, or COW contacted the Information Systems Division 

(ISD) of Barracuda and offered to sell the BGT system (a sof tvare) 

to the company. The system is easy to derine: a certain number of 

terminals are connected to a mainframe; from any terminal, the 

program enables the user to address all the other terminals and to 

have access to a number of files; some of these files can be 

modif ied (the stock f ile of the user's store and the stock f ile of 

its related HSC varehouse), some cannot (e. g. the stock f ile of 

other stores). The terminals are connected by means of the Transpac 

netvork (see Appendix II). 

2.1. Domain of Application of the Innovation System 

BGT is mainly relevant for "heavy" and expensive goods vith a slov 

tempo of sales. With lov administrative costs, BGT enables the 

user: (i) to knov the availability of an article in the store's 

reserve or in the varehouse stocks; (ii) to take clients' orders 

vhen the good is not available in the store. 

Two types of orders are possible: "order for collection-#, which 
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refers to the sale of a good which the customer prefers to order and 

collect later on; "order for delivery", which refers to the sale of 

a good which the customer pref era to order and have del: Lvered at 

hme. 

The management of an article on BGT can be achieved my means of 

the three following procedures: 

BGT 1 This procedure is used in order to check the availability of 

an article, (in the store or in the warehouse), to book 

orders for one or various articles which are to be collected 

by the customers or delivered at home, to register a take- 

away purchase. A "take-away purchase" refers to a situation 

when the customer wants the good immediately. In this case, 

the good is taken either from the store minimum reserve 

stock or from the merchandise on display. 

BGT 5 This procedure is used to retrieve or cancel an order. 

BGT 7 This procedure allows the user to open a file for new 

articles, to modify the conditions of management of an 

article: e. g. to change the selling price, the type of re- 

stocking, the level of minimum stock beyond which automatic 

re-stocking is operated, etc. ). 

In fact, BGT allows for two types of restocking: 

"Free re-stocking": the local OtOrG manager or his 

departmental managers order as many articles as they consider 

necessary; 

(ii) Automatic re-stocking: for each sale OPeration, the system 

automatically generates re-stockirts order af or the 

corresponding number of units sold. 

The user can choose the option on the "-Orl4irtal. 
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2.2. The Promises 

The COD sales engineers were able to convince the managers of the 

Information Systems Division (ISD) of the value of the BGT system. 

Then, these managers informed the Supply and Commercial Systems 

Division (SCSD) of the existence of the system, and of COD's 

proposal. At this time, a department of the SCSD (the Stock Control 

Department) was studying various alternatives in order to optimise 

the warehouse type of logistics. During a meeting which was 

attended by executives from both the ISD and SCSD, a member of the 

ISD emphasised the following advantages of BGT: 

Low total costs, both in terms of investment and variable 

costs; 

(ii) BGT allows for an optimisation of the warehouse type of 

distribution for three reasons: 

(1) The "heavy" products, with a slow tempo of sales and a low 

stock turnrate, could be stored in the warehouses. This 

would contribute to lowering the stores' financial 

charges. Thanks to BGT, the stores could then order the 

goods from the warehouses and be delivered within 48 hrs. 

(2) BGT allows f or widening the stores' range of goods on 

of f er. Since the stores would no longer have to keep a 

stock of the products in order to sell them, and could 

make do with only the merchandise on display, consumers 

could therefore be offered a wider assortment. The 

subsequent increase in reserve stock vould be passed on to 

the HSC varehouses. 
(3) BGT allows for a real-time control of the warehouses' 

stocks and of the stores' minimum reserve stocks. Af ter 

each sale or order, the file is modified and the store or 

warehouse can be replenished. 
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These arguments seemed consistent vith the SCSD's concerns of 

the time, and with those of the Stock Control Department. 

Accordingly, the following decisions were made: 

(i) It was decided to test BGT in the Lyon area for the white 

goods only. At the time, Lyon's varehouse vas catering f or 20 

stores. 
The Systems Department of the ISD was asked to adapt BGT to. 

the particular needs and technical constraints of the company. 

(iii) In parallel, the Stock Control Department vas asked to induce 

the stores to lower their reserve stock cover, from an average 

of four months down to 1.5 months (for the white goods only). 

Then, the stores will have to orient themselves towards a 

gradual but total absence of reserve stocks for white goods 

(it was computed that by saving 1.7 months of stock, it was 

possible to save 0.7 month of overheads, i. e. about 0.70Z of 

the corresponding turnover). To do so, during the f irst 

months, the sales staff will have to use the free re-stocking 

option rather than the automatic one, so as to absorb the 

present excess of reserve stocks (if each time one sells an 

article, the system automatically generates an order, the 

stock cover will, at bests remain constant; by contrast, 

"sales assistants should be able to order only when 

necessary"). 

iv BGT will have to be extended to other stores and products 

(e. g. furniture), while the policy of warehouse type of 

distribution will have to be developed by boosting HSC`a 

activity and network. 
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2.3. The Reality 

About three years later, in late June 1985, the situation is the 

f olloving: 

The adaptation of the BGT software is viewed an "technically" 

satisfactory in general but also as "too sophisticated" by 

some actors. 

350 types of white goods are run on BGT; 

(iii) The average reserve stock cover for these articles amounts to 

three months. 

(iv) Most of the stores have lett their terminal switched on the 

automatic re-stocking option after the initialisation phase 
(The phase of initial isation of the system in a store ref ere 

to the installation and starting of the system in the store). 

In brief, af ter three years of test, the situation can be 

summarised as f ollovs: the actual results are far from meeting the 

objectives; the first decision to test the system did not give rise 

to a formal and final decision of adoption or rejection of the 

system. 

Before proceeding any further, it is worth summarising the 

purely commercial implications of BGT. 

2.4. Commercial Implications of the innovation 

BGT implies change in terms of commercial mission and behaviour. 

Firstly, stocking white goods in regional warehouses allows for 

widening the offer available to the consumer. However, as the 

available selling space in the stores cannot be expanded in the same 

proportions, it follows that some articles of the assortment cannot 

be displayed to the customers (there is not enough room) and that 
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the sales assistants must be able to sell then in spite of this. 

Secondly, the conjunction of the widening of the assortment and 
lowering of the stock cover has the following effect: it is not 

uncommon to find that an article which a client has ordered will not 
be immediately available within the store. The article is stored in 

the warehouse, but not in the hypermarket. In such case a take-avay 

purchase is impossible, and the client is told that he must either 

come back to collect the article or have it delivered at home (48 

hrs later). Accordingly, tne orders for deterred collection or 

delivery are expected to supersede the take-away purchases. 
However, up until very recently, the reputation of Barracuda was 
based on the easiness to realise the latter type of purchase in the 

chain's stores. This was not the case for Barracuda's major 

competitors. 

To recapitulate, the status of the decision related to the 

innovation is that of a deferred final decision. Accordingly, 

strategic analysis will focus on the organisational possible causes 

of this situation. To do so, various divisions, departments and 

actors will have to be considered. The third section of the 

present appendix hinges on this point. 

Divisions, Departments and Actors: Organisation, 
Missions and Objectives 

3.1. The Inform&tion Systems Division 

The ISD has undergone dramatic development, noticeable on various 
levels. Interestingly, the division occupies three out of the f ive 

floors of the Head Officers building, employs 200 people and enjoys 
the biggest share of the investment: in 19861 the ISD will take as 

much as 28% of the total budgeted investment. Another indication of 
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the importance of the ISL) is that, in this division, the heads of 

departments have the title of vice-director. In all the other 

divisions, the title is "Head of Department" (there is another 

exception, which will be introduced below). 

The various departments of the ISD are: Credit, Finance, 

Operations, Installations, Systems and Outputs. 

The Operations Department controls the stores' orders to the 

suppliers and the deliveries to the stores. BGT slightly alters the 

function of this department, since the white goods-related orders 

can now be placed to HSC directly. 

The Systems Department designs or adapts the sof tvare and 

programs required by the new systems of the company. Most of these 

tasks are carried out in cooperation with the Organisation 

Department of the Supply and Commercial Systems Division. 

The Outputs Department edits and prints all the informatic 

statements that may be asked for by the diverse divisions or 

departments of the chain. 

The Installations Department controls and monitors the capture 

of the data emanating from the stores' electronic cash registers. 

This department employs 60 people and plays an important role as 

regards BGT. This importance is due to the fact that the department 

is also in charge of initialising the systems designed by the 

Systems Department. Accordingly, 15 employees of the Installations 

Department specialise in providing end-users with the skills 

(through training) and material (by initialising the operating 

programs in the stores) required for running the systems. Th e 

department has neither the time for, nor the mission of, following 

up the users after the installation. The staff trom ITD ("Institut 

des Techniques de Is. Distribution", see 1.1. ) is chief ly in charge 

of completing and widening the preparation of the users, within the 

framework of in-company training schemes. 
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At this stage, there is one ambiguity vorth highlighting: Who 

is accountable for training the sales staff on BGT? A sort of 

impl: Lcit division of the tasks seems to have materialised as 

follows: the Installations Departments of the ISD initialises the 

systems (i. e. the department installs the terminals, enters the 

initial data into the files and explains the operating commands to 

the future users); while ITD provides the staff with seminars and 

explains the systems in more detail. The educational background of 

the department's actors in charge of BGT is neither high nor 

specialised: "baccalaureat" level in general. 

3.2. The Supply and Commercial Systems Department 

This division, which employs 150 persons, has already been summarily 

described. Still, some points deserve further consideration. The 

division is headed by Paul Vigne, 57, who holds a degree from 

"Institut d'Etudes Politiques de Paris". His mission consists of 

coordinating the f olloving functions of the company: logistics, 

puchase management, organisation and supplying. Only the three 

latter functions are crucially involved by BGT. 

3.2.1. The Organisation Department 

Five persons work in the department, beaded by Jean-Claude Gali (35, 

"Ecole Superieure des Sciences EconoisLiques et Commerciales"). 

Gali's mission is rather vague and complex but can be summarised as 

f ollows: to study and simplify functional liaisons in the company, 

to spot possible improvements in present management systems and to 

detect possibilities of reducing operating costs. This mission 

leads him to conduct studies on, or deal with, as varied problems as 

the new electronic cash registers (Barracuda has undertaken to 
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replace the present NCR machines with COD optical reader-equipped 

machines), stock control (with BGT), training the Head Office staff 

on the Visicalc and Lotus packages, equipping each department with 

at least one micro-computer. Gali is assisted by a project officer 

(28-year old, 'Icole Superieure de Commerce de Paris"), a research 

assistant (25, "Institut de Socio-Economie des Organisations"), a 

40-year-old systems analyst and a secretary. Gali is generally 

described as a '"nigh flyer", expecting a directorial position. 

3.2.2. The Stock Control Department 

Forty persons work in this department. The justif ication of the 

existence of the department is that "commerce and administration 

will never get on well". Accordingly, the department is in charge 

of handling the administrative impl3. cations of the sales activities. 

Such a mission chiefly impinges on two levels: the management of 

the stocks of the HS(; distribution warehouses and the control of the 

stores' stock cover. In this respect, three persons in the 

department play an important role in relation to BGT. Their 

situation is examined below. 

3.2.2.1. The Director of the Stock Control Department 

From the outset, the title of the head of this department must be 

exam ine d. Henri Chaler (61, 'Tcole des Hautes Etudes CommercialeS11) 

is the only head of department with the title of Director. His 

position is all the more ambiguous as his other title is that of 

manager of HSC (which, as already mentioned, is in fact a branch of 

Barracuda Corporation). 

Chaler', s mission consists of "tidying up all the structures 
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which interfere in the supplying of the stores" (Vigne) while 

developing the role of HSC in the overall distribution system of the 

group. A former company managing director and chief executive, 

Chaler entered Barracuda 10 years ago. Two years ago, he was sacked 

from Barracuda. The dismissal resulted from the pressure exerted by 

some store managers who were complaining about the "direct" methods 

Chaler was using to impose HSC and the warehouse type of 

distribution. Shortly after the dismissal, Chaler was reinstalled 

in the company, af ter Vigne's direct intervention. According to 

Gali, Chaler accepted the offer only after negotiating and obtaining 

a very advantageous contract: as a matter of fact, a clause of this 

contract stipulates that a substantial amount of money should be 

offered to Chaler in the event of another dismissal. His wages were 
dramatically increased, while "carte blanche" was given to him for 

all actions capable of developing H8C- At present, Chaler is viewed 

as the actor with the largest degree of freedom in the organisation 

("he has nothing left to win, or prove", according to Gaii). 

3.2.2.2. The BGT Project Off icer 

Gilles Petiot, 48, holds a degree from Rouen Business School. He is 

a former general inspector (see below, 3.4.1. ), and his present 

mission consists of ensuring that the general management's new stock 

policy is followed in the chain. Accordingly, Petiot must control 

the stock covers (in both stores and distribution warehouses) and 

detect any infringement of the turnrate objectives. The tururate 

objectives (i. e. how many times the stocks must "turn" in the year) 

are determined in relation to the nature of the articles, their 

seasonal2. ty and their tempo of sales. Presently, the average stock 

cover f or white goods amounts to three mouths, which means an 
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average turnrate of four. It is targeted to lower the monthly level 

of white goods to the following: display stock (i. e. quantity of 

merchandise on display) plus half the forecasted sales of the month. 

Chaler has appointed Petiot as responsible f or the developing of 

BGT and the achievement of the new stock policy. The objective the 

BGT Project Officer has been assigned, is thus: to ensure that 

stores abide by the new stock policy and that BGT be extended to all 

the white goods before the end of 1986. Petiot's possible partners 

for this mission are: ITD (inasmuch as this structure is in charge 

of training the future end-users of the system), Installations 

Department (inasmuch as this department is in charge of installing 

and initialising the system in the stores), HSC (since this 

organisation supplies the stores with white goods through the 

warehouses), the General Inspectors (since they can perform 

"surprise controls" in the stores and check the stock levels), the 

store management and staff (since the end-users of the system are 

meant to be the sales assistants), the Central Buying Department 

(since BGT can aid the Buyer in finding the products which sell 

well, by using a BGT terminal). However, the role of each of these 

actors or subunits is far from being clear, as will be shown below. 

3.2.2.3. The HSC Distribution Manager of the Read Office 

Simon Maucer, 35, is a former store accountant. His mission 

consists of coordinating the tasics of the HSC Distribution Managers 

for vhite goods. His objectives are the following: ensuring that 

the varehouses' stocks have optimum turnrates; obtaining the maximum 

logistics discounts from the suppliers; minizising white goods stock 

shortages both in stores and warehouses. 

The logistics discounts refer to all the discounts granted by 

the suppliers as a result of the economies of scale enabled by the 
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warehouse type of logistics: deliveries are concentrated, 

administrative tasks are reduced accordingly, etc. 

The Personnei and Social Issues Division is currently studying a 

bonus scheme for Maucer. So far, such an incentive scheme does not 

exist for his function. Maucer is directly under the authority of 

Chaler. 

3.2.3. Handling and Selling Corporation (HSC) 

HSC, through its various warehouses, has two major implications for 

the stores: Wa cost to pay; (ii) an opportunity for substantial 

economies. The cost includes a warehouse commission equal to 3.5% 

of the internal selling price (from HSC warehouses to stores) 

without VAT. To this must be added some transportation expenses 

accounting f or 2% of the internal selling price of the products, 

without VAT. On the whole, when a hypermarket or HGC purchases a 

good f rom a HSC warehouse f or FF 100, FF 5.5 go to H5C. 

These costs are said to be at least counterbalanced by the 

economies the stores can realise. According to a note from the 

general management to the store managers, economies induced by BGT 

are the following: 

W Stocks: hypermarkets and HGCe should no longer have to 

maintain reserve stocks for white goods. However, at present, 

the hypermarkets and H(; Cs only save between 1.25 months and 

1.5 months of stock cover for white goods, though they could 

already save up to two months, should they follow the Read 

Office's advice. 

(ii) Logistics personnel: it is possible to save as much as one- 

third of the working hours of the store logistics staffs. 
(iii) Available space: a substantial amount of space could be 
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gained by "de- st Dc king". This space could be converted into 

display surface areas (i. e. selling space) and commercial 

layouts in the stores. In this respect, an important comment 

must be made. Each store pays a rent to the Head Off ice. The 

rent level takes into account the size of the store. 

However, all the surface area of the store is not subject to 

the same rent coef f icient. In particular, the surface area 

devoted to merchandise on display and the surface area devoted 

to storage are subject to different terms: the level of rent 

corresponding to selling space is 50% higher than that 

corresponding to storage space. On the other hand, selling 

space plays a commercial role, while storage space plays a 

passive role and generates overheads only. This comment was 

not mentioned in the note from the general management. 

(iv) Buying department of the hypermarkets and HGCs: it is 

possible to save up to 20% of the working hours. 

The situation of the Distribution Managers of the warehouses 

should now be examined. Each warehouse employs about four 

Distribution Managers whose activity consists of monitoring the 

sales of the stores of their area, so as to adjust their own orders 

to suppliers. In fact, these actors' main problem is to anticipate 

the stores' future needs and avoid stock shortages. Accordingly, 

the warehouse distribution managers are in constant contact with 

both the store personnel and suppliers. Their role is distinct from 

that of the Head Off ice Distribution Manager (Maucer) and that of 

the Buyer of the Central Buying Department (Poine). The Central 

Buying Department select an assortment, i. e. the basic Barracuda 

offer whose individual articles were selected by the Buyer, 

according to various criteria. So far, the warehouse Distribution 
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Managers could order selected goods only (i. e. those selected by the 

Buyer). Therefore, the role of these Distribution Managers was 

limited to ordering such goods when necessary along with trying to 

maximise logistics discounts granted by the suppliers. It has 

already been mentioned that the logistics discounts benef it the 

warehouses only and are not passed on to the stores. 

The warehouse Distribution Managers must also monitor the stock 

turnrate and turnover for the goods they are in charge of. The 

Distribution Managers' bonus is not only geared to the quantity of 

logistics discounts they obtain (in such a case there would be a 

risk of ov er- st ockhol ding), but also to the level of turnrate of the 

stocks both in their warehouse and in the stores for which they 

cater. 

3.3. The Product Division 

Thi. s division employs 100 people and its central activity is to 

select the goods that will constitute the basic assortment of the 

Barracuda stores. This assortment results from the selection 

operated by the Buyers of the Central Buying Department. The 

Central Buying Department has already been presented, but the role 

of the White Goods Buyer (Poine) must be explained in more detail 

for two reasons: f irst, because of the role he could play in 

relation to BGT; second, because of the ambiguity of his function in 

relation to the Read Office Distribution Manager (Maucer). 

David Poine, 42, is the Buyer in charge of white goods. He is 

responsible for the selection of the assortment intended to 

constitute the stores' white goods basic offer. He is also 

responsible for the determination of the commercial Policy for white 

goods. This policy must take into account the objectives and 

general strategy decided upon by the general management. 
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Consequently, his mission consists of researching new products, 

negotiating discounts - not logistics ones - from the suppliers and 

controlling the profitability of the articles he has selected. Poine 

must regularly issue notes about his contacts with the suppliers and 

write reports on the market trends. Besides this, Po: Lne is 

responsible for negotiating production plans with the manufacturers. 

He is therefore responsible for the quality of his selection before 

the store managers and for ensuring a satisf actiry supply to the 

stores and warehouses for the white goods. 

Poine's bonus is computed at the end of each year, in relation 

to: the average margin of the white goods departments in the 

stores; the turnover of the articles of his selection; the average 

turnrate of the stocks of white goods in the stores. 

3.4. The sales Division 

The mission of this division is to supervise the management and 

administration of the stores. This division is sub-divided into two 

large groups: the General Inspectors, and the store personnel. 

The General Inspectors 

There are 10 General Inspectors, in charge of controlling the 

implementation of the group's policy in the stores. The policy is 

decidect upon by the general management in relation to the market 

share they want to secure, the target prof its and economic trends 

such as inflation or interest rates. The implementation of this 

policy at the store level must take into account the specific 

circumstances inherent in each store (e. g. management of the human 

resources, power of the local unions, etc. ) and its environment 
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(e. g. locai competitors, economic conditions, level of unemployment 

in the area, political orientation of the city council, etc. ). 

In order to secure the execut3. on of this policy and to control 

its implementation, the General Inspectors must keep in contact vith 

the stores' management and staff. 

The General Inspectors' average age is 50, and they are mainly 

former bypermarket managers. Their mission is currently oriented 

tovards stock control. 

3.4.2. The Stores 

At present, BGT affects a fraction of the stores only. These stores 

may be divided into two categories: the "high street hypermarkets" 

and the HGCs ("Home and Garden Centres", see 1.1. ). The f ormer are 

located in city centre and offer all the Barracuda range in terms of 

food, clothes and accessories, plus some white goods. The latter 

will generally be located out of town, in the immediate suburbs and 

their range is limited to heavy home equipment: white goods, hi- 

fi, furniture, garden furnishing, etc. 

Various categories of personnel work in the stores. Their 

respective situation is examined below. 

3.4.2.1. The Store Managers 

The mission of a manager is complex and may seem to involve 

contradictory and conflicting assignments. Above all, he must have 

a "business sense": he must be able to take advantage of all 

possible commercial opportunities, and be able to organise special 

promotions accordingly. Besides, he is responsible for motivating 

and managing his employees in a complex and competitive environment. 
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However, he enjoys real autonomy: finally, he is free to choose 

the range of goods his store will off ers and to set prices. 
Nevertheless, he is accountable to the general management for his 

choices and decisions, and several managers still regret having put 

up this show of independence. There are various sanctLons to punish 

would-be "free lancers": tranfer to minor units, appointment to a 

vice-manager position, transfer to the Read Office for a project 

officer position, dismissal, etc. The incentive scheme of a store 

manager is complex, and hinges on two bases: 

W Commercial basis, which takes into consideration the 

commercial margin of his store (the related coefficient does 

not take into account the stock turnrates), and is a function 

of the store turnover minus the free-credit expenses and the 

promotional discounts)- 

(ii) Financial basis, which takes into account the general 

financial performance of his unit (the related coefficient 

takes into account the stock turnrate of the store). 

If the objectives in terms of financial performance (ie. level of 

stock turnrate, leveL of prof itability of the unit, etc. ) fail to be 

met, the manager gets no bonus. The bonus, paid on a yearly basis, 

can amount to 2.5 times an average mouth salary, in the best 

situation. 

In the biggest units, the store manager may be assisted by an 

assistant manager. 

3.4.2.2. The Departmental Managers 

The departmental managers report to the store manager. They must: 

(i) know the selection worked out by the Central Buying Department 

and, if necessary, complete the assortment with suitable articles 
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(in this case, the agreement of their store manager is required, and 

the latter is then accountable to the general management f or his 

decisions); (ii) keep their orders within the limits of the budget 

lines and objectives in terms of stock turnrates; (iii) organise ad 

hoc promotions for the department of which they are in charge-, UO 

control the stock turnrate of the products of their department; W 

monitor the prices of the local competitors and adjust their pricing 

accordingly; (vi) manage the sales assistants of their department. 

The departmental managers have neither commission nor bonus. 

3.4.2.3. The Demonstrators 

The demonstrators, though working in Barracuda stores, are employed 

by manufacturers (e. g. Brandt, Zauussi, Miele, etc. ). Accordingly, 

this type of personnel is paid by these companies and rece: Lves 

commission from the manufacturer employing them. The commission is 

paid on a monthly basis in relation to the turnover of the articles 

of the brand which the demonstrator represents. 

The Sales Assistants 

As far as white-goods departments are concerned, sales assistants 

are in charge of selling the articles of the chain brand 

("Barmatic") and the articles of the brands which are not 

represented by demonstrators in the store. Their function includes 

handling (the articles must be taken from the reserve to the display 

surface area), displaying (the articles must be well exposed and 

regularly dusted) and selling. At present, there in not a single 

staudardised commission system for this type of personnel. Two 

methods co-exist: 
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(i) commission calculated on the basis of the number of sales 
accomplished by the sales assistants. In this case, the sales 
assistants prefer to organise a sort of informal pooling: at 
the end of each year, the store manager indicates the total 
amount of commission vhich he must pay, and the sales 
assistants divide this sum by the number of sales assistants. 
The share of each employee is f inally determined in function 

of his total number of vork hours. 

(ii) Commission calculated according to the "profitability" of the 

sales assistants. For each article, the sales assistants know 

the corresponding level of margin and must orient the 

customers towards the articles giving rise to the highest 

margins. At the end of each month, each sales assistant's 

commission is computed and paid in relation to the quantity 

and the profitability of the articles he sold during the 

mouth. In the case of such an incentive scheme, the sales 

assistants do not pool the commissions. 

The target turnover for each sales assistant is FF 3,000,000 per 

annum. The second type of commission (CaLled "GODEL") is far less 

used than the f irst type, and sales assistants seem to be against 

it. Still, the Personnel and Social Issues Division is currently 

studying the possibility of extending the GODEL scheme to a greater 

number of stores. 

3.5. ITD ("Institut des Techniques de la Dietribution") 

ITD is a branch of the company meant to provide training to the 

employees (sales assistants, store managers, executives, etc. ). ITD 

organises seminars on retailing problems, the now policies of the 
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general management, and adapts the contents to the diverse 

categories of personnel the audience may consist of. At the time of 

the study, training the sales staff to operate BGT was on ITD', s 

agenda. 

4. The Actors', Experience: Feelings and Actions 

This section is based on in-depth interviews of the actors who were 

or are still involved in the BGT test. In most cases, it would have 

been redundant to present, for each actor, the feelings and actions 

that transpired f rom the individual interviews. Accordingly, 

whenever it seemed that this would not impair analysis, it was 

decided not to present the data at the individual level: on the 

basis of the individual interviews, similar answers are presented in 

an aggregated, summarised and structured form. In methodological 

terms, the principle of sufficient information was applied: 

individual data were aggregated, summarised and structured whenever 

the marginal relevant information resulting from extensive 

individual presentation of the actors was judged negligible relative 

to the information resulting from aggregated, summarised and 

structured presentation. ThLs type of operation must be 

distinguished from the aggregation and structuring inherent in 

questionnaire designs (see, Chapter VI, 2.2.1.2. ). Here, the 

operation is made a posteriori, once the information has been given; 

in the case of questionnaires, the structuring and aggregation are 

operated a priori, on the basis of what is a priori viewed as 

relevant information and synonymous messages. 
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4.1. The Installations Department of the ISD 

Four people in this department were interviewed. These people were 

chiefly in charge of BGT. They consider that most of their problems 

were caused by the weak educational background of the potential end- 

users of BGT. Moreover, their opinion is that sales assistants, if 

not departmental managers, seem to be scared of information 

technology (in this respect, see the "Shrine-Screen Syndrome" in 

4.9. below). 

The interviewees consider that their mission is to provide staff 

and line employees with efficient and ready-to use systems. As 

regards BUT, their task consists of introducing the system to the 

manager of the store in which they must install the system, 

"initial ising" the system and briefing the sales staff. The 

presentation of the system to the store manager usually takes 

between fifteen and thirty minutes. In order to initialise the 

system, the Installations Department's actors must feed into the 

computer files the statement of the white goods inventory usually 

taken the night before their visit. The briefing of the sales staff 

consists of presenting the system and carrying out a short 

simulation exercise on dummy inventories, stores and warehouses. 

The central point of the exercise is to show sales assistants that 

they must use the system in real time and record sales as soon as 

the client has given his agreement (so that the on-screen level of 

stock is the real one) and not record sales at the end of the work 

day, once the store is closed. The briefing and exercise will take 

between one and two hours. These operations take place during a 

working day, to the eff ect that some sales assistants may have to 

leave the presentation in order to serve clients. 

Usually, the Installations Department's actors insist on the 

fact that BGT places all the Barracuda a white goods assortment at 

the disposal of the stores (the reserve stocks be3. ng located in the 
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warehouses). So far, the stores" offer was necessarily more 

limited, since the articles had to be stored in the reserve of the 

stores (whose storage capacity is clearly far less sizeable than 

that of the HSC warehouses). 

The interviewees find it disadvantageous to be unable to follow 

up the users' progress. But, according to them, such a follow-up 

rests on the Stock Control Department, since "they are those in 

charge of developing BGT, as well as its instigators". More 

generally, the interviewees think that: 

BGT is a system bought and adapted by the Systems Department 

of the ISD at the instigation of the Stock Control Department. 

ii) The systems must be initialised in the stores by the 

Installations Department. 

(iii) It is Petiot who is presently in charge of promoting a wider 

and more effective usage of the system. In particular, Petiot 

is reproached with having failed to prepare the environment 

suitable to an efficient and effective usage of the system in 

the hypermarkets and RGCs- First, it is claimed that Petiot 

(the BGT Project Officer) never provided the sales assistants 

with catalogues presenting the articles stored in the 

warehouses but which are not on display (nor stored) within 

the stores. It is recalled that, because of the enlargement 

of the assortment, the stores can no longer display all the 

articles of the Barracuda offer; the article are stored in the 

warehouses (which cannot sell to the public directly) as there 

is not enough room in the stores. Second, the interviewees 

admit that the stores are not equipped with a sufficient 

number of terminals: the sales assistants must leave the 

counters to use the terminal, sometimes they have to leave the 

clients for several minutes, or queue in order to use the 
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terminal - especially on Saturdays vhen the rush is at its 

peak. According to the intervievees, this may explain vhy 

some sales assistants vill record sales at the end of the vork 

day only (vhich generates various mistakes: sales assistants 

vill sell articles vhich are not available immediately, Head 

Office analysts and varehouse Distribution Managers vill have 

af al se idea of the r eal st ock 1 ev el , etc. ). Th e 

intervievees' opinion is that Petiot should have pushed the 

Sales Division (to vhich the stores are hierarchically 

related) to buy more terminals for the stores. Eventually, it 

is generally held that Petiot has an insufficient knovledge of 

the stores' real needs and constraints. 

Besides this, the intervievees feel that the Buyer for white 

goods (Poine) does not encourage the store sales staff to use BGT: 

'Ile does not understand anything but buying... " 

Finally, the iuterviewees acknowledge that information 

technology is viewed as an octopus-like monster at Barracuda. But 

they consider that the other divisions are those to be blamed if the 

ISD sometimes encroaches on these divisions' role: '"They criticise 

us but, in fact, they expect the ISD to substitute itself f or them 

in managing the systems we have installed in their departments... 

they do not understand that our role is purely a technical one: to 

provide end-users with operational, bug-free and ready- to use 

systems... How the systems are then operated, their management, are 

the problems of the divisions which asked for the systems". 

4.2. The Systems Departneut of the ISD 

Two actors of this department were interviewed, as they were those 

who adapted the COD original software. According to theme actors, 
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this mission was demanding and rendered all the more difficult 

because of the future end-users' inexperience in da ta-proces sing. 

In f act, two versions of the adaptation have been worked out by the 

department. The first version was found to be excessively 

complicated and unecessarily sophisticated, so another one had to be 

designed. Today, the interviewees consider that their "mission 

relating to BGT is accomplished and [that] all the present problems 

do not fall into [their] province". 

4.3. The Head of the Organisation Department 

Gali considers that his main mission is "to clarify the zones of 

fuzziness and to solve the organisational problems resulting from 

inertia and natural human opposition to change". He ackovledges 

that his crucial ally is Chaler, who he describes as follows: 

"Although our methods are frequently opposed, he is a priceless help 

to me... he is the free pawn of the game, fearless - even of the 

store managers... he can afford to walk into a hypermarket vith 

muddied boots, while any other Read Off ice executive would put on 

slippers fearful lest they should mark the floor... " 

A former consultant in an American consulting company 

specialising in industrial management, Gali stresses the fact that 

retailing does not lend itself to prompt organisatioual change: ., In 

contrast with industry, retailing does not allow for sharp and 

precise analyses and planning of the means of new policies; more, 

there are no 'natural' indicators easy to set up and observe... 

everything is much more fuzzy and time-taking". As far as BGT is 

concerned, Gali's opinion can be swiLmarised as follows: 

In order to counter the increasing competition of the big out- 

of-town storess the general management asked the Information 
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Systems Division (ISD) to work out a system allowing both for 

enlarging the stores' white goods offer and lowering the stock 

overheads. 

(ii) The ISD bought the BGT software from COD, at a moderate price 

(FF 500,000). 

(iii) The ISD adapted the system to the company', s needs and 

constraints, but has come out with something far too 

sophisticated relative to the chain*', s real needs and to the 

end-users' abilities (".. sales assistants are generally too 

old and unskiiled")- 

(iv) BGT is not accepted in the stores, for various reasons. 

Gali sums up these reasons thus: 

The Systems Department engineers adapted the software without 

leaving their ivory tower, regardless of the real abilities of 

the sales assistants. 

(ii) Nobody cared for high. Lighring the commercial dimension of BGT 

("They have used engineers or administrative clerks to 

convince business-minded people")t the sales assistants have 

never been provided with any indication about how to sell with 

BGT (new sales techniques become increasingly required as the 

hitherto usual immediate purchase becomes less and less 

possible and as the saLea assistants may have to leave clients 

for a while when using the terminal; so far, the sales 

assistants would never have left a client betore the sale 

operation was either complete or the client changed his mind; 

the store managers have not been sensitised to the economies 

which BGT could mean for their store. 

(iii) Petiot is wrong when he pref ers to "Punish" (sic) store 

managers in case of excessive storage instead of trying to 

promote, in an intelligent way, the now stock policy. 
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Gali contends that he feels sorry that he has not enough time to 

devote himself to BGT. At present, his main concern is installing 

micro-computers in the Read Off ice': s departments* This mission 

involves adapting the Lotus package to the departments' needs and 

functi. ons. Gali', s team is in charge of the operation. It seems 

that the fact that Gali was chosen instead of the ISD for this 

mission has a lot to do with Chaler's influence. 

4.4. The Director of the Stock Control Department 

Chaler describes his mission in a very direct way: "... to got rid 

of all the garbage that fills the company's drawers". In the light 

of subsequent information, it seems that this expression is meant to 

describe the endeavour to rule out irrelevant operations, useless 

tasks, and the re-orientation of the corresponding actors towards 

courses of action conceived as more productive. According to 

Chaler, this mission takes "clear ideas and a right mind... this is 

a prerequisite if you want to prevent things from deteriorating - at 

least to prevent the mesa from growing". Chaler likes to say that 

the company produces two tons of paper a day (reports, notes, print- 

outs, etc. ). Th3. s, he thinks, overwhelms managers and paralyses any 

would-be decision-maker. Chaler views the Handling and Selling 

Corporation (RSC) as his major concern Olt is my baby") and 

considers that all the chain`s members can only benefit from BGT- 

His reasoning runs as follows: 

Impl 3. cations for the Wh3. te Goods Buyer (Poine): BGT could 

enable him to know, at any time, the volume of sales for each 

article of his selection. Th2. s could help him to knov the 

white goods which sell well and, therefore, the articles with 
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a high stock turnrate. Such information could help Poine in 

his selection work, which would be doubly interesting for him: 

Q) because his bonus is geared to the white goods turnover; 

(ii) because his bonus is also geared to the turnrate of the 

stocks of white goods. Hitherto, this type of information was 

not available to the Buyers. Accordingly, Chaler thinks that 

Poine should "logically" encourage the store staff to use BGT. 

(ii) Implications for the store managers: they should be the most 

interested in BGT, since they are supposed to realise high 

turnovers, margins and profitability. In order to secure a 

high turnover, one needs to have the relevant goods at the 

relevant time: BGT allows for ordering any desired article 

from the warehouse, and for selling it to the customer who can 

have the good delivered at home 48 hre after his order. To 

secure commercial margins, one must not have articles which do 

not sell: BGT allows for selecting supplies according to the 

market trends. To secure profitability, one has to minimise 

storage costs and, therefore, stockholdings: BGT allows for a 

minimum (if not non-existent) reserve stock and for doing with 

the display stocks only (such stocks, from the accounting 

viewpoint, are not stockhuldings, since the goods on display 

play a commercial role). 

(iii) Impl: Lcatious for the Distribution Manager of the Read Oftice: 

his mission is to secure a high level of profitability of the 

RSC warehouses and to maximise the profitability of the white 

goods department in the stores: BGT could help bin to adapt 

his orders according to the storear, needs, in real time. 

According to Chaler, the main inertia, if not oppositions 

emanates from the store managers "vho hwe the old stocking reflex 

and nourish illusions about their custcxners" buying behaviour". if 
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Chaler is to be believed: 

W The store managers ". like big stockholdings", and do not 

realise that it is now impossible to maintain simultaneously 

the present levels of depth and width of the store offer: 

"something has to give". 

(ii) The store managers and sales assistants think that customers 

are too accustomed to the immediate ("take-away") type of 

purchase, and that they will never get used to the deterred 

type of purchase (collected or delivered). But as this 

opinion has no real basis, the store staff are wrong. And, 

even if they were right in their judizent, "it would be their 

job to educate customers, and to adapt their buying 

behaviour". According to Chaler, "the sales assistant's job 

must change; a good is no longer a physical product only, it 

is also its availability, its type of delivery, etc.; sales 

assistants must be able to sell these, as well as the physical 

product... they must create a new type of Barracuda 

cust cmer. .. ". 

4.5. The BGT Project Officer 

Petiot', s main problem is "to force the store managers to abide by 

the new stock policy decided upon by the general management". In 

order to know the stock level for white goods in the hypermarkets or 

RGCs already equipped with a BGT terminal, Petiot relies on the 

Outputs Department of the ISD- Every month, this department 

provides Petiot with print-outs shoving the stock level for the 

white goods run on BGT. These print-outs enable Petiot to spot 

various anomalies in the inventory management of the stores. The 
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most frequent types of anomalies are: 

W One type of article appears in the reserve stock, but not in 

the set of merchandise on display. This means that these 

articles do not play a commercial role: they only generate 

overheads and take up space in the store reserve. 

(ii) There is an excess of stock for one type of article, yet the 

automatic re-stocking option has been maintained (see 2.1. ). 

Consequently, each sale of this type of article triggers of fa 

command to the warehouse, which makes it impossible to a 

reduce the stock level. 

Petiot can correct these situations in various vays: 

He can send the print-out shoving the anomalies to the 

related store manager. In this case, the print-out will be 

annotated and the anomalies underlined. Petiot will set a 

time-limit before which the anomaly must be corrected. 

Petiot can ask the General Inspectors to control the. store and 

write a report. Th3.9 is a very powerful means of pressure as 

the General Inspectors and the store managers belong to the 

same division. Moreover, all the General Inspectors', reports 

have a wide circulation and are brought to the general 

management's attention. 

(iii) Petiot can ask the luf ormation Systems Division to suppress 

the automatic re-stocking option for a store which had ipored 

his first warnings. 

According to the circumstances, Patiot resorts to one of these 

three alternative strategies. For the BGT ]Project Officer, 

everything is evident: BGT is an element of the now corporate 
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pol: Lcy and, as such, must be effectively and fully used in the 

stores. According to him, the present oppositions are a result of 

the "ýeudal and rebel spirit"- of the store managers who are 

determined to maintain a total and exclusive control over their 

stores. Petiot thinks that the only possible response is firmness 

and that this is best exerted through the General Inspectors' 

control and reports: "BGT is a necessary evolution of store 

management... they will have to put up with it, willy-nilly". 

4.6. The Distribution Manager of the Read Office 

Maucer states that his main problem at present is to clarify his 

mission in relation to that of the White Goods Buyer (Poine). So 

far, Maucer, s mission was to get in contact with the suppliers of 

the goods selected by Poine in order to negotiate logistical 

discounts and supervise a satisfactory supplying of the warehouses. 

Rovever, Maucer stresses that his mission is undergoing development 

and that he increasingly has to buy products that Poine did not 

include in his selection. According to Maucer, Chaler's endeavour 

to develop HSC and his nev role indicates that "before tVO years, 

Poine will have to f ind another job... the traditional buying 

function is on its last legs, at least as far as vhite goods and 
', heavy', articles are concerned". 

When asked about the general inanagement's attitude in relation 

to the Buyer/Distribution Manager choice, Maucer's ansver is: 

Iiere, there are things vhich should be kept not said... facts talk 

by themselves: if Chaler called me here, to the Head Office, there 

must be a reason... " 

As f ar as BGT ia concerued, Maucer acknov ledge s that he knov a 

very little about it, and that his sole contact vith the system 
happens when the users (ie. the stores' sales assistants) phone him 
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to have their problems solved: "When the HSC warehouses do not 

deliver to them on time, when error-messages appear on the terminal 

screen, when there are discrepancies between the real stock and that 

which appears on the screen, etc., they will call me... they do not 

know that, indeed, these questions should be asked of Petiot". 

However, Maucer views that BGT is bound to have "dramatic 

impl3. cations", for his function: 'This system will enable me to 

monitor consumers' response to a given product, which will help as 

adapt my purchases accordingly, almost in real time... but this is 

rather remote... First, I have to demarcate my job from Poine's". 

4.7. The Distribution Managers of the Warehouses 

Four Distribution Managers were interviewed: two from the Lyon 

warehouse and two from the Epone warehouse (in Normandy). Th*se 

actors were in charge of white goods in their warehouses. Although 

warehouses also store furniture, these are not yet on BGT. 

The interviewees consider that their main problems result from 

the store managers' constant complaining about the functioning of 

HSC. The Distribution Managers view themselves as being betveen the 

devil (the store managers) and the deep blue sea (the Buyer for 

vhite goods): "Poine videns the assortment by selecting new brands 

and asks the manufacturers to delLver the goods to the stores 

regardless of the latter's needs, individual requirements or 

available storage space; on the other hand, all the nev articles 

selected cannot be displayed to the consumers (the stores' display 

surface areas are not large enough)... but if the store managers put 

them in the reserve then they get the General Inspectors; on top of 

this, the sales assistants keep complaining about Poine's selection 

because his increasingly numerous now selections do not sell". 
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Because their mission involves frequent contacts vith the stores 

(which is not the case for Poine, who visits the stores very 

rarely), the Distribution Managers have to cope with all the starear 

complaints. However, the Distribution Managers have an answer to 

the "-systematic criticism" from the stores: "Statistics show that 

stores which are not supplied by an HSC warehouse are four times 

more likely to run out of stock than stores connected to the HSC 

network: this means an indisputable commercial advantage for the 

latter units, *. 

4.8. The White Goods Buyer 

Po2. ne considers that his main mission is to widen the range of white 

goods available in the stores: "This is geared to the new 

commercial policy of the chain, aimed at countering the development 

of the competitors', big units specialising in heavy home equipment". 

Poine has recently selected eight brands and he regrets that 

store managers and sales assistants "show too great an attachment to 

the traditionai white goods assortment, which was centred on the 

chain brand (Barmatic)". The Buyer acknowledges that the stores are 

facing a problem of scarcity of space to display the new articles: 

but it belongs to the stores to convert the now useless reserve 

space into display space... in any case, I am not in charge of the 

store managers' job, and it rest@ on Chaler (the Director of the 

Stock Control Department and HSC manager) to expain the new stock 

and supplying policy to the store managers". As far as BGT is 

concerned, the Buyer's opinion boils down to the following: 

So far, BGT has not changed his vork. because the system is 

far from beLng completely adopted by the co,, Lp&uy, let alone 

accepted by its members. 
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(ii) It is Chaler and Petiot', s inission to encourage the stores to 

use the system, and to sensitise them to its advantage. 

Chaler, because BGT is the key elenent of HSC; Petiot, because 

he is the 'IIGT Project Officer". BGT is primarily a "control 

device". * and does not fall into his province. Moreover, the 

Distribution Manager of the Read Office should try to help the 

stores to solve the problems caused by BGT and HSC, instead of 

trying to buy articles he did not select, "vhich makes life 

even more difficult for the stores". 

It is worth noting that Poine did not mention the relationship 

between the lowering of the stockholdings (enabled by BGT) and hill 

bonus. This is why the researcher insisted and asked him whether 

such a relationship did exist. Poine', s answer was that the 

relationship "exists in theory", but added that he did not know 

enough about the system to exploit the relationship. 

4.9. The General Inspectors 

Two General Inspectors were interviewed Warier and Dournot). They 

consider that their job consists of ensuring that all the chain`, s 

stores abide by the general managemenes policy. Presently, their 

major problem is to lower the average stock cover for white goods. 

They can recommend various operations to the store managers to 

reduce their stockholdings: "de-stocking" (the excess of stock is 

passed on to the warehouses), special promotion@ for the 

corresponding articles (with advertising in the local newspapers), 

ad hoc discounts (these discounts always mean a lowering of the 

margin for the stores). Each inspection is followed by a report on 

the store: "We can make errors, but uot conceal.., " (Dournot) 

Presently, these two inspectors are chief ly in charge of BGT and 
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most of their inspections are made under Petiot', s request. They 

view the BGT Project Of f icer as an ef f icient coordinator of the 

various attempts to develop BGT: 'Ile analyses and draw comparisons 

between the stores' stock cover, his conclusions are grounded on 

unquestionable computations'. '. (Dournot) 

The interviewees are less satisfied with the storeer personnel, 

whom they view as unaware of the real objectives of the group's 

global commercial policy: 'Tor example, as for the promotions: the 

sales assistants cannot understand that the goal is not solely to 

sell the articles on sale, but also to drive consumers towards other 

articles, those generating substantial margins... " (Carier). 

As far as BGT is concerned, their opinion can be summarised as 

f ollows: 

BGT is an excellent supply syerem. (it is fast and allows for 

economies resulting from logistics discount. 

(ii) BGT means a change in habits: so far, each store was in 

charge of its own supplies, and orders had to be passed to the 

suppliers by the stores. The volume of orders was determined 

by the sales forecasts and present stock level. This system 

implied that the stores kept a high level or stock cover, as 

the stores' commercial policy was mainly geared to immediate 

sales (the "take-away" type of purchase still account for 80% 

of the turnover). 

4.10. The Stores 

Clearly, the chief eud-users of the BGT system are meant to be the 

stores' sales assistants. Accordingly, the situation of this type 

of personnel was studied in depth. Interviews were carried out in 

seven stores. Three HGCs: one in Chalon-sur-Saonarp suburbs; one 
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in Echirolles (near Grenoble), and one in Godard (near Bordeaux). 

Four hypermarkets (of the "high-street" type): one in Lyon, one in 

Bordeaux, one in Chalon-sur-Saone, and one in Grenoble. The 

analysis is consigned in the following exhibits: 

Exhibit A: Interviewees and sample structure; 

Exhibit Bl: S-mary of the interviews of store zanag=ent; 

- Exhibit B2: St-mary of the intervievs of departmental 

management; 

Exhibit B3: Smumary of the interviews of sales staffs; 

Exhibit C: Synthesis 

The interviews suggest four major problems, or syndromes. Each 

of these is treated in an exhibit: 

Exhibit Dl: the Shop-Keeper Syndrome; 

Exhibit D2: the Two-Way Mirror - Screen Syndrome; 

- Exhibit D3: the Shrine-Screen Syndrome; 

- Exhibit D4: the Murphy's Law Syndrane. 

Exhibit E proposes a cross comparison of the intervievs and 

suggests guidelines for an&lYsing the actors' strategies and 

rationalities. 

5. Analysis of the Zones of Uncertainty: Organisational Stakes, 
&ationalities and Strategies 

Protocol analysis indicates that the present situation is 

characterised by various ambiguities. Most of these ambiguities may 

be related to the absence of af inal decision on BGT, These 

ambiguities can be listed as follows: 

What are the objectives of the vhite goods stock policy: "to 

eradicate" reserve stocks in the stores (as indicated by a 
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note from the general management), or to lower the stock cover 

to 10 days (as indicated by the BGT Project Officer), or to 

lower the stock cover to 1.5 inouthe (as indicated in the BUT 

manual) 
(ii) What are the real abilities, duties and missions of the Buyer 

and the HSC Distribution Manager of the Read Office ? 

(iii) What is the nev line policy: is it intended to reduce the 

assortment width and depth, or to widen the range by selecting 

new br ands 

(iv) Who is at the origin of the BGT project in the chain: COD, 

the Information Systems Division, the Stock Control 

Department, etc. 

(V) Is BGT widely and correctly used by the sales assistants; have 

all the sales assistants a clear idea of the relationship 

between BGT, the warehouse tYP6 Of logistics and store 

management? 

(vi) What is BGT really meant for: is it meant for rationalising 

the supplies, reducing stockholdings, improving commercial 

adjustment of the assortment to consumers' wants, etc. 

(vi) Who is really in charge of BGT, who should be contacted by the 

end-users vhen they encounter a problem vith the system ? 

All these points are important inasmuch as they could explain 

the weak indications of the test and account for the status of the 

decision related to BGT. Protocol analysis suggests that the above 

ambiguities are not equally felt by all the actors: for some, 

everything is evident; for others, some points are highly ambiguous; 

finally, some actors seem completely confused. In fact, it in not 

really significant that a note from such or such division supposedly 

clarified everything about BGT, if either (i) a very limited number 
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of actors have read, or heard of, the note, or (ii) another 

division'p note was conflicting with the former. Only the actors' 
information, feelings and experience are significant, as these 

influence the organisational climate and enable the researcher to 

understand the organisational game which resulted in the deferred 

final decision for BGT. 

Besides, these ambiguities are not neutral. Some actors use or 

maintain ambiguity, others try to reduce it while, conversely, some 

cannot but accept ambiguity as a given, an inherent puzzle with 

which they have to live in the organisation. This ability of some 

actors to "play on the ambiguities", to use then as strategic assets 

against others, enables one toviev these ambiguities as zones of 

uncertainty in the sense of the Theory of Organised Action. The 

present section tackles the question of the extent to which the 

actors'i rationalities and strategies in the front of these zones of 

uncertainty and related stakes can explain the present status of the 

decision related to BGT. The foregoing analysis and the above list 

of ambiguities have made allowance for understanding the zones of 

uncertainty affecting the actors. Accordingly, in the following 

lines, attention will be focused on the uncertainty monitored by the 

actors. That is, "zone of uncertainty" will mean "zone of 

uncertainty being monitored" rather than "zone of uncertainty 

affecting the actor under consideration". 

The Information Systems Division 

Strictly speaking, the development of HSC and the now commercial 

strategy of the company have no direct implications for the ISD. 

However, the key role of BGT in relation to HSC and in the 

development of the new commercial strategy, directly involves the 

Systems Department and the Installations Department of the division. 
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The Systems Department is doubly involved by BGT. First, 

because a successful implementation of BGT vould mean that the 

department is satisfactorily operational and that it deserves its 

considerable share of the budget. Second, because a prompt 

settlement of the problems due to the BGT test vould enable the ISD 

to undertake nev programmes, vhich vould bring nev projects to the 

Systems Department. The situation of this department can be 

summarised as follows: 

What is at stake: the legitimacy of the present and f uturs budget 

f or the Systems Departemut. 

Rationality: is oriented tovards substituting automatic and 

standardised centralised procedures for varied and idiosyncratic 

behaviours. 

Strategy: consists of detecting or developing new needs and 

requirements and trying to meet these by proposing solutions based 

on the department', s informatic expertise. 

Zone of uncertainty: the Systems Departments used to monitor the 

uncertainty relating to the nature and orientation of the new 
informatic systems. However, this asset is increasingly challenged 
by the development of Gal"a Organisation Department. 

The Installations Department of the ISD plays a part in the 

development of BGT through the initialisation and installation 

procedures. The situation of this department is thus: 

What is at stake: the "operational value,, of the department-, i. e. 

the recognition of its ability to perform effective and successful 
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installations, to the benefit of improved efficiency. 

Rationality: is oriented tovards the optimisation of the immediate 

environment of the systems developed by the Systems Department. 

This immediate environment consists of the folloving elements: 

technical skills required to operate BGT in the stores (the skiile 

are meant to be transmitted through the briefing and simulation 

exercise); initial computer files required to handle the stocks on 

BGT (the inventory is entered into the files during the installation 

phase). In fact, the responsibility for this immediate environment 

is subject to a constant bargaining betveen the Installations 

Department and the other divisions vhich try to viden the duties of 

the department. For instance, several actors of the Products 

Division vould like the department's responsibility to be extended 

to the follov-up of the system after the installation in the stores. 

Strategy: consists of attributing the relative failure of the BGT 

test to the deficiencies of the broader environment of the system. 

The broader environment involves two dimensions: a commercial 

dimension and a technical dimension. The commercial dimension 

ref ers to the selling supports which should have been provided to 

the sales assistants in order to help them sell in the new 

conditions (e. g. catalogues displaying the articles which are not 

presented in the stores, but which are available via the 

warehouses). The technicai dimension comprises the availability and 

accessibility of the BGT terminals in the stores; it is claimed by 

some actors that the average number of terminals in each store is 

insufficient, that the terminals are generally too far from the 

counters and that the response time of the terminals in too long: 

the overall result is that ", sales assistants have to queue to use 

the terminals". The strategy of the actors of the Installations 

department consists of attributing the relative failure of the BGT 
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test to the absence of catalogues (responsibi. Lity of the Stock 

Control Department or of the Sales Division) and to the limited 

number of terminals available in the stores (responsibi. Lity of the 

Sales Division which should have provided the stores with more 

terminals, or responsibility of Petit who should have convinced this 

division to buy more terminals for the stores, or responsibility of 
Gali who should have carried out a study to determine the optimal 

number of terminals which should have been made available to the 

sales assistants). 

Zone of Uncertainty: the Installations Department monitors the zone 

of uncertainty relating to the initialisation of the system in the 

store and to the level of pressure this department can exercise for 

an optimisation of the broader environment (commercial and 

technica. L) of the system. 

5.2. The Read of the Organisation Department 

As head of the Organisation Department, Gali's mission is similar to 

that of a consultant. That is, he enjoys no hierarchical authority 

capable of bolstering his recommendations. His sole authority is of 

the "rational-legal" type (i. e. based on knowledge, expertise, 

skills, and his position in the structure) and is exerted by means 

of the studies and researches he carries out. The fact that the 

various division directors always take heed of him and that he 

enjoys a good relationship with Chaler is one of Gali', s major 

assets. The situation of the head of the Organisation Department 

can be summarised as f ollows: 

What is at stake: Galiýs title and the reputation of his department 

are the major issues. If his department'a studies maintain their 

present standards in terms of pertinence and quality, Gaii may 
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aspire to become "Director" of the Organisation Department. 

According to Gali, this change of title (from "head" to "director") 

would have more than purely formal impl3. cations: "A title of 

director would imply a hierarchical authority over the 

implementation of my recommendations and would prevent me from 

having to rely on the other directors for this control". 

Rationality: is oriented towards consultation, negotiation and, in 

some cases, "seduction" as opposed to exercise of hierarchical 

authority. 

Strategy: consists of posing problems that can only be resolved by 

means of studies carried out by his department. In general, the 

recommendations of these studies and researches involve a 

reinforcement of his department and a widening of the departmeneo 

activities. In this respect, it is worth noting that the 

development of micro-informatics at the Head Office (i. e. the 

installation of micro-computers in each department) is carried out 

by Gali's department, over which the ISD will complain. When the 

recommendations and solutions to some corporate problems are not 

brought about by his department, Gali will question their 

feasibi. Lity, validity, or practicality. An example is his criticism 

of the BGT Project Officer and of the ISD for their strategy in 

relation to BGT. 

Zone of uncertainty: Gali monitors the uncertainty related to the 

nature (i. e. what problem will be treated by the study) and 

destination (i. e. who will be informed of the results of the study) 

of his departmenta studies. Although, in theory, Gali has not an 

infinite degree of discretion in choosing the topic and destination 

of his studies, his "alliance" with Chaler enables him to attribute 

to the Director of the Stock Control Department the request of 
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studies whose orientation or theme are questioned by other actors. 

5.3. The Director of the Stock Control Department 

Chaler is involved in a threefold vay in the decision-making process 

relating to BGT: (i) he is the manager of HSC, (ii) he is the main 

decision-maker for stock policy, (iii) he is superior to the BGT 

Project Officer. Chaler", s main asset hinges on his remarkable 

'. 'Aegree of freedom", vithin the company: he has already reached the 

highest peak of his career, and his contract seems to bind Barracuda 

to him rather than him to Barracuda. His situation can be 

summarised as follows: 

What is at stake: it is difficult to speak of stake for a free 

actor. Nevertheless, the immense efforts by Cbaler (and his 

impressive level of activity) within the company indicate that some 

things are still of importance to him in Barracuda. These things 

can be summed up thus: the warehouse-type of distribution (which 

hinges on HSO must develop itself in the face of the "feudal power" 

enjoyed by the store managers store managers still consider 

themselves as Middle-Ages type of landowners... ", ). Such a 

development would enable the administrative power to couterbalance 

the commercial power (that of the Sales Division in particular) in 

the company. 

Rationality: is oriented towards the simplification and 

clarification of functional, operational aud hierarchical liaisons 

in the company. 

Strategy: consists Of maximising opportunities to promote HSC at 

the expense of disputes with store managers. His main assets are 

charisma and an usual degree of freedom. 
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Zone of uncertainty: nothing, apparently, nothing can hinder the 

development of HSC and BGT if such is Chaler', s will. Similarly, the 

distribut2. on of function between Maucer and Poine is completely 

dependent upon Chaler. Finally, Chaler remains, in the last resorts 

the decision-maker and prescriber for stock policy. However, in 

spite of Chaler's apparent power, one fact remains: BGT is far from 

being correctly usect in the stores. 

5.4. The BGT Project Officer 

Petiot plays a central role in the BGT test. To assist 

understanding of this key position, it is necessary to recall that 

three stuctures intervene in the management of any white goods 

department: 

W The operational structure, consisting of the store managers, 

departmental managers and their sales assistants. 

(ii) The product structure, consisting of the Buyer, the HSC 

Distribution Managers (from both the Head Office and 

warehouses). 

(iii) The functional structure, consisting of the head of the 

Organisation Department, the Director of the Stock Control 

Department and the BGT Project Officer. 

Between these three structures there lies relationship problems 

and confusions of duties. However, an important distinction exists 

between these three stuctures: as already mentioned, some actors of 

the operational and functional structures enjoy financial incentive 

schemes (ie. bonuses or commissions), while nothing similar exists 
for the functional structure. Accordingly, three strategies are 

available to Petiot in order to promote the use of BGT: 
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Product Strategy 

This strategy consists of relying on the product structure. This 

could be achieved via the White Goods Buyer (Poine) who is 

interested, in theory, in lowering the reserve stock cover (since 

the level of white goods stock affects his bonus). Moreover, Poine 

could fruitfully resort to BGT to identify the articles which sell 

well. This would enable him to adapt his selection. However, this 

supposes that the system is correctly and ef f ectively used in the 

stores to record the sales in real time. 

The ýproduct strategy" could also be pursued via the HSC 

Distribution Managers who are interested in knowing the stock level 

in the stores in order to prevent stock shortages. Again, such an 

optimal real-time management of supplying supposes an effective and 

correct use of the BGT system by the store sales assistants. 

However, the Shrine-Screen Syndrome (see Exhibit D3) indicates that 

the sales assistants are still far from using BtiT in a correct and 

effective way. 

Therefore, the "I)roduct strategy" could be summarised as 

follows: to sensitise the Buyer or/and the Distribution Managers 

(by stressing the importance of BGT to them) so that they encourage 

and help the stores to use BGT in a more effective and correct way. 

Operational Strategy 

This alternative strategy consists of relying on the operational 

structure and could be implemented via the store managers. The 

cross comparison of the interviews shows that these actors exert a 

determinant influence over their sales assistants (see exhibit E). 

Moreover, the bonus of these actors is affected by the stock 

tururate in their unit. The "operational strategy" could be 

summarised thus: to sensitise the store managers to the importance 

of BGT both for their store and bonus, so that they encourage their 
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staff to use BGT in a more effective and correct way. 

Perverted Functional Strategy 

This alternative strategy involves substituting oi 

operational structure for the exercise of coercive 

is a "Perverted" (which must not be mistaken 

strategy inasmuch as the functional structure has 

ae's self to the 

authority. This 

for "perverse". ) 

no hierarchical 

liaison with the store personnei (managers and staff). 

The interviews indicate that Petiot resorts to the third 

alternative. However, due to the absence of direct hierarchical 

liaison between his department and the stores, he must resort to the 

authority of the General Inspectors (who belong to the same division 

as the store staff and managers) in order to "impose" BGT in the 

stores. 

Accordingly, Petiot', s situation can be summarised thus: 

What is at stake: Petiot's position, since the BGT Project Officer 

will be judged by Chaler on the basis of his success in promoting 

the use of the system. 

Rationality,: is oriented towards the optimisation of his network of 

relationships in the company. As a matter of fact, Petioto major 

assets spring from his being a former General Inspector. He knows 

the General Inspectors personally, and has kept their working 

methods. Thanks to the General Inspectors, Petiot can - to some 

extent - control the downstream environment of the Head Office. 

Petiot's strategy can only be explained by such a rationality of 

optimisation of the sole asset available to this actor. 

Strategy: as mentioned above, Petiot develops a "perverted" 

functional strategy. That is, he "unduly". (if one views chart flows 
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as the "organisational law". ) installs himself as a coercive 

authority by: (i) drawing the General Inspectors' attention to 

,. negligent'. ' store management in the stores; (ii) closing down the 

automatic re-stocking option for the "negligent" stores (those which 

have an excess of stockholding and do not appear to try to do 

anything about it); (iii) "reprimanding the "negligent' store 

managers" by sending then annotated print-outs (on which anomalies 

are underlined, and deadlines for correction are given). He 

"Punishes'-' without highlighting the lost economic opportunities for 

each of the structures liable to benefit from BGT and thus amenable 

to incite the sales staff to use the system in an effective and 

correct way. 

Using the categories of power theory (see Appendices I and II, 

notes), one can conclude that Petiot's strategy consists of 

distribut3. ng the "bads", rather than the '! goods". The type of his 

assets (the General Inspectors network) bounds his strategy to be 

punitive- rather than remunerative- oriented. 

Zone of uncertainty: it is Petiot who decides on the General 

Inspectors', visits to the stores. These decisions, berore they are 

made, stand as zones of uncertainty f or the store managers: they do 

not know which store will be visited, and when. 

5.5. The HSC Distribution Manager of the Head Office 

Maucer could play an active part in developing the usage of BGT. As 

already mentioned, BGT could prove useful to him in his work. 

However, the system could be helpful to Maucer only if it were 

correctly used in the stores: the sales would need to be recorded 

immediately, which would allow for a real-time f ollov-up of the 

white goods stocks. So far, sales are usually entered into the 
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terminal at the end of the working day. However, Maucer could only 

promote BGT use in stores if he were convinced of the advantages of 

the system to himself. Yet, the analysis of the interviews 

indicates that Maucer is not sensitive to these advantages. 

This situation seems to result from two phenomena. Firstly, 

Petiot did not try to sensitise Maucer to BGT, s advantages (this 

would have corresponded to a "product strategy"). Secondly, the 

ambiguous role of Maucer in relation to Poine induces the former to 

develop a commercial strategy (i. e. negotiation with the suppliers) 

rather than an administrative strategy (ie. making stores aware of 

stock problems). Maucer's situation can be summarised thus: 

What is at stake: the commercial dimension of the Distribution 

Manager'*, s function, in front of the buyer who wants to confine 

Maucer's mission to administrative matters (ie. the management of 

HSC', s supplies). 

Rationality: is commercial and oriented towards maximising 

logistics discounts and penetrating the upstream environment of the 

company by negotiating with the suppliers. 

Strategy: consists of optimising logistics flows while trying to 

extend the Distribution Manager's function to buying and selecting 

goods - 

Zone of uncertainty: if one views the fucure distribution of roles 

between Poine and Maucer as an uncertainty (affecting mainly the 

stores) it is clear that the Distribution Manager monitors this 

uncertainty more than Poine does. This results from Maucer', s 

belonging to HSC, which is managed by Chaler. Finally, for the 

stores supplied by a warehouse, Maucer monitors a fraction of the 

uncertainty related to their satisfactory supplies of white goods. 
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5.6. The White Goods Buyer 

Po3. ne could also play an active role in developing the usage of BGT 

in the stores. Indeed, if the system were optimally used by the 

sale assistants, Poine could follow up the commercial performance of 

his selection in real time. However, the exhibits show that the 

usage of the system in the stores is far from optimal. Such a 

follow-up would enable Poine to adapt his selection by: (i) ruling 

out the articles which do not sell or do not turn rapidly enough; 

and (ii) selecting articles similar to those giving rise to 

sat3. sfactory turnover and stock turnrate. 

Such an adjustment possibility would be doubly interesting for 

Poine, whose bonus is a funct3. on of both turnover and stock turnrate 

of the articles he selects. However, protocol analysis indicates 

that the Buyer is not sensitive to this opportunity offered by BGT. 

This seems to result from the conjunction of two phenomena. 

Firstly, Poine has not been informed of all the possibi. Lities and 

features of the innovation system, and Petiot did not try to 

sensitise him to all the opportunities the system had to offer him. 

Secondly, Poine views BGT as essentially related to HSC. But, as 

already mentioned, this structure, under the impulsion of Chaler, 

and via Maucer, increasingly competes with Poine. This competition 

started with supply control and extends to selection activity 

itself, since Maucer supplies the warehouses with articles which 

Poine has not selected. It is therefore possible to understand 

Poine's passive role as a means to limit Maucer's role to resolving 

strictly administrative problems (HSC- or BGT- related). Poine's 

situation can be summarised as follows: 

What is at stake: the exclusivity of select3. on activity. The major 

implication is the control over the interface between the company 
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and its upstream environment (suppliers and manufacturers). 

Rationality: is mainly commercial, and oriented towards maximising 

the discounts from the suppliers. 

Strategy: consists of trying "to find as good as and less expensive 

articles than the competitors do" (Poine) while doing nothing to 

ease 14aucer, s mission. The widening of the assortment provides 

Poine with a means to specialise his activity and hinder the 

development of RSC in order to counter Maucer', s competition. By 

selecting new suppliers, Poine expands his mastery of the upstream 

env i ronm ent: for all the new suppl3. ers, Poine is now their 

interlocutor and contact in Barracuda. The widening of the 

assortment hinders compliance with the objectives in terms of 

stockholding limitations, which slackens the development of HSC. The 

stores cannot refuse the deliveries of the new selected articles, 

which generate problems in terms of available display space. Such 

new articles are therefore often stored in the reserve, which 

conflicts with the new stock policy and keeps Maucer busy by 

diverting him from purely commercial activity. 

Zone of uncertainty: so far, Poine used to monitor the uncertainty 

relating to the relationships between Barracuda and its upstream 

environment. This exclusive control is more and more challenged by 

Maucer, but is still felt in the stores where most actors do not 

understand Poine', s new selection policy and the fact that they 

receive white goods they did not order, for which they have no 

display space left, but which they must accept since they correspond 

to Poine'p policy to widen the assortment. 
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5.7. The General Inspectors 

Petioeg strategy places the General Inspectors at the centre of the 

process to improve control over white goods stocks and BGTp use. 

Coercion is the distinctive characteristic of the General 

Inspectors' intervention, and their activity is alien to 

sensitising, educating or motivating potential end-users. The 

General Inspectors' situation can be summarised as follows: 

What is at stake: control aver stores tends to become more and more 

computer-based, to the effect that the physical discontinuous 

presence of the General Inspectors is gradually superseded by the 

discrete continuous presence of the terminals enabling Read Office 

analysts to control the stores and exercise pressures. A "', b ad" 

bonus for a store manager, the closing down of the automatic re- 

stocking option, etc. are examples of the numerous ". punishments", 

which can be inflicted directly and impersonally from the Head 

Off ice. What is at stake for the General Inspectors is therefore 

the maintenance of personal inspections in the stores, viewed as 

efficient means of control over the implementation of the general 

management's decisions. 

Rationality: is oriented towards the use of punitive power and the 

exercise of a purely coercive authority as sole means to justify 

personai control in the stores. If the General Inspectors are said 

to have such rationality, it does not follow that coercion or 

authority are psychological characteristics inherent in their 

personality. Such a proposition would be more along the line of 

psychological analysis. In contrast, the point made by strategic 

analysis is that the General Inspectors' assets, the rules of the 

game and a gradual change in internal control/ regulation processes 

orient them towards strategies whose rationale is the exercise of 
", punitive power". in the sense of power theory (in fact, the 
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organisation rules do not provide them with any "goods". to 

distribute, should they want to exercise a remunerative power; as 

they have it: "we have no right to conceal"). 

Strategy: consists of giving f avourable answers to Petiot in order 

to evidence the necessity of personal and physical inspections in 

the stores, as opposed to functional and impersonal computer-based 

control operated from the Read Ofrice. 

Zone of uncertainty: although the General Inspectors cannot 

"conceal", they still enjoy discretion in their choice of the 

destination of their reports. A circulation at the highest level is 

a major threat for store managers. 

5.8. ITD 

It was only possible to interview one actor of this structure. The 

interview and the participation in one seminar furnished the 

following indications about the actor (who was specifically in 

charge of the BGT seminars): 

What is at stake: the point is to position ITD as an essential 

structure for any change attempted in the organisation, the 

impl3. cation being a relative mastery (through training) of the 

downstream environment of the Read Office (ie. the stores). 

Rationality: is oriented tovards training, sensitising and 

motivating the personnel. Hovever, it seems that one tries to 

reduce fears (about the possible impl3. cations of organisational 

change in terms of redundancy) rather than to highlight and make 

explicit the meaning of the organisational innovations (in terms of 

nev needs, market constraints, opportunities, competition$ etc. ). 
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Strategy: consists of detecting new training needs in the company 

and proposing adapted programmes. 

Zone of uncertainty: in the last resort, it is the ITD training 

officers who transmit the general managemenes messages (technical, 

economic, admin3. strative, if not polit ical) to the very operational 

levels of the group , that is, to the sales assistants. These 

actors thus monitor an important fraction of the uncertainty 

attached to the morale and motivation of the employees whom the 

general management find the most difficult to "reach". and 

communicate to. However, the training officer seemed to be 

affected by the ambiguity resulting from the multiplicity of the 

parties involved in the BGT project. 

5.9. The Store Managers 

In the light of the interviews and analyses summarised in the 

exhibits, the situation of these actors can be described as follows: 

What is at stake: the commercial and administrative autonomy of the 

stores. Indeed, the BGT terminals are viewed as a sort of challenge 

of the exclusivity of their authority on the management of their 

store. 

Rationality: up until two or three years ago, the major concern of 

a store manager was to maximise the flow of merchandise from within 
the reserve to the car park, i. e. to the customer's automobile. 

This meant a mastery of the environment and frequent contacts with 

the suppliers to respond to market changes and a (mainly intuitive) 

knowledge of the Barracuda consumer', 9 buying behaviour. This seems 

to account for the pregnancy of the immediate-sale oriented 

rationality (see the Shop-keeper Syndrome in Exhibit DO. Clearly, 
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this type of rationality is hardly compatible with the new 

commercial policy more oriented towards deferred sales (since the 

target is to limit reserve stocks as much as possible). Som e 

exceptions to this rationality can be observed; in such case, BGT is 

effectively and correctly used in the store (see the Lyon's 

bypermarket). 

Strategy: consists of questioning the val3. dity of the commercial 

and sometimes of the administrative policies by pointing out alleged 

inconsistencies within these pol3. cies (see the Murphy's Law Syndrome 

in Exhibit D4). There are various exemples: 

.15 (i) What is the point in converting reserve space into 

display space if the relating rent is 50% higher?; (ii) 

What is the point of saying that BGT allows for reducing 

logistical tasks if we cannot get rid of the employees who are 

made redundant?; (iii) On the one hand we are told to get rid 

of the stocks, on the other, Poine persists in sending new 

articles which we have to put in the reserve since we have not 

enough display space". 

Clearly, a number of these objections and arguments may seem 

"objectively" invalid and contradictory (the first and the third for 

example) - 
Finally, the store managers explain their sales assistants lack 

of enthusiasm for BGT by stressing that it is not in the "nature" of 

salesmen to pay attention to profitability and storage costs. 

zone of uncertainty: is related to the store staff'$ response top 

and attitude in front of, the new management orientations of the 

Read Off ice. Indeed, protocol analysis and cross-comparisons of the 

interviews indicate that the behaviour and feelings of this type of 
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personnel is highly dependent upon their store manager's behaviour 

and expressed feelings (see Exhibit E). 

5.10. The Departowntal Managers 

As f ar as the departmental managers are concerned, the situation can 

be summarised as f ollows: 

What is at stake: the department autonomy, especially at the 

commercial level. 

Rationality: is mainly oriented towards maximising the commercial 

performance of the department of vhich they are in charge. 

Strategy: consists of letting the sales assistants devote 

themselves to strictly selling activities, even if this means that 

the departmental managers are the only actors who will have the time 

to use BGT. In this case, after closing time, departmental managers 

will go to the BGT terminal and record all the operations that 

should have been recorded by the sales assistants during the day. 

Th2. s deferred use type of procedure generates various errors, since 

the system was designed for real-time use. Exceptions to such 

practices are usually associated with encouragement of the store 

management to use BGT. 

Zone of uncertainty: related to the sales assistants'. morale and 

sensitiveness to profitability concerns (as opposed to purely 

commercial matters) since the departmental managers have an 

important influence on the opinions of the sales assistants. 
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5.11. The Sales Assistants 

In the light of the interviews and analyses presented in the 

exhibits, it is possible to summarise the situation of this type of 

personnel as follows: 

What is at stake: protocol analysis indicates that this type of 

personnel generally feels that BGT and HSC, via information 

technology, jeopardise (or, at least, challenge) the specificity of 

their function. Exceptions to these feelings are observed in stores 

where management encourage assistants to use BGT and try to promote 

concerns about profitability (e. g. by means of the GODEL incentive 

scheme). 

Rationality: is oriented towards maximising commercial 

opportunities. Which supposes, for the sales assistants, that goods 

must be both available within the store, and visible on the 

salesfloor. 

Strategy: consists of devoting themselves to selling activities and 

trying to sell as much as possible while attributing the incorrect 

or low usage of BGT to the demonstrators who 'ýsiaow very little 

concern for the particular problem of the chain". 

Zone of uncertainty: is related to the way in which BGT is actually 

used in the stores. However, the mastery of this uncertainty is 

limited by the control exerted by the BGT Project Off icer and the 

General Inspectors. 

Conclusion 

The weak realisations of the BGT test as compared to objectives, and 
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the status of the decision related to the innovation system (i. e. 
"deferred final decision") can thus be explained by the conjunction 

of phenomena derinable in the terms of strategic analysis. 

Therefore, the present "explanation" of the organisational phenomena 
(and of their consequences) must be viewed as a 'ýRodel" rather than 

as a description of "reality in itself". These phenomena can be 

summarily characterised as follows: 

(i) Ambiguities in the assignement of duties (Buyer/Distribution 

Manager) delay and hinder an optimal usage of the system, 

since the actors are more concerned with securing their 

position than with optimising the implementation of the BGT 

project. 

(ii) The features of the mission and incentive scheme of some 

actors seem to predispose them to playing an active role in 

the promotion of BGT, s usage (e. g. the Buyer. Distribution 

Managers of the warehouses, store managerss etc. ). However, 

the analysis of their rationalities and strategies indicates 

that what is at stake for them tends to deter them from 

playing such a role. 

(iii) The BGT Project Ofricer'. s strategy involuntarily fosters the 

opposition (to the system) of the actors (store managers) who 

have the strongest influence over the potential end-users of 

the system (the sales assistants). 
iv ) None of the efforts to convince store managers of the 

advantages of the system takes into consideration their 

rationality and what is at stake for them. All the efforts to 

promote BGT stress the administrative dimension of the system, 

without highlighting the commercial aspects. This seems to 

account for the strategy of opposition developed by the store 

management* 
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These phenomena constitute the framework in the perspective of 

which strategic analysis is able to explain the status of the 

decision related to BGT. The framework is only interesting because 

it enables one to raise marketing questions such as: 

W To what extent would it not have been fruitful for the COD 

sales engineers to approach the store managers themselves in a 

specific and adapted way? In the light of strategic analysis, 

it appears that it would have been interesting for COD to 

emphasise the following points in their approach to the store 

managers: 
(1) BGT is also able to play a commercial role; 
(2) BGT confers a new type of autonomy to the stores, by 

enabling orders to be directly passed to the warehouses, 
by allowing for real-time follow-up of sales, etc. 

(3) BGT is not as much a new control device for the Head 

Office as a new commercial support for the stores. 
(ii) Instead of trying to sell BGT to the Information Systems 

Division and only to it, would it not have been more 
advantageous to take into account Barracuda's strategic 
idiosyncracies and try to sell the system to the Buyer and the 
Distribution Managers as well (by adapting arguments) ? 

Such a commercial approach could have allowed for a prompter 
decision (of adopt: Lon) and enabled COD to sell more terminals. 

Moreover, in such a case, Barracuda decision-makers would now be 

able and prepared to discuss new information technology projects of 

which COD would be all the more likely to furnish the basis as the 

BGT proposal would have proved a success. 

This conclusion poses a problem in terms of marketing strategy. 
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That is, if COIrs target was to sell BGT (the software only, and not 

the entire system, including the terminals) one can consider that 

the strategy was successful. But, even in such a case, COD`, s 

strategy can be criticised from a marketing standpoint, since 

marketing is about developing and maintaining mutually satisfying 

exchange relationships between organisations (at a profit). In 

fact, the real question turns upon the actual corporate strategy of 

COD. It is likely that this strategy, because of COD`, a tremendous 

power, is to sell the software, knowing that customers will then be 

bound to buy the corresponding hardware from COD, "anyway", 

The methodological conclusion is that a dererred f inal decision 

seems to be much more dif f icult to analyse than an adoption or 

rejection (it suffices to compare the length of this case study to 

Appendix I and II to realise this). However, the fact that, both in 

Shark and Piranhas the decision was already made before the study, 

may account for the difficulty (at least the relative length) of the 

present anlysis. 
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INTERVIEWEES AND SAMPLE STRUCTURE 

EXH IB IT A 

Thirty-four people were interviewed. Among these, twenty-four gave 

rise to in-depth interviews and discussions. 

Type and Number of Stores Which Were Visited 

-------- --- - ----------- - ----- - ------ ---- - ------ - 
Hypermarkets Home and Garden Centres (HGCs) 
------ --- ------- - 

Lyon Chalon 

Bordeaux Echirolles 

Chalon Godard 
-------------------------- --------------------------- 33 

Category and Number of Interviewees 

Store 
Management 

Departmental 
Management Sales - ------ --- ---- ------ Demonstrators 

---------- ---- ---------------- 
Staff 

Lyon I Lyon 2 Ly on 4 
Godard I Godard 2 Godard 5 Godard 2 
Bordeaux 2 Bordeaux 2 

Chalon 2 Chalon 2 Chalon 2 

- ------ ---- 
Grenoble 2 

-- - ---------- 
Grenoble 3 Grenoble 2 

--- 6 8 16 4 
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SUHMARY OF THE INTERVIEWS OF STORE MANAGEMENT 

Opiuions and Origiu 

What Is the Purpose of BGT 

BGT is a tool for stock management. Godard 

It is a system allowing for keeping a minimum 
stock. Chalon (HGCs) 

To allow for automatic orders. Grenoble 

To widen the offer available to consumers. Lyon 

Implications of BGT + HSC 

We incur more risks of missing sales because Godard 
of insufficient reserve stocks. Bordeaux 

Lire is more and more difficult for demons- 
trators because we have more and mor e brands 
but less and less articles by brand. If we 
have to replace this personnel with Barracu- 
da personnel the cost of labour w ill pass Godard 
from 1.7% of turnover up to 4.5% Grenoble 

The advantages of these structures for the 
pTofitability of the stores is far frm ob- Godard 
vlous. Bordeaux 

Some people are made redundant. Godard 
Chalon 

implications for Your Work 

None Godard 

BGT is bad for the morale of the sales staff, 
it is difficult to tell then that informa- 
tion technology is good f or the company while 
they may lose their job because of it. Per- 
sonnel management is much more tricky now. Chalon 

We are less worried about stock management, 
since the computer does it f or us. It saves 
time. Lyon 
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Contacts for BGT Problems 

There are too many people, ve do not know vho 
ve should contact. Godard 

None Bordeaux 

The Distribution Manager of the varehouse of Grenoble 
Lyon. Chalon (HGC) 

The Distribution Manager of the Read Office. Lyon 

Relationships With the Group 

The Buyer: he does not do his job properly 
and ignores our opinion about his new selec- Godard 
tions. Chalon (HGC) 

From the Head office, we only see the General Godard 
Inspectors when they "visit" us. Chalon (HGC) 

HSC: they ignore us. Chalon (HGC) 

The BGT Project Officer: he does not try to 
try to understand the problems we are facing 
in the stores. Bordeaux 

Bonus 

We'd better not rely on it to make a living. Godard 
Grenoble 
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SU14MARY OF THE INTERVIEWS OF TEM DEPARTMENTAL MANAGEMENT 

Opinions and Origin 

What Is the Purpose of BGT 

It is a systen to manage re-stocking. Chalon 
Echirolles 
Godard 
Lyon 

In theory, it should reduce the risk of run- Chalon 
ning out of stock, but we no longer have any Godard 
stock. 

To know the price of article readily by using 
the terminal. Lyon 
To ease the work of sales staff. Lyon 

Implications of BGT + RSC 

There are more risks of inventory mistakes, 
as some sales assistants may forget to re- 
cord a sale on the terminal, especially when 
thereare lotsof clients atthe same time. Chalon 

Iu case of stock-out, it is impossible to 
tell the client when the article will be avai- 
lable. Echirolles 

Costs are increased, as we still have to pay 
logistics people, while we pay for the ware- 
house. Echirolles 

The futur e of the demonstrators is at stake, 
because administrative concerns are taking 
over the commercial spirit: with whom are we 
going to replace them when they leave? Godard 

Impl ica tious f or Your Work 

On top of having to sell, we have to make the 
client come back to collect his purchase; we 
are not used to this problem. Chalon 

We have more work because of the dif f iculty 
to understand the BGT system, the codes on 
the screen, the commands are not clear at all. Godard 

More vork: because of the lack of education 
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of the sales assistants, I have to use BGT 
myself and record the sales after closing ti- 
me. Echirolles 

Contacts For BGT Problems 

The Distribution Manager of the Head Office. Lyon 

The Distribution Managers of the warehouse of Grenoble 
Lyon. Chalon 

Echirolles 

Our store's administrative assistant: she 
understands the system very well. Godard 

Relationships With the Group 

The Head Oftice Distribution Manager: he is Chalon 
too far from our problems. We never see him. Echirolles 

Godard 

The Buyer: what is his role in relation with 
the Distribution Manager? His latest selec- 
tions do not sell well, and we do not know Godard 
where we must store them. Echirolles 

The General Inspectors: we see them sometimes 
when we are controlled. Chalon 

The Stock Control Department: never heard of. Chalon 
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SUMKARY OF TELE INTERVIEWS OF THE SALES PERSONNEL 

Opinions and Origin 

What Is the Purpose of BGT 

To manage re-stocking Godard 
Echirolles 

To allow us to know the real level of the 
stock when we sell articles. Lyon 

To reduce stockholding in the stores. Chalon 
Bordeaux 
Grenoble 
Chalon (HGC) 

To lower overheads. Lyon 

Iinplications of BGT + HSC 

Lots of errors in inventory. Godard 
Bordeaux 
Chalon 

Problems f or the clients. Godard 
Echirolles 
Chalon 
Bordeaux 

Delivery terms from the warehouses are too 
long. Echirolles 

Implications for Your Work 

We miss lots of sale opportunities. Godard 
Echirolles 
Chalon (HGC) 

We must adopt another style for selling; now 
we have to sell delivery terms along with the 
article. Lyon 

Relationships With the Group 

Not enou*h contacts with the Buyer, HSC, the Godard 
Read Office: we do not really know what they Echirolles 
are up to with BGT. Chalon 
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SYNTHESIS 

Usage of BGT 

EXHIBIT C 

Godard Sales assistants record the sale on the terminal once 

the client has left the store (in fact, the sale 

should be recorded during the transaction itself) and 

the terminal is not used to determine the level of 

stock before the sale is made. Sales assistants go to 

the reserve frequently to make sure the articles they 

sell are available. 

Echirolles Sales assistants have been told to use the terminal to 

determine the level of stock only, and the department 

manager records the sales after closing time. Which 

means that sales assistants use a note-book to 

determine the level of stock during the day. 

Chalon (BGC) The BGT terminal is used more often to record sales in 

real time, but sales assistants do not trust the 

system and prefer to go to the reserve to check the 

availability of the articles. 

Lyon Optimal utilisation of the system: sales are recorded 

in real-time on the terminal, and the terminal is 

systematically used to check availability both in the 

store reserve and in the varehouse. 

Bordeaux During the observation, the system was nearly 

correctly used; however, indications from the BGT 

Project Officer suggest that the average usage of the 

terminal is low. 

Grenoble The terminal is only used to determine whether the 

article wanted by a client (when the article in 
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question is not available in the hypermarket) is 

available in the HGC of Echirolles (very close to 

Grenoble). 

Chalon Utilisation nearly nil 

Problems 

In the light of the interviews, it seeing that four major problems 

hinder the development of the usage of BGT (which usage would enable 

a clear decision to be made). As these problems may not appear 

very clearly from the summaries above, they are listed and defined 

belov, in Exhibits Dl, D2, D3 and D4. 
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THE SHOP--KEEPER SY"ROME 

EXHIBIT Dl 

The f ear of missing an immediate, unexpected and 

substantial sale because of insufficient reserve. 

The reduct3. on of reserve stockholding is viewed as synonymous with 

increase in the risk of lost opportunities. Sales assistants seem 

to have a "discrete" rationality. That is, they distinguish a 

sequence of independent events and will remember a "famous" story 

about a lost opportunity. Each store has its missed sale which 

suffices to definitely rule out the entire commercial policy of the 

Head Office. Financial aggregates have little meaning, and sales 

assistants show little concern for flows of continuous "small 

purchases" that constitute 80% of the turnover. For them, the 

turnover comes in discrete quanta, and missing one quantum (one 

sale) is to lose a client and damage the reputation of the chain. 

Somebody who says "To lose one client is to spoil a day" would be 

hardly impressed by scale economies. According to the sales 

assistants, the image of Barracuda is linked to immediate purchase. 

To betray the image is to jeopardise the whole business. 

This reasoning was found to be absent in Lyon's hypermarket 

where sales assistants emphasised the fact that a good salesman is 

one who is able to sell what he has. If the article desired by the 

client is not available, the point is to sell another one, or to 

make the client order for that particular article. In this case, 

the article will be delivered to his home, or the client will have 
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to come back and collect it. The sales assistants of Lyon vere 

younger, had a "baccalaureat", and some held a commercial degree 

from university (two years after the baccalaureat). On top of this, 

the Lyon', s store manager appeared to be very concerned about 

prof itability. 
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THE TWO-WAY MIELROR-SCREEN SYNDROME 

EXHTBIT D2 

The fear of becoming transparent for the Read Office and 

HSC without any return or supplement of information from 

these. 

The store staff and management do not seem to understand what 
happens '13ehind the screen"; they view themselves as under-informed 

about the real implications of BGT- 

The relative transparency of the store for the Read Oftice and 

HSC, resulting from an optimal usage, of the system is not associated 

with a reciprocaL transparency that would allow the store to 

understand, follow or orient the development of BGT. These feelings 

are diversely expressed. 

Godard We have no information about the relationship between BGT and HSC, about the meaning of the relationship, and its imaplications for the group, the stores and the 
sales staf f. 

(Sales assistant) 

Bordeaux Here, in the store, roles are clear-cut: everybody Grenoble from the Read Off ice can know who is w hat. But for us s we are in the dark as to who is in charge of BGT at the Read Off ice, who invented it, and wtiy. 
(Departmental manager) 

Chalon in case of stock-out resulting from HSC 
underassessment of stores' future needs, we do not 
know when we will receive the merchandises, we cannot 
tell the clients. (Sales assistant) 
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TELE SKRINE-SCREEN SYNDROME 

The BG*i: terminal is a magnificent black box, whose 

destination and ultimate beneficiary are unknown, which one 

fears to approach, and that should only be touched by 

initiated people. 

Three types of reasoning vill illustrate the phenomena. 

Echirolles Due to their low educational background, my sales 
assistants cannot operate the terminal properly. They 
will order too much, make mistakes and disrupt the 
whole accounting system of the store. I prefer to 
have them sell, which they do well. Which means that 
I use the terminal myself, at the end of the work day, 
to record the sales. I do not want to let them play 
with the computer [sic] during the day. They have no idea about how to use it, and their job is to sell. 

(Departmental manager) 

Godard We do not dare to touch the computer at rush time. If 
we make a mistake, it is a real disaster. We do not 
know how to correct it, the clients become nervous and 
the demonstrators try to pick up our clients vhileve 
are stuck with the machine. Most of the time, in case 
of error, we do not understand what appears on the 
screen. I do not know who designed the programme, but 
I think he could have designed somethint easier to 
operate; we have never learnt computing ef ore, and 
the presentation by the Installations Department took 
less than one hour. 

(Sales assistant) 
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Chalon We do not even know where they go, the orders we enter 
in the terminal. To the Head Oftice, HSC, a 
warehouse? The Distribution Manager told me the 
orders were transmitted by the computer to his 
warehouse. But then, how can one explain that Petiot 
always knows the stock level? 

(Departmental manager) 
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THE MURPHY'S LAW SYNDROME 

The fear that the best hopes and plans vill only give rise 

to outcomes opposed to the expectations. The motto is that 

'Trom the Head Office, the worst is always certain". 

The general argument is that the combination of BGT, HSC and the new 

commercial pol3. cy may produce results disadvantageous for the 

profitability of the stores. This argument is generally developed 

by store managers, and its main feature is to point out alleged 

contradictions in the general management's new policy. The 

following quotations by store managers illustrate the phenomenon. 

Bordeaux To convert reserve space into display space: are they 
sure (the Head Off ice] that such modif icatýon (cost of the works plus 50% increase in the rent) is really likely to be counterbalanced by the expected increase 
in turnover? The question is all the more worrying as 
the new selections do not sell. 

(Store manager) 

Godard The new commercial policy poses problems for the 
demonstrators. They have less and less articles by 
brand (reduction Of the depth of the assortment3. 
Should we have to replace this personnel with 
Barracuda people (to whom we pay a commission, on top 
of their salary), the costs (in labourl for the store 
would increase by 170Z. 

(Assistant store manager) 
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Echirolles What is the use of economising logistical tasks if we 
still have to pay the logistics people? All the 
economies they mention are unrealistic because they do 
not take into consideration the fact that it has 
become impossible to get rid of redundant employees. 
So, we have to pay for BGT, and we do not make any 
economy. (Store manager) 
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CROSS ANALYSIS OF THE INTERVIEWS 

EXH IB IT E 

In the light of the research, it is possible to compare the feelings 

and actions of the management and staff from the stores. Some 

lines seem to emerge, which furnish the platform for the 

presentation of the actors rationalities and strategies. The maj or 

conclusions that can be derived from the cross analysis of the 

interviews are simmarised below. 

There seems to be an association between the understanding of 

the role of BGT (along with HSC) and the level and "quality" 

of usage of BGT. (Cf. Lyon's hypermarket) 

(ii) There seems to be an association between the perception of a 

commercial role of BGT and the quality of its usage. (Cf. the 

Lyon hypermarket in which the widening of the offer is 

mentioned by the sales assistants, along with the idea that 

BGT is a support for salesmen). 

(iii) There seems to be an association between an absence of 

understanding of the new commercial policy of the Head Office 

and the low and incorrect usage of BGT. (Cf. Godard's HGC, for 

example) 

Uv) There seems to be a tight association betveen the attitude of 

the store management tovards BGT, HSC and the new general or 
commercial policy of the Head Off ice, the attitude of the 
departmental management, and the attitude of the sales staff. 
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Moreover, it seems that, between the three following 

structures: 

(1) Hierarchical structure (store managers, departmental 

managers, sales assistants); 

(2) Product structure (Buyer, Distribution Managers, ... ) 

(3) Functional structure (BGT Project Officer, Read of the 

Organisation Department, so. 
), 

the hierarchical structure is more likely to influence the 

sales assistants than the other structures (given the poor 

relationships between the stores and the group, as revealed by 

the interviews). 
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